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CATALOGUE OF MARKED SHERDS FROM KAHUN
Introduction
The structure of the catalogue was devised bearing in mind two essential considerations:
1. The importance of the pottery types on which the marks are inscnbed, not only as a chronological
indicator, but also as a means of understanding the significance of the marks. This is true especially for
the marks incised before firing, as they might be related to the identity of the potter or of the workshop In
which the pottery was made.
2. The necessity to keep the marks incised before firing separated from the ones incised after firing. The
pre-firing marks were applied dunng the manufacturing process and are therefore certainly
contemporary with the production of the vessels. The signs incised after firing were applied at some
point during the life span of the sherds, possibly at the time of the Middle Kingdom phase of occupation
of the town, but a New Kingdom or later date cannot be excluded. Moreover, the two types display a
different character both in their shape and in their position on the vessel.
Consequently, the sherds are first arranged according to their pottery types and then divided into two
sections:
• Marks incised before firing and on top of the rim
• Marks incised after firing
Within each section the signs are ordered according to the mark types as described in chapters 3 and 4,1
When a sherd is marked both before and after firing, it is listed among the sherds with pre-firing marks, but
the post-firing mark type is also given. Not all the pottery types present in the torpus are incised with marks
both before and after firing.
For each section, underneath the title, a concise description of the pottery type is given, with references
to excavated parallels and proposed date.
For clarity, an outline of the pottery types 2 follows.
Marl Clay FabrIcs
1.1.	 Marl Cl
1.1 .a.	 large storage jars
I.1.a.1. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, short, rounded rim and flat base
1.1 .a.2. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base
l.1.a.3. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, elongated, modelled rim and flat base
l.1.a.4. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, elongated rectangular rim; top of rim
flattened by tool; flat base
l.1.a.5. models of storage jars
l.1.b.	 ovoid jars
I.1.b.1. medium-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim
l.1.b.2. small-sized ovoid, jars with externally folded rim
l.1.w.	 jugs
l.1.c.	 bottles
l.1.c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated neck
l.1.c.2. tall-necked bottle with externally folded, short rim
l.1.d.	 cups
l.1.d.1. hemispherical cups
l.1.e.	 bowls
1.1.0.1. large bowls with out-turned rim
l.1.f.	 large basins
l.1.g.	 lids
l.1.h.	 pot-stands
1.1 .n.	 unclassified body-sherds
1 'Typok,gy of the marks incised before firing' and 'Typology of the marks incised after firing'.
2 Contrary to the usual practice I have listed dosed forms before open shapes. This is due to the nature of the material
under examination; the bulk of the corpus consist of dosed shapes, mainly storage and ovoid jars in Marl C, and this
influenced the system used to record and dassify the sherds.
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1.2.	 Marl C2
l.2.a.	 large storage jars
l.2.a.1. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, short, rounded rim and flat base
I.2.a.2. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base
I.2.a.4. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, elongated, rectangular rim; top of rim
flattened by tool; flat base
l.2.b.	 ovoid jars
I.2.b.1. medium-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim
I.2.b.2. small-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim
l.2.c.	 bottles
l.2.c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck
l.2.h.	 'fish d shes'
l.2.n.	 unclassified body sherds
1.3.	 Marl C compact
l.3.a.	 storage jars
l.3.c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck
l.3.n.	 unclassified body-sherds
1.4.	 Marl A3
l.4.b.	 small-sized ovoid jars
l.4.n. unclassified body sherds
II.	 Nile Clay Fabrics
11.1.	 NIle C
11.1 .1.	 small jar with pointed base
11.1 
.j.	 large jar with short, folded rim and flat base
11.1 .k. base of a closed form
11.1 .1.	 body-sherds from closed form
11.1 .m. large plates
lI.1.p. offering stands
ll.1.q. large trays or lids
11.1 .r.	 bread-mo ulds
11.2.	 Nile BI
lI.2.s.	 carinated cups
ll.2.b. Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware
11.3.	 NIle B2
ll.3.t.	 'salad mixer' bottles
ll.3.s.	 hemispherical cups
ll.3.d. bowls
ll.3.d.1. carinated bowls
ll.3.d.2. small bowls with out-turned rim
lI.3.u. dishes
lI.3.n. unclassified body-sherds
11.4.	 NIle E
ll.4.v. cooking bowls
A few comments on the vessel descriptions given in the catalogue entries are necessary.
Museum number This is the sherd number, which identifies each sherd. Museum Numbers beginning
with EA' refer to sherds kept in the British Museum (Department of Egyptian Antiquities), while 'UC' and
'MM' refers respectively to the Petile Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (University College London) and
Manchester Museum (University of Manchester). When a single item bears more than one number it means
that a joint was discovered after the sherds were registered.
A few sherds in the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology bear the same Museum number followed by
a roman numeral (for example: UC 7623 I, UC 7623 II, UC 7623 Ill, etc.). This is because when part of the
material was registered in the mid-sixties, Ms. Joyce Townend assigned the same museum number to all the
sherds with the same mark type and a different roman numeral to each sherd in the group.
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Pre-firing mark, Mark on top of rim and Post-firing mark. The mark type is given according to the codes
listed in chapters 3 and 4 of the thesis, where a table is dedicated to each mark-type. The possible variants
of the type are illustrated in the first column; the pottery types on which the marks occur are listed in the
second. The third column gives the position of the marks on the vessel body, while the sherd number and
the catalogue number are given for reference in the fourth column. Please refer to those chapters for an
overview of the mark types.
Fabric: I have used the Vienna System' 3 as parameters for the fabrics' classification.
Description: I have repeated for each Item the general description of the pottery type, Including the shape
of the rim and the base, even if the piece under discussion is just a shoulder- or a body-shed. As already
seen in the chapter on the pottery typology, the body-sherds have been assigned to the various types on the
basis of fabric, technique of vessel manufacture, surface treatment, and wall thickness. Only when a
substantial portion of a diagnostic feature is present, was a body-sherd ascribed to a more specific
subgroup.
The appearance of the section is described (if uniform or zoned), but no attempt was made to define the
colour of each single break and to include references to the Munsell Soil Colour Charts. Please refer to the
chapter on the pottery typology for a more detailed description of the fabrics.
Measurements: the following abbreviations have been used:
H. = height When dealing with body-sherds, the height was taken with calipers, and the orientation
decided on the basis of the nlling marks.
W. = width. It is used only with body-sherd and was taken at the point of maximum width, with calipers,
and the orientation decided on the basis of the rilling marks.
D. = diameter of the rim or the base.4 The measurement was taken with a diameter chart, and refers to
the point where the sherd touches the chart, not to the exterior of the rim.
1. = thickness of the vessel wall.
References: I have included in this item references to Petrie's published and unpublished papers, as well
as any other bibliographical reference known to me concerning that particular sherd/mark.
As for the references to Petile's work, a few points need to be highlighted. The standard to which Pethe
published the marks varies considerably between the first and the second season of excavation. The great
majority of the marks found during the first season (April to May 1889) are published as copies in K.G.H.
(1890), p1. XXVII, and are often accompanied by short explanatory notes (for example 'P' to indicate that the
mark was incised before firing; or 'pit in floor' and 'find 58' to indicate provenance). At the end of the second
season (October 1889 to January 1890), Petrie did not have time to prepare copies of all the marks he
found, and in I.K.G. p1. XV he only gave a hand list of the forms for purpose of study'. 5 As a consequence,
while it is relatively easy to Identify the marks excavated during the first season with the drawings given in
the publication, for the sherds found in the second season we can only refer generally to the mark type.
This is even more disappointing if we consider the different histories of the two groups of sherds after
their arrival in England. In 1890 Jesse Haworth presented the Greek and Roman Department of the British
Museum with a group of objects retrieved during Petrie's excavations at Kahun and Gurob, including the
sherds with marks. Following Petrie's suggestion, 6 the sherds were left unregistered In the event that similar
material would be found during the work planned for the next season. In 1912 the objects were entered in
the Greek & Roman registers and in 1926 parts of the original gift were transferred to the Department of
Egyptian Antiquities. In 1994 the material in the Greek and Roman Department was reviewed again, and the
remaining Egyptian items were transferred to the Egyptian department of the same Museum, where they
were finally registered. A careful comparison with Petrie's publications revealed that the group of marked
sherds of Middle Kingdom date now in the British Museum was excavated during the first season of work at
Kahun.
NordstrOm HA. Boomau J.. 'Ceramic Technalogy Ciays and Fabrics', in Arnold Do.. Boumau J., An Introduction To
Ancient Egyptian Potter,', Mainz am Rhein 1993. fascsc$e 2.
l have used V. (base)' if the measurement refers to the diameter of a base.
Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p. 11.
6 Petjs letter to Mr. Murray, dated 25 September 1889.
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Petrie kept part of the finds for himself, and they are now in the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology
at University College London. Excluding a few items registered in the mid-sixties by Mrs. Joyce Townend,
the bulk of the marked sherds from Kahun and Gurob was left unregistered until 1995, when they became
the subject of the present research. Due to the complex history of the Petrie collection and the many moves
to which the Museum has been subjected In the past, we cannot exclude the possibility that sherds from
other sites were accidentally incorporated into the Kahun/Gurob material. The concise way In which Petrie
published the marks found In the second season does not help in the identification of the over two hundreds
sherds kept at University College. Luckily more information can be gained from Petrie's Mss Notebooks.
As already seen in the chapter on Petrie's excavation at Kahun, amongst his Mss Notebooks, four show
plans of the town (39b, 49, 48a, 48), and two contain drawings and notes on the sherds with marks: nos. 39e
and 50, dated respectively to the first and the second season. Once again the recording was more accurate
and detailed during the first season, when, besides the drawing of each mark, in Mss Notebook 39e, Petrie
added a concise note referring to the kind of pottery on which the mark is incised, and to the position in
which it was found. At the very beginning of Mss Notebook 39e there is also an introductory note with the
explanation of some of the annotation used in the following pages, as follows:
Pottery marks from Kahun
- Potter's marks "P"7
- approximate scale } 1 inch8
- similar marks ranged together
• all pot right way up, if perhaps inverted 4, if doubtful any way'
- "white speck" pottery as Tell Aniama on paste quite unknown after Ramessides9
- "red" red paste
- "red face" painted red1°
• XII from or about, not known later
- "surface" laying on surface of ground
- "high" but little under surface
- 1/2 down
- "low" low down in filling of chambers
- "floor" on the floor
- "floor pir pit in floor of chambers filled with stuff & rubbish
In this catalogue those annotations are listed in brackets after the reference to the page number e.g.
Petrie, Mu Notebook 39e, p. 1 (red).
In Mss Notebook 50 (second season), the marks are drawn and grouped according to their shape, but
very few comments were added. Nevertheless, the comparison between the drawings given in Notebook 50
and the sherds kept in the Petrie Museum has shown that the majority of the sherds were excavated during
the second season.
Comments 'The sherd has been analysed': in 1984 Mrs. Joan HuntoonU took samples from a few
Kahun sherds as part of a large-scale study of Middle Bronze Age pottery with the help of neutron activation
analysis. The study was primarily based on samples taken from amphorae and Tell el Yahudiyeh ware
vessels excavated at Tell el Dab'a, 12 but also includes samples from sites in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and
Israel, and from various Egyptian sites, ranging in date from the Old to the New Kingdom. 13 The premature
7 Petrie used the term 'potter's mark' to Indicate the marks Incised before Iking.
of the brace 7 not the same here as in Petne's Notebook.
9 Possibly referring to sherds in coarse Marl C with large limestone Indusions.
10 i.e. red shp applied on exterior.
Of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York.
12 Bietak M., Tell eI-Dab'a V: Em File dhofsbezi,* der M,Weren Bionzeze,tku!tur mit Totentempel und Siedlungsschichten,
WIen 1991, p.317.
13 McGovern P.E., Bourrlau J.D., Harbottle G. and JIen S., The Archaeological Origin and Significance of the Dolphin
Vase determined by Neutron Activation Analysis', BASOR 296,1994, p. 37.
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death of Mrs Huntoon brought the project to a halt. Recently P. McGovern 14
 has taken over the project and
the results will be published in a monograph now in preparation.15
All the figures are at scale 1:2, unless indicated otherwise.
14 Of the Museum of Applied Soence Center for Archaeology (MASCA), The University of Pennsylvania Museum of
Archaeology and AnthrOpOlOgy
15 Biebk M., 'Egypt and Canaan During the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281 1991, p. 28; pp. 62-3, note 4; McGovern
P.E. and Harbottle G., Hyksos" Trade Connections between Tell el-Dab'a (Avaris) and the Levant A Neutron Activation
Study of the Canaanite Ja?, in Oren E.D. (ed.), The Hyksos. New HLstorical and Archaeological Perspectives,
Philadelphia 1997, pp. 141-157
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Pottery type I.1.a.
Marks incised before firing
Large storage jars In Marl Cl. Body-shards that cannot be ascnbed to a more specific sub-type.
1. Museum number EA 74645
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 1.1 a
Pre-firing mark: 1 9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Pre-firing mark incised on
shoulder, below base of nm. The section is zoned red with black core; surface uncoated.
The interior is eroded.
Measurements: W. 13.3; T. 0.75
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 18 (P).	 -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds wTth
marks in 1912.
2. Museum number UC 7625 I
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: L1.a
Pre-firing mark: 2.1
Post-firing mark: a 3.11
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Pre-firing and post-firing
marks incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated and blackened by fire.
Measurements: H. 116, W. 13.5; T 1.3
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LK.G (1891), p1. XV
3. Museum number UC 44925
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a
Pm-firing mark: 3 2 6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Pre-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated, marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T 0 9
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, I. K.G (1891), p1 XV
4. Museum number UC 44905
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 1.1 a
Pm-firing mark 354	 )
Fabric Mail Cl
Description shoulder-sherd possibly from a arge storage jar. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below base
of nm. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body marks of finger-smoothing inside below joining line
Measurements. T 0.8
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
I
5	 Museum number UC 7658
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a
Pre-tiring mark: 37.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior
The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated.
Measurements. 1. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LK G. (1891), p1. XV.
6.	 Museum number UC 44920
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a
Pre-finng mark: 3.9.5
Fabric S Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, pre-firing
mark incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Upper
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: -
Museum number: UC 449807.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 a
Pre-fimng mark: 3.11 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large
storage jar. Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on
exterior upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line.
Measurements: T. 1.5
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, I KG (1891), p1 XV
8. Museum number UC 44797
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 a.
Pre-ftnng mark 4 3 1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Pre-firing mark incised on
shoulder. The section is zoned, red with thick black core surface fired cream; marks of
finger-smoothing inside
Measurements
References Petne Mss Notebook 50 cf Petne, 1KG (1891). p1. XV
9. Museum number EA 74372
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type ha
Pre-firing mar/c 4 3 1
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Description body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Pre-finng mark incised on extenc
The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream A
2
Measurements: W 14.5; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e (P, red, XII); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 26
Comments: the mark in Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 26 seems smaller and the lines less straight.
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Pre-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream inside and
outside. Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, l.K G. (1891), p1. XV.
10. Museum number. UC 44818
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: LI a
Pre-l'Iring marlc 4.4.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar. Fragmentary pre-finng
mark incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated. Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body: marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line. The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
11. Museum number UC 44804
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L1.a
Pre-firing mark: 4.4.4
Fabric. Marl CI
Descnption body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Pre-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with darker core; surface uncoated. The
sherd is blackened by fire inside.
12. Museum number UC 44765+ UC 44805
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. 1.1 a.
Pre-firing mark: 4 5 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Measurements -
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci'. Petne, I K G. (1891), p1 XV.
13. Museum number UC 44817
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potteiytype 1.1 a
Pre-firing mark 5 13
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Pre-firing mark
incised on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream
inside and outs de marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T O8tol 5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50: ci'. Petne 1KG. (1891), p1 XV.
3
14.	 Museum number UC 44929
Objecl: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. 1.1 a
Pre-firing mark. 7.9
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description S body-sherd possibly from a large storage jar Fragmentary pre-flnng
mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired
white. Marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number UC 7679
U
Pottery type I.1.a.
Marks incised after firing
Large storage jars in Marl Cl. Body-sherds that cannot be ascnbed to a more specific sub-type.
15. Museum number EA 74653
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: Lal.
Post-firing mark: a 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of finger- 	 \
smoothing inside.
Measurement s: -
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
16. Museum number: UC 44828
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.	 (j
Post-firing mark: a.1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: -
17. Museum number: UC 44858
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: Lal.
Post-firing mark: a.1 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-firing mark incised on
extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T 1 2
References: -
18.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype Ia 1
Post-finng mark a.1 4
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated
Measurements -
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
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I q	 Museum number UC 44903
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: I al.
Post4ring mark a.2. 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-flnng mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside. The sherd is eroded inside and outside
Measurements: T. I
References: cf. Pefrie, I.K G. (1891), p1. XV.
20. Museum number EA 74660
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.al.
Post-firing mark. a.2.1.2
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6; Petne, K.G.H. (1891), p1. XXVII, 165
21. Museum number: UC 44938
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.2. 1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of f.nger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 1.3
References. -
22. Museum number UC 44937
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Po(terj type I.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a 2 1 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
	
--
incised on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements T 1 1
References -
23. Museum number UC 44830
Object: pottery vessel, fragment	 - -
Potter/type lal.
Post-flnngmarka23l	 -
Fabric: MarICi	 ____
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised
on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements T 0.7
6
Museum number: UC 44918
Museum number: UC 44838
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
24.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.2.6.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.7 to I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
25.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pott ery type. l.al .
Post-firing mark: a2.6.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on extenor The section is zoned, red with black
core; surface uncoated. The sherd is eroded inside and outside
Measurements: T. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, l.KG. (1891), p1.
Xv.
26. Museum number EA 74599
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.a 1.
Post-firing mark. a.2.6.6
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks ot finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 12.1; T 1
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6
Comments. mark not published in Petne, K G H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from
the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994 it was not reg stered there but
presumably amved with the other sherds with marks in 1912
27. Museum number UC 44919
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.2 6 7
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mack incised on
exterior. The section is black surface fired white, marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T. 1 1
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, I IC G (1891), p1 XV
28. Museum number UC 7657
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.al .
Post-firing mark: a 2 7 1
7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar with a post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream; marks c( finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
2g	 Museum number UC 7696
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter, type I al.
Post-firing mark: a.2.7.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Lx
30. Museum number EA 74449
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a.2.9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar, with post-firing mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white
Measurements: H. 7.2; T. 0.6
References Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 1 (red, surface); Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII,
124.
31. Museum number EA74410
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 2 10 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated marks of finger-smoothing	 ,-.
inside.
Measurements. W. 11, T. 0 9
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 5 (red); Petne, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 72.
Comments the sherd has been analysed
32. Museum number EA 74412
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.
Post-firing mark a 2 10 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Descnption. body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core surface fired cream,
marks of finger-smoothing inside The sherd s blackened by fire inside
Measurements W 12.75, T. 1 2
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 19 Petne, KG H (1890), p1 XXVII, 74
11	 I
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Museum number: UC 44816
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.a. 1.
Post-firing mark. a.2.10.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.7 to 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Cf Pethe, !.KG (1891), p1. XV.
34. Museum number: EA 74404
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type I al.
Post firing mark: a.2.10.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core;
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 9.7, T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 17 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 66.
35. Museum number: UC 7633 I
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I a. 1.
Post-firing mark: a.2.11.2	 1'	 J
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned,
red with black core; surfaces eroded.
Measurements: T. 1 2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
36. Museum number- UC 7633 IV
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: I a. 1.
Post-firing marka2 112
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned,
red with black core, surface fired cream, marks of finger-smoothing on the inside, below joining line
Measurements. T. 1 2
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci' Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1 XV
37. Museum number: UC 44841
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.	 ==4=r=_ /
Post-firing maric a 2 11 3	 - - -
Fabric. Marl Cl
Des nption: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The
sect on is uniform in colour, surface uncoated marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: T. 0.7
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
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References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 cf. Petrie, I.K G. (1891), p1. XV.
41.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal
Post-finng mark: a 2 13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description S body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-firing mark
incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated marks of finger-smoothing inside; 4 fragments
glued together Marked K' in pencil
Measurements: T 0 8
References Petrie Mss Notebook 50 of Petne I. K G (1891),
p1 XV
Museum number UC 7620 II
Museum number tiC 4480038.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.2.1 1.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated, upper
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
39.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I a 1
Post-firing mark: a 2 11.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar, possibly reused as a cooking vessel,
with fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with
black core; surface fired cream and blackened by fire; two fragments glued together.
Measurements T. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
-[ii
Museum number tiC 7669
40.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.2. 11.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from
exterior The section is zoned,
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T. 1 2
Museum number UC 44837 + UC 44924
large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on
red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of
Comments For the mark type of. Spencer A.J., Excavation at 8-	 L_--
Ashmunein III, the Town, London 1993 p68, p1. 111, 9 11: the
sherds from a large jar with an mark incised on the shoulder,
from the fill to the north of Grave 1, ( ...) Another sherd with the same mark, found in the German excavation
at Ashmunein, is described by Roeder in Hermopohs 1929-1939 p 328 (n. 455/1), but is unfortunately not
illustrated. This example was discovered at the 280-290 metrepoint along the trench, Graben II with a vase of
clear Middle Kingdom type mis-dated to a later period in the publication. The marked sherd from the British
Museum excavation came from the field above the superstructure of Grave 13 to the North of the vaulted
chamber of Grave 1, and was found with a fragment of a potstand of Type 5.1.30, for which there are Middle
Kingdom parallels."
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42.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype: I al.
Post-firing mark a 2.13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside; 2 fragments glued together.
Marked 'K' in pencil.
Measurements' H. 20.1; W. 11.2; T. 0.7
Museum number UC 7620 I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.	 : A
Comments: For the mark type of. Spencer A.J., Excavation at 8-
Ashmunein III, the Town, London 1993, p 68, p1. 111, 91.1 the sherds
from a large jar with an mark incised on the shoulder, from the fill to the
north of Grave I (....) Another sherd with the same mark, found in the
German excavation at Ashmunein, is descnbed by Roeder in Hermopolis
1929-1939, p. 328 (n. 45511), but is unfortunately not iUustrated. This
example was discovered at the 280-290 metrepoint along the trench, Graben II, with a vase of clear Middle
Kingdom type, mis-dated to a later period in the publication. The marked sherd from the British Museum
excavation came from the field above the superstructure of Grave 13, to the North of the vaulted chamber of
Grave 1, and was found with a fragment of a potstand of Type 5.1.30, for which there are Middle Kingdom
parallels."
43.	 Museum number UC 44812
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. l.al .
Post-firing mark a.3. 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned,
red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1 2
References. of. Petrie, / KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar with a post-flnng mark incised on
extenor The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside
44. Museum number UC 7624 IV
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterj type: l.a 1
Post-firing mark a 3.11
Measurements. H 97, W. 107; T 1 2
References. Petne Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, !.KG (1891), p1. XV.
Description' body-sherd from a large storage jar possibly a large storage jar with a post-flnng
mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core surface fired cream,
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements H 4 5 W 7, T 0 7
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1 XV
45. Museum number UC 7624 III
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. I a 1
Post-firing mark, a 3 1.1
Fabric' Marl Cl
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46.	 Museum number: UC 7624 II
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a 3 1.1
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar with a post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside. ><
Measurements: H. 11 8; W. 12 2; T. 1.4
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
47. Museum number UC 44915
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype:l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.3.1 1
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is eroded outside.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.KG (1891), p1. XV.
Fabric Mart Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The surface is uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References: -
48. Museum number EA 74654
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a.3.3.2
Comments mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Descnption body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised or
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated The sherd is worn by
exposure
49. Museum number EA 50908
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.al.
Post-firing marl a 3 32
Fabric: Marl Cl
Measurements: 1. 0.7
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red, yell face).
Comments: mark not published in Petne KG H (1890) The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994 it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
50.	 Museum number UC 44840
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.al.
Post-finng mark a 3 3 3
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descnption. shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned,
12
Museum number: EA 50907
red with black core, surface uncoated, upper shoulder thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body; marks ci finger-smoothing inside, below
joining one.
Measurements: T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
51. Museum number EA 74365
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I al.
Post-firing mark a.3 4.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface eroded; mark of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements: H. 11.6; T. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 3 (red; surface); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 19.
52. Museum number: EA 74376
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.a.1.
Post-firing mark a.4. 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 9.3; T. 1 2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 32.
53. Museum number: EA 74373
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type I a 1.
Post-firing mark a 4 11
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar with a post-finng mark incised on
exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside Two fragments glued
Measurements H. 17.5, T. 1
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red); Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 28
4
54.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 4 1 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary post-firing
mark incised on exterior The section is zoned red with black core, surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T 1 3
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 16 (red), Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 30.
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Museum number: UC 7639
55.	 Museum number EA 74390
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.2
Fabric: Mail Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on
extenor The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 7.7; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 51.
5&	 Museum number EA 74388
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post -firing mark. a.4.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour in colour; surface fired cream; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 11.5; T. 0.67
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (wt speck, grey face, on XII), Petne,
K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 49.
57.	 Museum number EA 74389
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.4 2	
,/\\
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on 	 /
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core marks of finger-smoothing 	 /
inside
Measurements: H. 12 2; T. 11
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 16 (red, surface), Petne, K G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 50.
58.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiylype lal.
Post-firing mark a 4 4
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned red with black core;
surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside The sherd is
blackened by fire inside and outside
Measurements T. 1 3
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, 1KG (1891), p1 XV.
59.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,type lal.
Post-firing mark: a 4 5
Fabric Mad Cl
Museum number UC 44831
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Museum number EA 74381
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I KG. (1891), p1. XV
60.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a.4.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on exterior The
section is uniform in colour; surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: W. 15, T 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19, Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 37.
Comments: in the Greek and Roman Register the mark is incorrectly identified with Petrie,
K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 39.
61. Museum number JC 44914
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a 4.11
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing nark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, I KG. (1891), p1. XV.
62. Museum number EA 74361
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.
Post-firing mark a 4 12
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark inc sed on
Measurements. W 127; T. 11
exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated. The interior s eroded.
	 1.
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7; Petne, KG H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 15
t
63.	 Museum number EA 74351
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type I a 1
Post-firing mark a 4 13.1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Descnpt;on body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on the exterior
Measurements W 9 61, 1 1
The section is zoned, red with black core marks of finger-smoothing inside The surface is
partly blackened by fire, poss by the vessel was reused as a cooking pot.
	 /f\
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References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red, XII); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 2.
64. Museum number: UC 7678
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.13.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoed; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I. KG. (1891), p1. XV.
65. Museum number EA74598
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 4 14.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; mark of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890) p1. XXVII, 7.
66. Museum number: UC 7626 IV
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottei'ytype:I.al.	 -- ..
Post-firing mark: a 4.14.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements. W. 9.3; T. 1.1
References: Peti-le, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
67. Museum number: UC 44824
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. I a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 4.14.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section s zoned red with black core, surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T 0.9
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
68. Museum number UC 44835
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potterytype lal.
Post-firing marka4 141
Fabric Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated, nlling-hnes
visible inside	 -
/7/..
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Measurements. T. 1.1
Referencescf Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1 XV.
69.	 Museum number UC 44943
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: Lal
Post-firing mark a 4 14.1
Fabric: Mail Cl
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated Eroded outside; nIling-hnes visible
inside
Measurements: T. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, ct. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1 XV.
70.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.al.
Post-firing mark a 4.14 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with a black coreS
surface fired cream, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 8 75, T. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 8; Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 8.
71.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I a 1.
Post-firing mark a 4 14 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior The sherd is eroded.
Measurements. H 10 5
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne I.K.G. (1891), p1 XV
Museum number EA 74354
Museum number UC 7626 V
72. Museum number EA 74358
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type I a 1
Post-firingmark a4147
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with a black core, surface fired cream, marks of finger-
smoothing ins de.
Measurements W 10 1; T 1 2
References. Petre, KGH. (1890), p1 XXVII, 12.
73. Museum number EA 74359
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,'type lal.
17
PosJ-firing mark: a.4.14.8
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The interior eroded.
Measurements. H. 12.6; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 8 (red); Petile, KG.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 13.
74.	 Museum number: EA 74357
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
H	 I.	 I	 Iriiief)'iypO...au.
Post-firing mark a.4.15.2	 - -
Fabric: Marl Cl	 \i.
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 13; T. 1.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 8 (bk, drab face), Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 11.
Museum number UC 4491275.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.16.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
N'
I
76.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a 4 17
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from storage jar.
Fragmentary post-firing mark incised on exterior The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired
white, marks of finger-smoothing inside. 5 fragments
glued together.
Measurements H. 28 6, W 22, T 1.2
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne,
1KG. (1891), p1 XV Petne, Journal 18-25 October
1889, 'in one room six jars incised, all evidently of the
Middle Kingdom time, and a rim of Greek jug with
bands of brown iron-colouring'.
Comments in Petne, Mss Notebook 50, there is the
drawing of this potmark, of the others and of the
Greek neck with the note: on floor of chamber p 329'
(i e. the plan of this chamber is given in Petne, Mss
Notebook 49, p 29). The other sherds with marks are
UC 7621 I, Ill and IV (cat nos. 77-79), UC 44758
(cat no 251), and UC 44777 (c no 480). In Petrie,
I.K.G. (1891), p1. XIV, the room in which the sherds
were found is marked with the drawing of the post-
firing mark on UC 7621 l-IV
Museum number UC 762111
77.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.17
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 20.1; W. 14 2; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Petrie, Journal 18-25 October 1889, 'in one room six jars incised, all
evidently of the Middle Kingdom time, and a rimof Greek jug with bands
of brown iron-colounng'.
Comments: in Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, there is the drawing of this
potmark, of the others and of the Greek neck with the note: 'on floor of
chamber p 329' (i e the plan of this chamber is given in Petne, Mss
Notebook 49, p. 29). The other sherds with marks are UC 7621 I, II and
IV (cat. nos. 76, 78 and 79), UC 44758 (cat no. 251), and UC 44777
(cat no. 480). In Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XIV, the room in which the
sherds were found is marked with the drawing of the post-flnng mark on
UC 7621 I-IV.
78.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.a. 1.
Post-firing mark: a.4.17
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside; three fragments glued together.
Measurements: H. 13 4; W. 17.9; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne, LK.G (1891), p1 XV Petne,
Journal 18-25 October 1889, 'in one room six jars incised, all evidently of the
Middle Kingdom time, and a nm of Greek jug with bands of brown iron-
colounng'.
Comments: in Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, there is the drawing of this potmark,
of the others and of the Greek neck with the note: 'on floor of chamber p. 329'
(i.e. the plan of this chamber is given in Petrie, Mss Notebook 49, p. 29). The
other sherds with marks are UC 7621 I-Ill (cat. nos 76, 77 and 79), UC
44758 (cat. no 251), and UC 44777 (cat. no. 480). In Petne, IK.G. (1891), p1.
XIV, the room in which the sherds were found is marked with the drawing of
the post-finng mark on UC 7621 l-IV.
79.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.al.
Post-fifing mark: a 4 17
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-finng mark incised
on extenor The section is uniform in colour traces of pink wash outside,
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements. 1. 0 8
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; ci Petne 1KG. (1891), p1 XV
Petne, Journal 18-25 October 1889, 'in one room six jars incised, all
evidently of the Middle Kin9doni time, and a nm of Greek jug with bands
of brown iron-colounng'
Comments: in Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 there is the drawing of this
potmark, of the others and of the Greek neck with the note on floor of
Museum number UC 7621111
Museum number UC 7621 IV
Museum number tiC 7621 I
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Museum number UC 7628 II
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Museum number UC 7628 V
Museum number UC 44814
chamber p. 329' (i.e. the plan of this chamber is given in Petne, Mss Notebook 49, p. 29). The other sherds
with marks are UC 7621 lI-IV (cat nos. 76-78), UC 44758 (cat no. 251), and UC 44777 (cat. no. 480). In
Petrie, !.KG. (1891), p1. XIV, the room in which the sherds were found is marked with the drawing of the post-
finng mark on UC 7621 I-IV.
80.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4. 18 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The sherd is eroded.
Measurements: H. 14 Z T. I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV
81.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired
white: marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
82.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. l.al .
Post -finng mark. a.4. 18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV
83. Museum number UC 44942
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potterj type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a 4 18 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated,
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements 1. 1 1
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of Petne, 1KG (1891), p1. XV
84. Museum number UC 7628 IV
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteytype lal.
20
Museum number UC 44802
Post-firing marlc a 4.18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired white; interior eroded.
Measurements: T. 1.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
85.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type I al.
Post-firing mark: a.4 18 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is blackened by fire outside.
Measurements: T. 1.4
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petrie, IK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
86.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4. 18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with thick black core; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44796
87.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.al.
Post-firing mark. a 4 18 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descr7ption body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned red with thick black core, surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements. H. 122, T I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7628 I
88.	 Museum number EA 74650
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.
Post-firing mark a4181
Fabric. Marl Cl
Descnption body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark inased
on extenor. The section is zoned red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements T. 0.7 to 0.9
21
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References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 15 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 157.
89.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: I al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. W. 12.4; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, l.K G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7628 III
-
90.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.18.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage
jar. Post-firing mark incised on extenor. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. The
sherd is eroded inside
Measurements:W. 15.5, T .1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 14 (red,
surface).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H.
(1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept
of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was
not registered there but presumably amved with
the other sherds with marks in 1912.
Museum number EA 74590
91.	 Museum number UC 44822
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I a 1.
Post-firing mark a.4 192
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised
	 _______
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T. 1 2
References. of. Petr,e, 1KG (1891), p1 XV
92.	 Museum number UC 44839
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.
Post-finng mark a 4 192
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements. 1. 1.1
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, LK.G (1891), p1 XV
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Museum number IJC 44946
..L
Museum number UC 44815
93.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.22.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
Incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
94.	 Museum number UC 44935
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype Pal.
Post-firing mark: a.4 224
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: -
95.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottesytype I al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.24. I
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large
exterior. The section is zoned, red with
finger-smoothing inside two fragments.
Measurements: H. 21 4; T. 0 8
storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on
black core; surface uncoated; marks of
References: Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 139
Museum number EA 74458
96.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
PoUe,y type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.24 1
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50, Cf. Petne, I KG (1891), p1 XV
97.
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Potterytype Pal.
Post -firing mark: a.4.24. I
Fabric: Marl Cl
Museum number: UC 44820
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; upper tt
23
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. The
sherd is eroded.
Measurements: T. 1.2
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1 XV.
98. Museum number UC 44803
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potfeiy type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.24.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark	 *
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream;
marks of finger-smoothing inside. 	 - -.
Measurements T. 0.9
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, l.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
99. Museum number UC 763611
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.al.
Post-finng mark: a.4.25.la
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post flnng mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T I
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
100. Museum number UC 44845
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype Ia 1
Post-firing mark: a 4 25 la
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on extenor. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T 0 9
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I. KG (1891), p1 XV
Museum number UC 44798101.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. I a I
Post-firing mark a 4.25 la
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
frung mark incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements -
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50 of Petne, 1KG (1891), p1
Xv
102.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type S I al.
Post-flnng mark a 4 25.la
----1,-------- t	
.5
Museum number UC 7644
24
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired crearrr upper shoulder
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7636 'I103.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.4.25.la
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, / K.G (1891), p1 XV
104.	 Museum number EA 74463
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.25.la
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 9 4; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (red, white speck); Petne, K.G.H.
(1890), p1. XXVII, 144.
Comments: it is impossible to distinguish this potmark from EA 74462 (cat. no. 255).
105.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.4.25.la
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0 7
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, l.KG (1891), p1. XV
ii
f'VVH;
Museum number UC 44825
Museum number UC 7635106.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.al.
Post-firing mark: a 425.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-flnng mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; intenor completely
eroded.
Measurements -
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, I KG (1891), p1 XV
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107. Museum number: UC 44801
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype:I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.4.26.2	 j
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
108. Museum number UC 44799
Object: pottery vessel, fragment 	 _______
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a 4.40 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing incised
mark on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks
of finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is blackened by fire outside and the vessel was
possibly reused as a cooking pot
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
109. Museum number UC 44945
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.	 - -	 - - - -
Post -firing mark: a.4 40.1	 FLFabric: Marl Cl	 . -
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: T 1 1
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
110. Museum number: UC 44826
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type. l.al .
Post-firing mark: a.4 40.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption body-sherd from a large storage j Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements: T. I
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci Petrie I K.G. (1891). p1 XV
1
-
111.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottey type I.al.
Post-firing maric a 4 40 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired
cream, marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: T. 0 9 to 1 4
References. ci. Petne I.K.G (1891), p1 XV
Museum number UC 44807
26
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0 8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1 )(V.
112.	 Museum number: LJC 44811 + UC 44823
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I al.
Post-firing mar/c a 5 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
113.	 Museum number: UC 44836
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Potter/type: l.al
Post-firing mark: a 5.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
	 5
Measurements: 1. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1 XV.
114.	 Museum number: EA 50918
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.a. 1.
Post-tiring mark: a 5.2v
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in oolour surface fired cream; marks
of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 0 9
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 13 (red).
Comments. mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994: it was not registered there but presumably amnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Museum number: UC 7656115.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/Pype I al.
Post-firing mark. a 5 3 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar with a
fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior The section is
zoned, red with black core surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 1.1
References: Petrie, MssNotebook50 Cf Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1 XV
Museum number UC 44846116.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
PottetyPype lal.
Post-firing mar/c a 5 33
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-finng
mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface
ITTTI.
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Museum number: EA 50909
uncoated; marks 0f finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T 0.6 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I. KG. (1891), p1. XV
117.	 Museum number: UC 7634
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Poller/type: I al.
Post-firing mark a.5.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on exterior The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream, marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrte, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, !.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
118.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type S I al.
Post-firing mark: a.5.7.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core. Surface
uncoated. Upper shoulder throwTi and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Marked 'LOW' inside.
Measurements: T. 0.6 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13; Petne, KG.H (1890), p1. XXVII,
185.
119. Museum number: EA 74492 + EA 50914
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type. l.a. 1
Post-firing mar/c a 5 7 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing incised mark on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface fired white, upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements 1. 0 6
References. Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red, wt face, with black XIII pot, on floor); Petrie, K.G.H., p1.
XXVII, 188
120. Museum number: EA 50910
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype lal.
Post-firing mark.a571
Fabric Marl Cl
Descript,on: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng incised mark on
exterior. The section $ uniform in coIour surface uncoated, marks of finger-
smoothing inside 186 written in blue ink inside.
Measurements T O6tol
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e p 19, Petne, KG H (1890) p1. XXVII,
186
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121.	 Museum number EA 50911
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I a I.
Post-firing mark: a.5.7.1
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.8 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
122. Museum number UC 7670
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.5.8.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
123. Museum number EA 74391+74668+74695 (5)
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: La.1.
Post-firing mark: a.5.9.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-flnng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream; marks
of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 7 9; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 16; Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 52.
124. Museum number: UC 44907
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I a 1
Post-firing mark: a 5 10 1
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface fired white; marks of
finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 of Petne I.K.G (1891), p1. XV
125.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype:l al.
Post-firing mark. a 5 13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description S body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-finng incised
decoration on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core,
surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Museum number UC 7643
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Museum number UC 7629
cr
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Cf. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
126. Museum number UC 7697
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.5.23
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated and partially blackened
by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.	
-
127. Museum number EA 74498
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: l.a. 1.
Post-firing mark: a.5.23
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on exterior
The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 18; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14; Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 195.
128. Museum number UC 44913
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.5.24.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised
on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated marks of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements: T. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Cf Petne, 1KG (1891), p1. XV.
/0
129.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.al.
Post-firing mark a 5 25 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage Jar. Post-finng mark incised
on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements. T. 1 2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
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Museum number: UC 7673 I130.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype l.a I.
Post-firing mark. a 5 25 4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside; tvo fragments
glued together.
Measurements. T. 0.7 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, I.KG (1891), p1 XV.
131.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a.5.25.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar with a post-finng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References. Petrie Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7659
132.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.5.25.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-flnng mark
incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H.W. 14.9D. T. 1.5
Museum number EA 74594
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red).
Comments. mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
133.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type. l.al .
Post-firing mark a 5 25 8
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar Post-fring mark
incised on extenor The section is zoned, red with black core, surface
uncoated; upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Inside, at the
joining line, there are three strokes, deeply incised before finng, but they
look more accsdent than intentional marks
Measurements T. 1 3
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 50, of Petne I KG. (1891 p1 XV
134.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal.
Post-firing mark a 5 25 8
Museum number UC 7642
Museum number UC 44827
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Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
135. Museum number EA 74647
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.al.
Post-firing mark: a.5.25.10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated, marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14.
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
136. Museum number EA 74651
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.5.25. 11
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface Lincoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References: -
Comments: the mark could be part of Petrie, KG H (1890), p1. XXVII, 194.
137. Museum number UC 44848
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: Ia 1.
Post-firing mark: a 5.27
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark incised on exterior
The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 9
References. -
TT
Museum number EA 74652138.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.
Post-firing mark. a6 2
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core S surface
uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements. -
References -
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Museum number EA 74618
1
Museum number UC 44832
Comments mark not published in Petrie, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
139.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.al.
Post-firing mar/c a 6.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descriptio,r body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black
core; surface uncoated; marks ci finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 10.9: T. 1.3
References -
Comments mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
140.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I a. 1.
Post-firing mark: a 6.5 5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in oolour surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T 1.3
References. Petrie Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, 1KG (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44849
141.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.al.
Post-finngmark a654
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark
incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated;
marks of fnger-smoothing inside The sherd is eroded.
Measurements. T. 0 8
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
142.	 Museum number EA 74362
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potterytype:lal.	 ..
Post-flnng mark a 69 1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised	 -- -.
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream, marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements W. 11 5, T. 1.1
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red wt face); Petne KG H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 16.
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143.	 Museum number UC 44834
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type Ia 1.	 1'
Post-firing mark: a.6 92
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petrie, I. KG. (1891), p1. XV.
144. Museum number EA 74655
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/ type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a.6. 10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from
the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the
other sherds with marks in 1912.
145. Museum number EA 74658
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 6 11
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar possibly a large storage jar.
Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black
core, surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: -
References: -
Comments mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other shards with
marks in 1912.
146.	 Museum number UC 44843
Objed. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type lal.
Post-flnng mark. a.6 12
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Fragmentary post-finng mark incised
on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.	 /
Measurements. T 11	 - - -	 - -
References. -
147.	 Museum number UC 7647
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potterytype l.al.
34
large storage jar Fragmentary post-finrig mark
is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated,
Post-flnng mark: a 6.14
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
148. Museum number EA 74387
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.	 --
Post-firing mark: a.6.15	
__fp.I
Fabric: Mart Cl	
"11 /
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; the surface has traces of white
wash; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 6.1; T. 1.25
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 16 (red); Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 48.
149. Museum number UC 44909
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.al.
Post-firing mark: a 6.18
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface fired cream inside and outside; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci'. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Comments The fabric is very similar to UC 44928 (cat. no. 457).
Museum number EA 74673150.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark. a 6.19 2
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a
incised on exterior The section
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements. T 0.8 to 1.1
References -
Comments mark not published in Petne, K.G H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994 it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Description body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-firing mark incised
on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated marks of
finger-smoothing inside Marked 'K in pencil
151.	 Museum number UC 44950
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type lal
Post-firing mark a 6 21
Fabric: Marl Cl
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Measurements: T. 0 8 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
152.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.al.
Post-firing mark: a 6 22
Fabnc: Mart CI
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface is uncoated,
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 17.
Comments. mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred
from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there
but presumably arnved with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
Museum number EA 74672
I/
153.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I al.
Post-firing mark: a.6 23
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired white; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, L KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44911
154.	 Museum number UC 44833
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I al.
Post -firing mark: a 6 24
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated, upper shoulder thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements T. I
References. of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV
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Scale 1:3
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Pottery type I.1.a.1.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jars with short rim. The best parallels for this type were found in the so-called
'South-Wall Deposit 1' and 'South waN deposit 2' at Usht 1 The deposits are securely dated to the middle of the reign of
Senwosret I. Similar specimens are found at Qasr el-Sagha, 2 Dahshiz, 3 Haragah,4 Tell 4-Dab a, 5 and Abu Ghaiib.6 In the
Memphis-Fayum region this type was In very comon use by the mid-I 2th dynasty. 7 ft is still attested at Dahshur in the so-
called 'complex 6' dated from the late 12th to earty 13h dynasty At Korn Rabl'a (Memphis) nm-shards of this type are found
residually in late 13th dynasty strata, probably because they were often reused as pot-stands. 8 At TeA et-Daba ll is present
ii levels d12-1, and c, which cover the period from late 12th to middle 13th dynasty.
Museum number: UC 7651155.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potte,yype. l.1.al.
Mark on top of rim: 1.1
Post-firing mark: a 5.10.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing and post-
firing marks incised respectively on rim and on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 14; D. 30; 1. from Ito 1.4
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
156.	 Museum number EA 74421
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype Ii al
Mark on top of rim: 1 2
1 Amold Di., The Pyramid of Senwosreti The South Cemetery of Lisht, vol I, New York 1988, p. 113
J., Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement in 1979-1965
Fontes Archaeologici Posnanaenses, vol 36, 1987/1988 pp 207-8 fig 27 2-3
3 AmoId Do. 'Keramikbearbeitung a, Dahshi 1976 .1961" MDAIK38, 1962, pp. 25-65 p1 8 5/7
4 Engelbach R , Harageh London 1923, p1 XXX X, 67E.
5 K Kopetzky personal communication.
6 Lan H., 'Vorbericht Uber die schwedischen Grabungen in Abu Ghalib 1932-193. MDAIK 6, 1936, pp 41-87, p1. 72.
7 Arnold DI and Do , Dv. Tempel Qasr .1-Sagha Mainz am Rhein 1979 p 32, p1. 18,5
8 Bournau J and Quirke S., 'Lahun Papyri and Pots The Late Middle Kingdom Vocabulary of Pottery', in Lahun Studies, ed.
S. Quirk., SIA Publishing, New Maiden, forthcoming.
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Post-firing mark: a.2.6.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd froni a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-flnng arid post-
firing marks incised respectively on rim and on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour in colour, but It
becomes red with traces c% black core at the rim; surface fired white. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 12.3; 0 27; T. 0.95
References: mark on shoulder Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 90.
Icy
Scale 1:3
157.	 Museum number EA 74635
Objecl: pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottesy type: l.1.al.
Pre-firing mar/c 1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on exterior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurement: H. 8.2; D. 26 1. 1.1
References • -
Comments. mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
158.	 Museum number EA 74638
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottevy type. l.1.al.
Pre-flnng mar/c 1 5
Fabnc. Marl Cl
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Description: rirn-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar, with short rim. Pre-flnng incised
mark on interior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core, traces of white wash on extenor. Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 7; 0. 23; T. 1.1
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
159.	 Museum number EA 74637
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: l.1.al.
Markon top of rim: 1.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-firing incised mark
on nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body just below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 10.2; 0. 24; T. 0.9
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
0
Scale 1 3
160.	 Museum number UC 44756
Object pottery vessel fragment.
Potterytype. 1.1 al.
Pre-flnng mark: 1 5
Fabnc Marl Cl
39
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-finng mark incised
on extenor of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white. The sherd is eroded.
Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 4.5; D. 26; 1. 0.8
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50
161.	 Museum number: EA 74642
Object pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: 1.1 al.
Markontop of rim: 1.10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim Pre-finng mark incised
on rim. The section is blaclç surface uncoated. The interior is eroded.
Measurement: H. 6.4; D. 26; T. 1.2
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
162.	 Museum number UC 44786
Object pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type 1.1 al.
Pre-Ynng mark: 3.1.1
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descript,on: nm-shard from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm
Pre-finng mark incised inside nm The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated. The sherd is eroded. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement. D. 18; T 08
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of Petrie, 1KG (1891), p1. XV
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163.	 Museum number EA 74640
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: l.1.a 1.
Pre-firing mark: 3.1.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on interior of rim. The section is zoned, red with traces of a black core; surface fired white. Rim thrown. The
sherd is eroded.
Measurement: H. 7.4; D. 28; T. 1.2
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Scale 1:3
164.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type l.1.a.1.
Pre-flnng mark: 3.1.4
Fabric: Mart Cl
Museum number UC 7686
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on intenor of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 6; 0. 24; T. 1.2
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
165.	 Museum number EA 74440
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type Ii al.
Pre-firing mark: 34.5
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim Pre-firing mark incised
on shoulder, below nm. The section is und'orni n colour in colour surface fired pink. R m thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
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Measurement: H. 9.5; D. 26, T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 112.
166.	 Museum number EA 74443
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: 1.1 al.
Pre-finng mark: 3.5.13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firirig mark incised
on shoulder, below nm. The section is uniform in coIour the surface fired white. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Blackened by fire all around the rim,
possibly reused as a pot-stand on fire.
Measurement: H. 8.9; 0. 24, T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 17 (P, red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 115.
Comments: the sherd has been analysed.
167.	 Museum number UC 44793
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: l.1.al.
Pre-firing marlc 3.5 3.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, pre-
finng incised mark on intenor of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream. Rim
thrown.
Measurement. H. 3.7, D. 24, 1 1
References: -
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UMuseum number: UC 7687168.
Object pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: l.1.al.
Pre-firing mark. 356
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a
wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage
jar with short rim. Pre-finng mark
incised on interior nm. The
section is uniform in colour;
surface fired cream Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 5.4; D. 18; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
169.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: l.1.al.
Pre-finng mark: 3.6.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Museum number: UC 44782
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on intenor of rim. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown. Sherd eroded.
Measurement: H. 4; 0. 22; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
170.	 Museum number: UC 44754
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: 1.1 al.
Pre-firing mark: 36 1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on interior of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated and backened by fire The
sherd is eroded.
Measurement: H. 5.3, 0. 25; T. 1 3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, d'. Petne, 1KG (1891), p1 XV.
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171.	 Museum number: UC 44762
Object pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: l.1.al.
Pro-firing mark: 3.74
Fabric. Marl CI
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pro-firing mark incised
on shoulder, below rim. The section is uniform in coIour surface fired white. The sherd is eroded.
Measurement. H. 87, D. 287; 1. 1
References Petrie Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1 XV.
U.',
Scale 1:3
Museum number: EA 74441172.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: l.1.a.1
Pro-firing mark: 3 8 1
Fabric: Mail Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pro-firing mark incised
on shoulder, below nm. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white. Rim thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 8.4; D. 25; T 11
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 11(P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 113.
Scale 1 3
173.	 Museum number UC 7638 III + UC 7683
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Po(tei'ytype Ii al
Pre-flnng mark. 3 8 3
Post-flnng mark a 4 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pro-firing and post-
finng marks incised on shoulder and body The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurement H 92; D. 28 T 13
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References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
Comments: acoording to Petne, Mss Notebook 50, the mark was found on a big jar sunk in floor with another
mark 'A' (UC 7638 III). The fabric, surface treatment and technology of the two sherds are very similar, but
they do not join.
/
Scale 1:3
174.	 Museum number EA 74435
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: l.l.al.
Pre-firing mark 39 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
inside nm. The section is zoned, red wrth traces of black core; surface fired white. Rim thrown. Marked '107' in
ink
Measurement: H. 3.8; 0. 22 6; T 1 ca
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (red, P); Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 107.
175.	 Museum number UC 44768
Objed. pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type. l.1.al.
Pre-flnng marlc 3 9 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-flnng mark incised
on intenor of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated. Rim thrown
Measurement: H 3.2; 0. 23; T. 1 2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, l.KG (1891), p1 XV.
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176.	 Museum number EA 74409
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.al.
Mark on top of rim: 3 9 11
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim; with pre-finng incised
mark on rim. The section uniform; surface fired cream. The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside. Rim
thrown.
Measurement: H. 4.9, D. 24; T. 11
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6 (red, on edge).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Museum number EA 74589177.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potf er'' type: l.1.al.
Pre-firingmark: 3.111
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-firing mark incised
on interior of rim. The section is uniform in colour cream wash on exterior. Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement. H. 9 9; 0. 24, T. 1.3
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (P, red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Scale 1.3
178.	 Museum number UC 44784
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Potter/type l.lal
Pre-finng maik 3 111
48
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on lntenor ci nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 6; 0. 22; 1.
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
179.	 Museum number UC 44791
Object pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type. I 1.a.1.
Pro-flnng mark: 3.11.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-firing mark incised
on interior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream. The sherd is eroded inside
and outside. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 9 5; D. 24; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Scaie 1 3
180.	 Museum number EA 74646
Object pottecy vessel, fragment
Potter/type hal.
Pro-firing mark 3.11 2
Post-firing mark. a.3.1.1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed flat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-firing and post-
flnng marks incised respectively on interior of nm and on shoulder The section s zoned, red with black core,
surface fired cream. Rim thrown aid joined on to the coil-made body ca 4 cm below base of nm, marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below join ng line
Measurement H. 164; D 27; T. I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, post-firing p. 6 pre-firing p 12 (P).
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Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Scale 1.3
Museum number EA 74395181.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: 1.1 al.
Pre-firing mark: 4.3.4
Post-firing mark: a 2.11.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar, with short rim. Pre-flnng and post-
firing marks incised on shoulder and below base of rim. The section is zoned, red with thick black core. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body: marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Blackened
by fire outside, possibly reused as cooking pot
Measurement: H. 8 1; 0. 23.2; T. 1.1
References: pre-firing and post-firing Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19; Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 55 and
56.
Comments: According to Petrie's notes 'two examples' of the post-firing mark were found, the other being EA
74601 (cat no. 192)
/	 HI
Scale 1 3
182.	 Museum number UC 44785
Objed pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type. 1.1 al.	 ______________________________________
Pre-flnng mark 4.44
Fabric Marl Cl
Description	 nm-sherd
from a large wide--
mouthed, fiat-based
storage jar with short
nm. Pre-flnng incised
48
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mark on interior of rim. The section is uniform in co1our surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement. H. 4.5; W.; D. 16, T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7682183.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype: 1.1 al.
Pre-firing mark: 4.4.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with thin black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body.
Measurement: H. 9.3; D. 25; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
Scale 1:3
Museum number: LJC 7689184.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Pottery type: l.1.al.
Pre-firing mark: 4.7.3
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-firing mark incised
on interior rim. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement: H. 6.1; 0 23; 1 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
185.	 Museum number EA 74621
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterjtype Ii al.
Pre-firing mark: 5.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-tlnng mark incised
inside nm. The section is uniform in colour surface fired white Rim thrown and out-turned.
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Measurement: H. 4.2; 0. 25; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p.13 (P, red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
186.	 Museum number: UC 44764
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potteiy type: l.1.al.
Pre-firing mark: 5.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm Fragmentary, pre-
firing mark incised on interior of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core. The surface is uncoated and
blackened by fire. Rim thrown. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 34; D. 26; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
187.	 Museum number UC 44760
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type l.lal.
Pre-finng mark 5 16
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-flnng mark incised
on shoulder, below nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body ca. 2 cm below base of nm; marks ci finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Diameter uncertain.
Measurement H. 8; D 29; T 1 3
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of Petne, !.K.G (1891). p1. XV.
Scale 1 3
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188.	 Museum number UC 44753
Object: pottery vessel, fragment.
Potter/type: I.1.al.
Pre-finng mark 110*
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Fragmentary, pre-
firing marks incised on shoulder, below base of rim (possibly a decoration) and inside nm (accidental). The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 1.5 cm
below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurement H 8 5; D. 24; T. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments: I have placed this sherd at the end of the sequence because I am inclined to consider it either
decoration or part of a much bigger mark, impossible to relate to any of the ones present in the catalogue.
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Pottery type L1.a.1.
Marks incised after firing
Large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage Jars with short rim. The best paraUels for this type were found In the so-called
'South-Wall Deposit 1' and 'South wall deposit 2' at Lisht.' The deposits are securely dated to the middle of the reign of
Senwosret I. Similar specimens are found at Qasr el-Sagha, 2 Dahshur, 3 Haragah, 4 Tell eI-Dab'a, 5 and Abu Ghalib.6 In the
Memphis-Fayum region this type was in very common use by the mid-I 2th dynasty 7 It Is still attested at Dahshur in the so-
called 'complex 8' dated from the late 12th to early 13th dynasty. At Kom Rabi'a (Memphis) rim-sherds of this type are found
residually in late 13th dynasty strata, probably because they were often reused as pot-stands 8 At Tell el-Daba ll Is present
In levels d/2-1, and c, which cover the period from late 12th to middle 13th dynasty.
189.	 Museum number UC 44781 + UC 44813
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L1.a.1.
Post-flnng mark: al.1 and a.5.10.1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short nm. Post-finng marks
incised on shoulder and interior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements H. 8; D 30; T 1 4
References: mark type a5.10.1: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Scale 1 3
Museum number: UC 7685190.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype. 1.1 a.1.
Post-firing mark: al 5
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Descnption nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm Post-finng mark
incised on nm and intenor nm. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
Di, The Pyramid of S.nwosretl, The South C.mete,y of Lisht, vol I, New York 1988 p. 113.
2 Sliwa J Qasr el-Sagha Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement in 1979-1985',
FontesArcha.00glclPOSflanIeflSeS vol.36 1987/1988 pp 207-8 fIg 27 2-3
3 Amold Do Keramikbearbeituflg in Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK38, 1982 pp 25-65 p1 8 517.
4 Engelbach R , Hare geh. London 1923 p1 XXXIX, 87E
K Kopethty personal communication.
6 Larsen H., 'Vorbencht uber die schwedischen Grabungen ii Abu Ghalib 1932-1984 MDAIK 6,1936 pp 41-87, p1. 72.
7 Arnold Di and Do.. Oi. Temp.! Qasr el-Sagha Mainz am Rhein 1979 p. 32, p1. 18, 5
8 B'y ,u J and Otarke S. Lahun Papyri and Pots The Late Middle Kingdom Vocabulary of Pottery' in Lahun Studies, ed.
S Quirke SLA Publishing New MaIden, forthcoming.
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joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: H. 7.5; D. 24; T. 1.1
References. -
191. Museum number: UC 44769
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype: l.1.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a.2. 10.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H 12.8; D. 20; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
192. Museum number EA 74601
Objed: pottery vessel fragment
Pottetytype hal
Post-finng mark: a 2.11 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm Post-finng mark
incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to
the cod-made body marks of finger-smoothing ins de, below joining kne
Measurements: H 187, 0 21, T. 0 8
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References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p.5 (wh speck, XII); Petrie, KG H. (1890) p1. XXVII, 56
Comments: According to Petrie's notes two examples' were found, the other being EA 74395 (cat. no. 181).
Scale 1:3
193.	 Museum number: UC 44761
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottety type: l.1.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a2. 12
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wde-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white. Diameter
uncertain.
Measurements: H. 9.5; D. 26; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 cf. Petrie, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
Scale 1.3
194.	 Museum number EA 74489
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype II a 1.
Post-flnng mark a4 181
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm Post-fang mark
incised on shoulder The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 11; D 244; T. 08
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References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red); Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 183.
--	
--	 I
Scale 1 3
195.	 Museum number: UC 44763
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 a 1.
Post-firing mark: a 4.24.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on shoulder, below base of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired
white. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 10.5; D. 28; T. I
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
Scale 1 3
196.	 Museum number EA 74473
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I 1.a.1.
Post -flnng mark: a4 242
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Description. nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with shoit nm Post-finng mark
incised on shoulder acoidental finger-nail marks on extenor of rim The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 15.6, 0. 26; T. 11
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p 1 8 Petne KG H (1890) p1. XXVII, 154
Scale 13
-
Scale 1 3
197.	 Museum number: EA 74460
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a4.24.3
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Post-flnng mark
incised on shoulder finger-nail marks on exterior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 22; D. 23; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (sunk in floor under Xll-XlII papyrus); Pethe, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 141, with note 'beneath papyrus'; Petrie, ibid. p. 43 'At Kahun on a large jar sunk in floor of a chamber,
to store corn or water in, one sign (141) was found; above it, in the room were tools (find 53) and a papyrus of
the Middle Kingdom'. Petrie, Mss. Journal 12-18 May 1889 "the most important find was a pot wrth alphabetic
sign sunk in the floor of a chamber, while a couple of feet (Ca. 30 cm) or so over it in the rubbish was an early
papyrus, a pilgrim bottle, etc"
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198.	 Museum number UC 44774 + UC 7660 II
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottetytype I.1.a.1.
Post-firing mark a.5.4.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on shoulder The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. The sherd is
blackened by fire inside and outside Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 16, D. 28; T. 0.8 to 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50
Sca'e 13
Museum number: UC 7664199.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: I.l.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a 5.7 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Post-flnng mark
incised on exterior The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated and blackened by fire. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 2 cm below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements H 15 2, 0. 23; T. 0 6 to 0 9
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne I KG (1891), p1 XV
__ -
/
Scale 1 3
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200.	 Museum number UC 7641
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L1.a.1.
Post-firing mark: a5.93
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Post-firing mark
incised on exterior shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body ca 35 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 16; D. 24; T. I
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50
Scale 1 3
201.	 Museum number UC 7625 Ill
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 a 1.
Post-firing mark. a.6.41
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption rim-sherd from a large wde-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short nm. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on shoulder, below rim; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body
just below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 9 3; 0. 22; T. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 5O cf Petrie, I K G (1891), pI. XV.
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Pottery type I.1.a.2.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and fiat base. Vessels of this type are found at Lisht,1
in a rubbish dump of settlement origin, above the so-called transportation road in the soiih-east area of the cemetery. The
excavators suggest that the pottery from this context provides a link between the pottery found at the funerary complex of
Senwosret I and th. pottery from Dahshur (reign of Amenernhat Ill onwards). At Kom Rab,'a (Memphis) 2 rim-shards of the
type are present in middle 1 h dynasty strata, and at TeN eI-Daba 3 they are attested in levels C and b/3-1 ranging from the
middle 13th dynasty to the middle of the 15th. At Qasr el-Sagha4 the type is found both in the western and eastern
settlements. Specimens are also found m Upper Egypt, at Karnak-North, 5 in contexts dated to the Second Intermediate
Period.
202.	 Museum number. EA 74633
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a2.
Pro-firing mark 1 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pro-firing mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is uniform in cobur surface fired cream. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: 1-16 8; 0. 24.4; T. 0.7
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
203.	 Museum number EA 50932
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a2.
Pre-flnng mark: 1.5
Arnold Di, The Pyrami'd of S.nwosret I. The South Cemetery O(LISh(, vol. I. New York 1968 p 124 fig. 74 60
2 Jarine Boumau, personal communication.
3 K Kopetzky personal communication.
4 slrwa J., 'The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr el-Sagha 1979-1788', Studies ii Anc.nt Alt and Cni*zat1on, 5, Krakow
1992, fig. 10, 1
5 Jacquet-Gordon H., Karnak-Nord 1989', Bulletin de Liaison, XIV 1991, pp. 14-17, fig. 2, 2.
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Museum number UC 44790
Museum number EA 74378
Febrrc: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with extemauy folded, modelled nm and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below base of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: H. 8 6; 0. 24
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
204.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottetytype. l.1.a2.
Pre-ffnng mark: 1.8
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with ex-
ternally folded, modelled rim and flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on
shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core. The sherd is
eroded.
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments' the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance.
205.	 Museum number. UC 44779
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a.2.
Pre-firing mark: 1.10
Post-firing mark: a.2. 10.1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing and post-firing mark incised respectively on nm and shoulder. The section is uniform in colour'
surface fired white. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 2 cm below base of nm; marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H.6.7; D. 19; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 of Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV
H
206.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottevytype II a2.
Mark on top of nm. 1.11.1
Post-firing mark a.6 3 2
Fabric. Marl Cl
Descript'on. nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base. Pre-finng and post-finng marks incised respectively on top of nm and shoulder. The section is zoned,
red with black core; surface uncoated Rim thrown and joined on to the cod-made body; marks of finger-
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smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.10 5; 0. 20; T. I
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept ci Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; It was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
207.	 Museum number UC 44778
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype II a2.
Pre-firing mark: 2.2
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 9 8, D. 20; T. 1
Referer
208.	 Museum number UC 44759
Objed pottery vessel fragment
Pottetytype:l 1.a2.
Pre-firing mark: 3 1.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar wdh externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base fragmentary. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of nm. The section is uniform in colour surface fired
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white inside and outside. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 1 cm below base of rim; marks
of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.9; D. 26; T. 0.7
References: of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
/11
209.	 Museum number UC 44789
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.a2.
Pre-firing mark: 3.1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on interior of rim. The section is undocm in co3our surface uncoated. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H.4.7; D. 26.2; T. I
References: of. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
210.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: Ii a2.
Pre-flnng mark: 3.1.6
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74613
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Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, just below rim. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream.
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Diameter uncertaãn.
Measurements: H.8.2; 0. 25; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
211.	 Museum number EA 50931
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a2.
Pre-firing mar/c 3.5.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white.
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.4.6; D. 23
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12, (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
1)
IL)
212.	 Museum number EA 74695 (1)
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I 1.a2.
Pre-firing mark: 3.5.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-shard from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; sur-
face uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below join-
ing line.
Measurements: H.7.6; D. 28; 1. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (red, XII).
Comments: marked '131' in pencil and refemng to Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 131, although on the plate
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the mark is drawn reversed from left to right
213.	 Museum number UC 7638 I
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottety type: 1.1 a2.
Pre-firing mark 3.5.7
Post-firing mark: a.4.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing and post-firing marks incised respectrvely on interior of rim and shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour; surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.12.3; D. 25; T. 0.8 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
/5
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214.	 Museum number UC 44792
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a.2.
Pre-firing mark: 3 8.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a
large wide-mouthed storage jar
with externally folded, modelled
rim and flat base. Pre-finng mark
incised on exterior of nm The
section is zoned, red with black
core, surface uncoated.
Measurements I-I 5; D. 18; T. 0 8
References. Petne, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV, Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
215.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefy type: 1.1 a 2.
Pre-flring mark: 39.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74436
Descnption nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and fiat
base. Pre-finng mark incised on interior of nm. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated.
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing on the inside, below joining line
Measurements: H 8; D. 19 T. 0.7
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 9 (P, red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 108.
Comments: the sherd has been analysed
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216.	 Museum number UC 44783
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: L1.a2.
Pre-firing mark: 3.9.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar wfth externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre4iring mark incised on interior of nm. The section is zoned, red wtth black core, surface uncoated.
The sherd is eroded. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H.4.5, 0. 22; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. )(V.
217.	 Museum number EA 74384 + EA 74695 (4)
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.a.2.
Pre-flnng mark: 4.4 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and fiat
base. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; cream wash
on exterior Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line. Marked 43' in pencil
Measurements: H.7.4; 0. 21; T. I
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (P. red); Petrie, K.G.H (1890), p1. XXVII, 43
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218.	 Museum number EA 74451
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type' I.1.a.2.
Pre-firing mark: 5.9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on rim and top shoulder. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.5.9; D. 26; T. 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 18 (P); Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 128.
219.	 Museum number UC 44776 + UC 7630
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.a.2.
Pre-finng mark: 5.11
Post-firing mark a.4.14 4
Fabric: Marl C
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing and post-firing marks incised on shoulder and on belly The section is zoned, red with black
core; surface fired cream. The rim is thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.15 5, D. 20; 1. 1.3
References: pre-firing and post-firing marks: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
/	 I
Scale 1.3
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220.	 Museum number UC 7688
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a 2.
Pre-finng mark: 6.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base. Pre-
finng mark incised on interior rim. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body ca 2 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: H.4.9; D. 25; 1. 0.8
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50
221.	 Museum number UC 44771
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.a2.
Pre-ffnng mark: 7.10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing, fragmentary mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in co4our surface uncoated.
Rim thrown and joined on to the cod-made body ca. 3 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line.
Measurements: H.6.4; D. 25.8; 1. 0.9
References: -
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Pottery type L1.a.2.
Marks incised after firing
Large wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base Vessels of this type are found at Lisht,1
in a rubbish dump of settlement origin, above the so-called transportation road in the south-east area of the cemetery. The
excavators suggest that the pottery from this context provides a link between the pottery found at the funerary complex of
Senwosret I and th. pottery from Dahahur (reign of Amenemhat Ill onwards). At Kom Rabia (Memphis) 2 rim-sherds of the
type are present m mIddle 1 3h dynasty strata, end at Tell el-Dab 53 they are attested in levels c and b13-1 ranging from the
middle 13th dynasty to the middle of the 15th At Qasi' el-Sagha 4 the type is found both in the western and eastern
settlements. Specimens are also found in Upper Egypt, at Karnak-North, 5 In contexts dated to the Second Intermediate
Penod.
222.	 Museum number EA 74644
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype: 1.1 a2.
Post-flnng mark a. 1.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim.-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Spout added roughly on upper shoulder. Post-firing mark incised on interior of rim. The section is
uniform in coIour surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the cod-made body just below base of rim;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 12.3; D. 27.4; T. I
References:
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.I-!. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Scale 1.3
223.	 Museum number EA 74424
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 a2.
Post-firing mark a 26.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description. nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded modelled nm and flat
'Arnold Dl,Th.Pyram.d olSenwosretl, The South CemeteiyofL,sht vol l,NewYorlcl988,p 124 fIg 74,60
2 Japj Boumau, personal communication.
3 K Kopethy, personal communication.
J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr el-Sagha 1979-1788', Studies in Ancient Art and CwLI,zat,on, 5. Krakow
1992. fig. 10. 1
5 Jacquet-Gocdon H.. 'Kamak-Nord 1989', &Hebn do Liaison, XIV 1991 pp 14-17 fig 2.2.
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base. Post-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements H. 12.7,D. 27; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p.6 (red, wtface); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 94.
Scale 13
224.	 Museum number EA 74422
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottely type: 1.1 a2.
Post-firing mark. a.2.13
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and fiat
base. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with thick black core;
surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line. To fragments glued together.
Measurements: H. 17 8; 0. 19.6; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13 (red, yell faced, XII); Petrie, K G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 91 + 162.
Scale 1:3
Comments For the mark type of. Spencer AJ., Excavation at 8-Ashmunen Ill, (he Town London 1993, p 68,
p1. 111, 9.1.1: the sherds from a large jar with an mark incised on the shoulder, from the flU to the north of
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Graie 1, ( .)Another sherd with the same mark, found in the German excavation at Ashmunein, is descnbed
by Roeder in Hermopolis 1929-1939, p. 328 (n. 455/1), but is unfortunately not illustrated. Thus example was
discaered at the 280-290 metrepoint along the trench, Graben II, with a vase of dear Middle Krngdom type,
mis-dated to a later penod in the publication. The marked sherd from the British Museum excavation came
from the field ab'e the superstructure of Grave 13, to the North of the vaulted chamber of Grave 1, and was
found with a fragment of a potstand of Type 5.1.30, for which there are Muddle Kingdom parallels." The sherd
has been analysed.
225.	 Museum number UC 7624 VI
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a.2.
Post-firing mark a 3.1.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Spout added roughly on upper shoulder. Post-firing mark incised on exterior, below spout The section
is uniform in coloui surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 11.5, D. 23
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petrie, 1KG. (1891) p1 XV.
226.	 Museum number UC 7624 V
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a2.
Post-firing mark a 3.1 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base. Spout added roughly on upper shoulder Post-firing mark incised on extenor, below spout The section
us zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream. The sherd is eroded Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 10 0 17
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1 XV
kill,
1?	 P
227.	 Museum number UC 44750
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: L1.a2.
Post-firing mark a.3.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed Storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on shouIder section zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 3 cm below base of nm; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements. H. 9; 0. 17.5; 1. 1.2
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1 XV.
228.	 Museum number UC 44852
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a.2.
Post-firing mark a.4.9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded,
modelled rim and flat base Spout added roughly on upper shoulder. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exteror, below spout The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: -
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance, only the mark
was drawn. Cf. UC 7624 V (cat. no 226) and UC 7624 VI (cat no. 225) for the profile.
Museum number EA 74591229.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/P/pe 1.1 a2.
Post-finng mark a.4 181
I/cl,
Scale 1.3
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Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base. Fragmentary, post-firrng mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned red with thick black core;
surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements H. 10.6, D. 18; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 13 (red, surface).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
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Pottery type L1.a.3.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated, modelled nm and flat base. Parallels are found at
Dahshur, 1 dumps over the valley temple (complex 7), dated to the middle/late 13th dynasty and at Lisht North 2 same date.
230.	 Museum number EA 74634
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a3.
Mark on lop of nm: 1.5
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: iim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated, modelled rim
and flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on nm. The section is zoned, red with traces of black core; surface un-
coated. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 7.5; D. 28; T. 1.3
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with marks
in 1912.
)	 I	 I
231.	 Museum number EA 74623
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a.3.
Pre-firing mark: 35.12
Fabric: Mart Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated, modelled nm
and flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is uniform in colour; surface fired white
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line Spout.
Measurements: H. 7.3, 0. 26.6; T. 1.5
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 18 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
1 Arnold Do., 'K ramlkbearbeltiJig Ni Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAJK 381962, fig 11,5
2 ,id Do , Arnold F , Allen S , 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capal of Egypt', Agypten und Levante, V,
WIen 1996, fig. 5, 5, pp 22-26
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Pottery type I.1.a.4.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded and elongated rectangular rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base.
Similar vessels have been found at Dahshur 1 amongst the pottery in the dump over the silos In the valley temple area
(complex 7), dated by Dorothea Arnold to the middle/late 13th dynasty. They are also attested at Qasr eI-Sagha, 2 Lisht
North (middle/late 13th dynasty), 3 Koni Rabi'a (Memphis, late 13th dynasty), 4 and Tel el-Daba (middle 13th to middle 15th
dynasty). 5 They have been found In great quantity in the Middle Bronze Ag&Hyksos settlement at Tell el-Maskhuta (middle
of the 13th to the late 15th dynasty), 6 where they apparently constituted the most common type of storage vessel.
232.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/ type: 1.1 .a4.
Markontopofnm: 1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74632
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on top of rim. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream and biackened by fire. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 6.8; D. 20; T. 0.8
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The shard was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
233.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Mark on top of rim: 1.5
Febnc: Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74636
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Post-firing mark incised on top of nm. The section is zoned, red with
1 Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung ii Dahshur 1976-1981', MDAIK38,1982, pp. -65, p1. 11, nos. 3-4.
J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement in 1979-1985,
Fontes A,vhaeologlc, Posnanienses, vol 36, 1987/1968 pp 189-216 5jy J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasm
el-Sagha 1979-1788', Studies in Ancient Art and Crvvhzation 5, 1992, pp 19-39
3 Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaan,te Imports at L,sht the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt, Agypten und L.vente V,
1994 fig 56 p 26
4 Jarune Boumau. personal communication.
5 Bietalc M., Tel el-Dab'a V, Wien 1991, Abb 222 with potmar1.
6 Redmourd CA, On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an Archaeological History of the Wad! Turin/at, (Volumes l-IV), Unbersity
Micrctlkn International, Chicago 1989 Paice P., Holladay J S. Stock E C., 'The Middle Bronze Age I Second Intermediate
Period Houses at Tell el-Maskhuta, in House and Palace in Ancient Egyp( International Symposium in Cairn Apis' 1992,
Bietak M. (ed.), 1996 W,en, pp.199-173.
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black core; surface fired cren. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 24.4; 0. 25; T. I
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept o( Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was riot registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
234.	 Museum number EA 74631
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Mark on top of rim: 1 5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of nm flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng and post-finng marks incised on shoulder and on top of
rim. The section is zoned red with black core; surface fired cream. Rim thrown and Joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 10.8; D. 18 T. 1
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marksin 1912.
235.	 Museum number EA 74620
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type. l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 1.5
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The section is zoned red with black core at the rim but uniform at the
The sherd is eroded inside.
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd
from a large wide-
mouthed storage jar,
with externally folded,
elongated rectangular
rim; top of nm flattened
by tool; flat base. Pre-
firing mark incised on exterior of rim.
body; surface fired cream. Rim thrown
Measurements: H. 5.3; D. 18, T. 0 8
References: -
Comments- mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
236.	 Museum number EA 74643
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.a4.
Markontop of rim: 1.10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-firing mark incised on top of rim. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated. The sherd is eroded.
Measurements. H. 6.5 D. 27; T. 1.1
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
237.	 Museum number EA 74641
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 a4.
Mark on top of nm 110 1
Fabric: Mail Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim, top of nm flattened by tool flat base Mark incised on top of nm. The section is zoned red with black core,
surface fired cream. Rim thrn and joined on to the cod-made body marks of finger-smoothing inside, bel
join ng line.
Measurements: H 6; 0. 22; T 1.2
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994 it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other shards with
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marks in 1912.
238.	 Museum number UC 44751
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 .a4.
Mark ontop of rim: 1.11.1
Post-firing mark: a 4.18.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng and post-finng marks incised on top of rim and on
shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body Ca. 3 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 10.5; D. 27; T. 1.3
References: cf. Petne, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
\\
\-
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Scale 1 3
239.	 Museum number EA 74612
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type 1.1 a4
Pre-ñringmark 3.1 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Desct7ption: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of nm flattened by tool, flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of rim; finger-nail marks on
shoulder. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated Rim thrown.
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Measurements: H. 8.3; D. 20, T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 18 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
240.	 Museum number EA 74614
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 3.2.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base Pre-finng mark incised on extenor of rim. The section is zoned red
with black core; surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joned on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining hne.
Measurements: H. 9.8; D. 23; 1. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, but similar to n. 119. The sherd was
transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably
arnved with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
241.	 Museum number UC 44794
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. I.1.a4.
Pre-finng mark 3 3.4
Fabnc Marl Cl
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Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, pre-finng mark incised on interior of rim. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface fired oream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 4.5; D. 20; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I. KG (1891), p1. XV.
242.	 Museum number UC 44757
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 a4.
Pre-firing mark: 3.4.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-firing mark incised on interior of rim; surface uncoated. Rim
thrown.
Measurements. H. 7.1; D. 26; T. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K G (1891), p1. XV
Museum number UC 7646 + UC 7663243.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a4.
Pre-flnng mark: 34.2
Post-firing mark. a. 5.11
Fabric S Mart Cl
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded,
elongated rectangular nm; top of nm flattened by tool; fiat base. Pre-finng and post-finng mark incised on
interior of nm and on shoulder The section is zoned red with black core; surface fired cream Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body ca. 1 cm below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
iina
UrT;
Measurements: H. 18.5; D. 18; T. 0.6 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
244.	 Museum number EA 74628
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potte*'y type: l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 3.4.4
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng mark incised on interior of rim. The section is zoned red
with black core; surface uncoated. The sherd is eroded inside.
Measurements: H. 5.2; D. 19, T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (P, red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
245.	 Museum number UC 44755
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.a.4.
Pre-tYring mark: 3.4.6
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, pre-finng mark incised on exterior of nm. The section
is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white. Rim thrown. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 6.5; 0. 22; 1. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
246.	 Museum number UC 7694
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. Ii a4.
Pro-firing mark: 3.5.14
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-shard from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of nm flattened by tool flat base. Pre-flnng mark incised on extenor of nm. The section s zoned, red
with thick black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown.
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Measurements: H. 5; D 204; T. 1 7 (nm)
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Ai
247.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 3.7.5
Fabric: Mail Cl
Museum number EA 74434
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; fiat base. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is uniform in
colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line.
Measurements: H. 7.7; 0. 18; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 106.
248.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.1.a4.
Pre-flring mark: 3.9.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Museum number UC 44775
Descnpt,00: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on interior of rim. The section is zoned, red
with black core. The shard is completely eroded. Diameter uncertain
Measurements: H. 4.5, 0. 22
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook50 of Petne 1KG (1891), p1 XV
249.	 Museum number EA 74382
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter, P,pe. l.1.a4.
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Pre-firing mark 44.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descriptiow nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externafly folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below rim; surface
fired cream. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 6.4; W. 10.3; D. 22; 1. 1.1
References: Petne's Mss Notebook 39e, p 2 (red); of. Petne, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 41.
Museum number UC 44787250.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 4.4.4
Fabric: Mart Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar,
with externally folded, elongated rectangular nm; top of nm
flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-firing mark incised on interior
of rim. The section is uniform in colour; surface fired cream.
The sherd is eroded. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: 0. 22; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance.
251.	 Museum number UC 44758
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 5.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rirn-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
nm; top of nm flattened by tool; flat base rectangular and externally folded rim, with pre-finng mark incised on
extenor of nm. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 8.7, D. 20; T. from 0 7 to I
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, Jouma 18-25 October 1889 "in one room six jars incised, all
evidently of the Middle Kingdom time, and a neck of Greek jug with bands of brown iron-colounng".
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Comments: in Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, there is the drawing of this potmark, of the others and of the Greek
neck "on floor of chamber p. 329" (i.e. the plan of this chamber is given in Petrie, Mss Notebook 49, p. 29).
The other sherds with marks are UC 7621 I-tV (cat nos. 76-79) and UC 44777 (cat. no. 480). In Petne, LKG.
(1891), p1. XIV, the room in which the sherds were found is marked with the drawing of the post-finng mark on
UC 7621 l-IV.
252.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 5.5
Fabric: Mart Cl
Museum number UC 44773
Description: rim-shard from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is zoned, red
with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 4.5, D 18; T. 0 6
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
253.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type l.1.a4.
Pre-firing mark: 7.7
Fabric S Marl Cl
Museum number UC 44770
Description nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of nm flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below rim; surface
uncoated. Interior eroded.
Measurements: H. 7 8, D. 22; T. 1
References: -
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Pottery type L1.a.4.
Marks incised after firing
Large wide-mouthed storage Jars, with externally folded and elongated rectangular rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base.
Similar vessels have been found at Dahshix t amongst the pottery In the dump over the silos In the valley templ. area
(complex 7), dated by Dorothea Arnold to the middle/late 13th dynasty. They are also attested at Qasr eI-Sagha, 2 Llsht
North (middle/tate 13th dynasty), 3 Kom Rabl'a (Memphis, lati 13th dynasty),4 and Te el-Dab a (middle 13th to middle 15th
dynasty). 5 They have been found In great quantity in the Middle Bronze Age/Hyksos settlement at Tell el-Maskhuta (middle
of the 13th to the late 15th dynasty),6 where they apparently constituted the most common type of storage vessel.
254.	 Museum number. EA 74407
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I.1.a4.
Post-firing mark a.2. 10.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 5.5 cm below base of
rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 12.7; D. 18.1; T. 1.1
References Petrue, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red, XII); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 69.
255.	 Museum number EA 74.462
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.a4.
Post-firing mark a.4 25 la
1 Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshtw 1976-1961', MDAIK38,198Z pp. 25-65, p1. 11, rice. 3-4.
2 .1., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement m 1979-1965',
Fontes A,chaeologici Posnansens.s, vol 36, 1967/1968, pp. 189-216; 'Slrwa J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr
el-Sagha 1979-1788', Studies in Ancient An' and C,v*zatron, 5, 1992, pp 19-39.
3 Amoii Do Amold F., Allen S., 'Canaane Imports at Lssht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levant. V,
1994,11956 p.26
4 janine Boiznau, personal communication.
5 Bietak N., Tel el-Dab'a V, Wren 1991, Abb 222 with potmarks.
6 Redmount CA, On an EgypUan/Asiabc Frontier an Archaeological History of the Waot Tumilat, (Volumes I-N) University
MicroflIni International, Chicago 1969 Parse P , Holladay J S., Brook E C., 'The Middle Bronze Age I Second Intermediate
Period Houses at Tell el-Maskhuta, In House and Palace in Ancient Egypt International Symposium in Cairo Api 1992,
Bretak M. (ed), 1996 WIen, pp. 159-173.
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Fabric. Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Post-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with
black core; surface fired cren. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim, marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 12; 0. 2Z T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e; p. 19 (red, white speck); Petne, KG.H. (1890), 143.
Comments: it is impossible distinguish this mark from EA 74 .463 (cat. no 104)
256.	 Museum number EA 74399+ 74475
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.a4.
Post -finng mark a.4.25.7
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a targe wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of nm flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base
of rim; marks of fingers smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 8; 0. 31.8; 1. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p 18 (red); Petrie, K.G H (1890), p1. XXVII, 156.
Scale 1.3
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Pottery type i1.a.5.
Marks incised before firing
Model of storage Jars. They were part of the foundation deposit of the valley temple, and therefore securely dated to the
reign of Senwosret 11.1
257.	 Museum number MM 302
Object pottery vessel
Potfety type: l.1.a.5.
Pre-finng mark. 1.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: complete vessel in form of a jar with pre-finng incised mark on shoulder, below base of rim.
Surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line Flat base, possibly made on a mould (pressing the wet clay on a flat
surface).
Measurements: H. 17.1; D. 11.6; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 49, pp. 16-18; Petne, Mss Journal 28 Apnl-4 May, pp. 110-12; Petne,
K.GH. (1890), p1. XIV, 17; ibid. p1. XXVII, 26.
258.	 Museum number MM 301
Objed pottery vessel
Potteiy type: 1.1 a.5.
Pro-firing mark: 3.3.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: complete vessel in form of a jar with folded nm the top flattened with tool. Pre-finng incised mark
on shoulder, below base of nm. Surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below
base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Flat base, possibly made on a mould
W. M. F., Kahun. Gurob, and Hawara, 1890 London, p. 22, p1. XIV, 1-17. Petne, Mss Notebook 49, pp. 16-18;
Petrie, hEss Journal 28 April-4 May, pp. 110-12.
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(pressing the wet clay on a flat surface). Exterior eroded.
Measurements: H. 21.4; 0. 12
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 49, pp 16-18 Petne, Mss Journal 28 ApnI-4 May, pp. 110-12; Petrie,
K.G H. (1890), p1. XIV, 16; ibid. p1. XXVII, 25.
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Pottery type I.1.b.1.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Medium-seed ovoid jars with externally folded nm. Complete examples from Kahun survived and Petrie Included them in
the publication (Petrie, KGH, p1. XII, 16). Two examples from Usht South 1 are very similar, but they show a more rounded
llp. Good parallels are found at Qasr el-.Sagha, 2 at Dahshur in the so-called 'complex 6' dated from the late 12th to early
13h dynasty,3 and at Kom Rabla (Memphis) where they are quite common in the middleAate 1h dynasty contexts. They
occur also at Tel el-Dab'a, 4
 but to date all attempts to detect an evolution of rim and body shapes based on the
stratigraphical sequence have been unsuccessful.
259.	 Museum number. EA 74669
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I.1.b.1.
Pre-finngmarlc 1.3
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Pre-finng mark incised on exterior surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing
inside. The sherd is eroded.
Measurement: T. 0.5
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19.
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
It
260.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 1.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with ex-
ternally folded rim. Pre-finng mark incised on interior of rim. The
section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated The sherd is
eroded.
Measurements. H. 3.2; D. 10; T 0.5
References: -
Museum number E.A 74629
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks In 1912.
261.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pie-tiring mark: 1 5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid
jar, with rounded base Pre-flang mark incised on
shoulder. The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body just below base cl nm; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line The intenor is
very rough, with lumps of clay still attached to the
Museum number UC 44864
'Arnold Dl., The Pyrand of Senwosref I, The South Cemetery of Lish vol. I, New York 1968, fig 74: 183, 184
2 Arnold Di and Do., Die Tempel Qasr ei-Sagha, Mainz am Rhein 1979, p 34, fig. 19 7 and 7a
3 Amold Do., 'Keramikbearbedung m Dahshur 1976.1961', MDMK 38198Z abb. 8.6.
4 Bettina Bader, personal communication.
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vessel wall.
Measurements: H.6.4; D.9; T.0.5 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1 XV.
262.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype: l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 3.1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with rounded
base. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in
coloun surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 8.1; W. 8; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
263.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 3.2.9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded rim. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below
base of rim. The section is black, and the sherd is completely
blackened by fire. Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 11.2; T. 0.8
Museum number UC 7624 I
f
Museum number: EA 74396
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 11 (red, P).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H., (1890), although the Greek and Roman registration volume
identifies this shard (GR 1912-3-31.52) with Petrie, K.G.I-I., (1890), p1. )(XVII, 56. The sherd was transferred
from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived
with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
264.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pie-firing mark 3.3.1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded rim. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below base
of nm. The section is uniform in co4our surface uncoated Upper-
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: W. 8 8; T.0 6
Museum number: MM 216
References: Petrie, K G.H. (1890), p1. XIV, no number p1 XXVII, 126.
Comments from the foundation deposit of the valley temple Cf Petne Mss Notebook 49 pp. 16-18 Petne,
MssJoumal28Apnl-4 May, pp. 110-12; Petne, KGH. (1890), p1. XIV, 17; bid p1 XXVII, 26.
265.
Object. pottery vessel
Pottery type I 1.b.l.
Pre-flnng mark 34.1
Post-flnngn7ark a.1 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Museum number MM 344
Descnpt,on: complete vessel in form of a medium-sized ovoid jar, with external y folded nm. Pre-finng and
89
post-firing marks incised on upper-shoulder and belly. Surface uncoated; lower half of the body blackened by
fire, possibly used as a cooking pot Rim thrown and joined onto the cod-made body below base of rim; marks
of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.23.4, D 9 6; T.0.8
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 11 (P. red).
Museum number UC 44882266.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,type. l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 34 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded nm Pre-firing mark incised on interior of nm. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the cod-made body below base of nm; marks of
finger-smoothing inside below joining line.
Measurements: H.2.7, D 8 8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, Petne, LKG. (1891). p1. XV.
267.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Museum number UC 44868
90
Pottery type: l.1.b.1
Pre-finng mar/c 3.5.5
Fabric: Mail Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized
ovoid jar, with externally folded nm. Pre-
firing mark incised on shoulder, below base
of rim. The section is uniform in colour,
surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: P1.6.3; D.10; T.0.6
References: Petrie, Mu Notebook 50; Petne, l.K.G (1891), p1. XV
268.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottesytype: l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 3.5.9
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid
jar, with externally folded rim. Pre-finng mark
incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The
section is uniform in colour surface blackened by
fire. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body ca. 2 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing nside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.6.2; 0.8
Museum number UC 44885
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
269.
Object: pottery vessel
Pottetytype I.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 3.5.11
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption complete vessel in form of a medium-
sized ovoid jar, with externally folded nm. Pre-finng
mark incised on shoulder. The surface is uncoated;
lower half of the body blackened by fire. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below
base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line. Marked 'Kahun'
Measurements: H 159; D 62
References of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV
270.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type Ii b 1.
Pre-flnng mark 3 9 1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovd jar, with
externally folded nm Fragmentary p re-firing mark incised on
shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in
colour surface blackened by fire The sherd is eroded nssde
Museum number UC 18593
Museum number UC 44884
Diameter uncertain.
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Measurements: H.3.4; 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petrie, 1. KG. (1891), p1. XV.
271.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. i1.b.1.
Pro-firing mark: 3.9.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-s herd from a medium-
sized ovoid jar, with externally folded
rim. Pre-finng mark incised on
shoulder, below base of nm. The
section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated. Rim and upper shoulder
thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body Ca. 5 cm below base of rim;
marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Museum number UC 44876
Measurements: H.7.1; 0.10; T.O.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
272.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pro-firing mark: 3.9.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar,
with externally folded nm. Fragmentary, pre-finng mark
incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface fired whrte. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body
immediately below base of nm; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.4 8; D.9; T.0.6
Museum number UC 44874
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV
273.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: 1.1 b.1.
Pro-firing mark: 3.10.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnpt,on: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid
jar, with externally folded nm. Pre-finng mark
incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated The intenor is partially
eroded, but the marks of finger-smoothing are still
visible
Measurernents H.7 2; 0 8
Museum number UC 44873
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
274.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 1.1 b.1.
Pro-firing mark 3.102
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption shoulder-shard from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally
Museum number UC 44931
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Description: nm-sherd with most ci the
profile from a medium-sized ovoid jar,
with externally folded nm. Pre-flnng and
post-finng incised marks on shoulder,
below base of nm and on belly. The
section is zoned, red with black core;
surface fired cream. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body ca. 4 cm
278.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,*'type. 1.1 b.1.
Pie-firing mark. 4.6.3
Post-firing mark. a.4 26.3
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74444
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folded rim. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior. Section uniform; surface fired white; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.4
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance.
275. Museum number UC 44863
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.	 _____________
Pie-firing mark: 4.4.1	 -
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a
medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim. Pre-	 /
finng mark incised on shoulder, below rim. The section
is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown.
Measurements: H.4.6; D. 10; T.0. 5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
276. Museum number UC 44871
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pre-flnng mark: 4.4.1	 ___________
Fabric: Marl Cl	 ______
Description: rim-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded rim. Pre-flring mark incised on shoulder. The
section is uniform in colour, surface fired cream. Rim thrown.
Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H.4.1; 0.8; T.0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
277.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 4.6.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally
folded rim. Pre-flnng mark incised on shoulder below base of nm. The section is
zoned, red with black coreS surface uncoated Upper-shoulder thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body: marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.; 0.; T.0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number UC 44850
,,&
Museum number UC 44879
below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.12 D.8; T.O.6
References: post-firing mark Petrie, Mu Notebook 39e, p. 17 (red); pre-firing and post-flnng marks: Petrie,
K.G.H. (1890), p1. )O(Vll, 117.
279.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.b.1.
Pre-finng mark: 4.7.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized
ovoid jar, with externally folded rim. Pre-finng
mark incised on shoulder, below rim. The section
is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Museum number UC 44878
Measurements: H.5.3; D.10; T.0.6
References: Petrie, Mu Notebook 50; Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
280.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: l.1.b.1.
Pre-firing mark: 5.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded nm. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder,
below rim. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H.6.4; D.10
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44984281.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Pre-finng mark: 6.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally
folded nm. Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior. The secbon is uniform in
colour traces of pink wash outside, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H.; D.; T.0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petne, LK.G (1891), p1 XV.
282.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potte,ytype II b 1.
Pre-flnngmarlc 71
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded nm. Fragmentary pre-finng mark incised
on shoulder, below base of nm. The section is zoned, red
with black core; fired white Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line. The sherd is blackened by fire inside
and outside. Diameter uncertain.
/
*
Museum number UC 44883
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Measurements: H.3.4; D.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44933283.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: L1.b.1.
Pre4nng mark: 7.8
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally
folded nm. Fragmentary pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below base of rim.
The section us uniform in coiour surface uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: H.; D.; T.0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
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Museum number EA 74426
Pottery type I.1.b.1.
Marks incised after firing
Medium-sized ovoid jars with externally folded rim. Complete examples from Kahun survived and Petrie included them hi
the publication (Petne, KGH, p1. XII, 16). Two examples from Ljsht South 1 are very similar, but they show a more rounded
lip. Good paraliels are found at Qasr el-Sagha, 2 at Dahshur in the so-called complex 6' dated from the late 12th to early
13th dynasty,3 and at Kom Rabl'a (Memphis) where they are quite common in the middledlate lath dynasty contexts. They
occur also at Tel el-Dab's, 4 but to date all attempts to detect an evolution of rim and body shapes based on the
stratigraphical sequence have been unsucceesfii.
Museum number UC 44855 + UC 44877284.
Potter/type: l.1.b 1.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Post -firing mark a.2.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-s herd with
most of the profile from a
medium-sized ovoid jar with
externally folded rim. Post-finng
mark incised on belly. The
section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated. Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made
body ca. 3 cm below base of
nm; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 9.6; 0. 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LK.G (1891), p1. XV.
285.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a.2.6.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a
medium-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded nm. Post-finng mark incised on
shoulder The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated Rim thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body below base of nm;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line
Measuremerits T. 0 4
References Petne Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1
(wt speck); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII 96
Comments only the base of the nm survives.
286.	 Museum number UC 44983
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 b 1.
Post-finng mark a 2.10.1
1 Md Di., The P,qand of S.nwosref I. Th. South Cem.t.iy o(L,sht, vol. I, New York 1968, fIg. 74:183,184.
2 Arnold Di. and Do. Die Tempel Qa& el-Sagh. Mainz am Rhein 1979 p 34 fig 19 7 and 7a.
3 Arnoid Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshur 1976-1961', MD4J(38 1962. abb 8 6.
4 Bettina Bader personal communication.
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Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Post-
fang mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 8.1; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, l.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
287.
Museum number UC 7632
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mar/c a.2. 11.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd with most of profile
from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded am. Post-firing mark incised on
shoulder. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body Ca. 5 cm be ow base of
am; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: H. 9.5; D. 8; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of.
Petrie, !.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
288.	 Museum number UC 7633 III
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottetytype: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mar/c a.2.1 1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Post-finng mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
fired cream. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
289.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a2 11.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid ja with externally folded flm.
Post-finng mark incised on exterior The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated and partially blackened by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside. Marked
'LOW.
Measurements W. 8.6; T. 0.57
Museum number EA 74398
nil
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (low: red); Petne, KG.H (1890), p1. XXVII, 58.
290.	 Museum number UC 7625 IV
/fytype• Ii b.l.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Post-firing mark a.3.1.1
Fabric. Mail Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded
nm Post-finng mark incised on extenor surface uncoated and partially blackened
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by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 8.8; W. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
291. Museum number. EA 74350
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytyper I.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a. 3.3.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-stzed ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior; the sherd is completely blackened by
fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 8.45; T. 0.65
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (wt speck, red).
Comments: in the Greek and Roman register this mark is wrongly identified with Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), pL
XXVII, 1, which is incised before firing and has a different shape. The present whereabouts of this sherd
marked with Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, I is unknown.
292. Museum number UC 44857
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a. 3.3.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white.
Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 2 cm below base of rim;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
293. Museum number UC 7695
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a. 3.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated Upper-
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks ci finger-smoothing inside below
joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.6 to 0.8
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
294.	 Museum number EA 74383
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.1.b 1.
Post-firing mark a. 3 7
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with extemna y folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface
fired white marks of finger-smoothing inside Marked fioo.
Measurements: W. 104; T. 0.75
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (floor pit, red); Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1 XXVII,
42; ibid. p 43 'in a pit in the floor of another room was broken pottery, with the marks 42
and 95 (EA 74425, cat. no. 387).
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Museum number EA 74355
295.	 Museum number EA 74377
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteytype 1.1 b 1.
Post-firing mark a 4.1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm.
Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The sherd is completely blackened by fire;
	 A
marks of finger-smoothing inside. Marked 'with XIII floor'.
Measurements: H. 5.6; T. 0.6
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red, with XIII, pit in floor); Petrie, KG.H. (1890),
p1. XXVII, 34.
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black
core; surface fired cream and partially blackened by fire; upper-shoulder thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: W. 13.2; T. 0.8
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 29.
296. Museum number EA 74374
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a 4 11
Fabric: Marl Cl
297. Museum number EA 74386
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. 1.1 b 1.
Post-firing mark a 4 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description S body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements W. 6 6; T. 0.7
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red, surface); Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 47.
298.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype II b 1.
Post-firing mar/c a4 14.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-
sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
shoulder. The section is zoned, red with
black core; surface fired cream. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside,
from joining line
Measurements: H. 7 D 104. T. 08
References: Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p 8 (red, yell. face); Petrie, KG H (1890), p1 XXVII, 9
299.	 Museum number EA 74487
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.1.b 1.
Post-firing mark a 4 14 1
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Museum number EA 74467
Museum number UC 7675
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NJ7
Museum number UC 7628 VI
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded rim. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red
with black core; surface uncoated; marks ci finger-smoothing inside.
Partially blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: W. 11.1; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 189.
300.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.18.1
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black
core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: 1. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, l.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
301.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.24. I
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded
rim. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 14.3; 1. 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (white speck, Xli); Petne, KG.H
(1890), p1. XXVII, 65.
Museum number. EA 74403
302.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-flnng mark: a 4 25.3
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd with most ci the
profile from a medium-sized ovoid jar with
externally folded nm. Post-finng mark
incised on shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to the cod-made
body 5 cm below base of nm; marks ol
finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 12.6; D. 10; T. 08
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p.
2 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII,
148.
303.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potten/type II b 1.
Post-flnng mark a4 259
Fabric Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74491
Museum number UC 44870
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm.
Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measuremer,tr T. 0 5 b 0.7
Referencer Petne, Mu Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.K G. (1891), p1 XV
304.
Objeoi pottery vessel, fragment
Potte,ytype: l.1.b 1.
Post-firing mark a.4 26 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded nm. Post-firing mark incised on extenor. The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 14.8; T. 0.6
References: Petne, Mu Notebook 39e, p. 18.
Museum number UC 44861305.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a.5.9.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-s herd from a medium-
sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
shoulder. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated R m thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body ca. 6 cm below
base of nm marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line. Diameter
uncertain.
Measurements: H. 9 1; D. 10
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of.
Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1 XV.
306.
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potteiytype: II b 1.
Post-firing mark a 6 5 1
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid
jar with externally folded nm. Fragmentary, post-
firing mait incised on shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body ca 2 cm below
base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line
Measurements: H. 9 9: 0 9; 1 06
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne,
l.KG (1891), p1. XV.
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307.	 Museum number. EA 74597
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype l.1.b.1.
Post-firing mark a 6.25
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm.
Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in
colour surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside; partially blackened
by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: W. 7.4; 1. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 20.
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was
transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not
registered there but presumably it arrived with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
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Pottery type I.1.b.2.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Small-sized ovoid jars with externally folded rIm The type was already recorded by Petrie KGH, p1 XII, floe. 13,31; sim,lar
specimens are found in complex 7 at Dahshur 1 and at Llsht North, 2 all 13th dynasty contexts.
308.
Objed: pottery vessel
Potter/type: 1.1 b 2.
Pre-flnng mark: 1.1
Markontopofnm: 1.5
Post-firing mar/c a 5.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description, complete vessel in form of a small-
sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Pre-
firing and post-firing marks incised on nm and on
shoulder. Surface fired pink white, the lower half
of the body blackened by fire. Possibly re-used as
a cooking pot Wheel-made.
Measurement: H. 17.7; D. 7.8
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petrie,
LK.G. (1891), p1. XV; Boumau .J., Umm el-Ga'ab,
Pottery from the Nile Valley Before the Arab
Conquest, (1981) p. 66 n. 119; Nordstrom HA,
Boumau J., Ceramic Technology: Clays and
Fabncs, in Arnold Do., Boumau J., An
Introduction To Ancient Egyptian Pottery, Mainz
am Rhein 1993, fascicle 2, p. 179, fig. 22.
Museum number UC 18636
309.
Objed: pottery vessel
Potter/type 1.1 b2.
Markontopofnm: 1.5
Post-firing mar/c a 5 25 2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnp(ion: complete vessel in form of a small-sized ovoid jar with
externally folded nm. Pre-firing and post-firing marks incised on
nm and on shoulder. Surface uncoated; wheel-made. Marked
'Kahun'
Measurement: H 12.4; D. 5.6
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, 1KG. (1891). p1.
XV, Thomas A, Everyday Life fri Ancient Egypt (exhibition
catalogue),WMAM.S., 1990, cat. No 62.
Museum number: UC 18590
Arnold Do, 'Keramikbearbestung ii Dahshur 1976-1961, MDAIK38, 1962, abb. 11. 10.
2 Ad Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaande Imports at LaM, the Middle Kmgdom Capal of Egypt, Agypten und Livant., V.
1994, fIg 5, 4
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310.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.b.2.
Pre-finng mark: 3.3.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a
small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Pro-
firing mark incised on belly. The section is blacic
surface uncoated and blackened by fire. Wheel-made.
Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 122 D. 7; T. 0.5 to 1.2
References: Petrie, Mu Notebook 50; of. Petrie,
!.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44862
311.	 Museum number UC 44889
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I. 1.b.2.
Pre-flring mark: 3.4.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: base-s herd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim. Pre- 	 V V
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is blaclç surface uncoated. Wheel-
made.
Measurement: T. 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, l.K G. (1891), p1. XV
312.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.b.2.
Pre-firing mark: 3.5.6
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile, from a small-sized
ovoid jar with externally folded rim. Pre-finng mark incised on
shoulder. The section is very darlc surface uncoated. Wheel-
made; blackened by fire, 2 fragments.
Measurement. H. 6 5, D. 4.9, T. 0.4 to 0.6
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV
313.
Object: pottery vessel
Pottery type: 1.1 b 2.
Pre-flnng mark 39.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: complete pot in form of a small-sized ovoid jar
with externally folded nm Pre-finng incised mark on shoul-
der Surface uncoated and blackened by fire. Wheel-made.
Marked 'Kahun'
Measurement: H. 12.5, 0 56
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, 1KG.
(1891), p1. XV
Museum number UC 4.4866
Museum number UC 18589
314. Museum number UC 44921
Obd: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.b.Z
Pre-finng mark 3.9.1	 ____
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Pre-
firing incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated.
Wheel-made.
Measurement: T. 0.6 to 1.1
References: Pethe, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I KG. (1891), p1. XV
315. Museum number UC 7680
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/ type: 1.1 b 2.
Pre-firing mark. 4.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded nm. Pre-finng mark incised on belly. Surface uncoated. Wheel made.
Measurement:
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance. Similar in
shape to UC 44867 (cat no. 316).
316.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b.2.
Pie-firing mark: 5.13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd with most of the profile from a
small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim. Pre-finng
mark incised on belly. The section is very darlç surface
uncoated. Wheel-made Diameter uncertain.
Measurement: H. 9.8; D. 6 5; T. 0.4 to 0.6
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.KG.
(1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44867
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Museum number UC 44886
Pottery type L1.b.2.
Marks incised after firing
Small-sized ovoid jars with externally folded rIm. The type was already recorded by Patrie KGH, p1. XII, nos 13 31, similar
specimens are found in complex 7 at Dahshur t and at Lisht North, 2 aN 13th dynasty contexts.
317.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: l.1.b.2.
Post-firing mark a.2. 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally
folded rim. Post-firing mark incised on belly. The section is zoned,
red with black core; surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements H. 6, D. 5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
318. Museum number EA 74486
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: l.1.b.2.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.l
Febnc: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated. Wheel-made. Marked ' 169' in blue.
Measurements: W. 7.9; T. 0 4
References: Petne, K.G.H. (1890) p1. XXVII, 164.
319. Museum number UC 44947
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: I.1.b.2.
Post-firing mark a.2 11 6
Fabac: Marl Cl
Oescnp(ion: body-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior; surface uncoated and partially
blackened by fire. Wheel-made.
Measurements T. 0.6
References: cf. Petrie, l.K.G (1891), p1. XV
320. Museum number UC 44901
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.b 2.	
..'
Post-finng mark a 4.13.4
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnp(ion: body-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim
Fragmentary, post-flnng mark ncised on exterior. The section is blaclç surface
uncoated Wheel-made The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside
Measurements' T 0 7
	
/
References Petrie Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG (1891), p1. XV
Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung Ml Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK38, 1962, abb 11. 10.
2 Amold Do., Arnold F., Allen S 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt Agypten und LeVante V,
1964, fig 5,4.
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321.
Object pottery vessel
Pottetytype L1.b.2.
Post-firing mark a.5.28
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: complete pot in form of a small-stzed
ovoid jar with externally folded rim. Post-firing mark
incised on shoulder surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Marked kahun'.
Measurements: H. 16 8; 0. 7.9, T. 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.K.G.
(1891), p1. XV.
Museum number tiC 18594
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-0
Pottery type 1.1w.
Marks incised before firing
Jugs. Already recorded by Petne, K.G.H. (189(, pt XII, 18, this type does not seem to be very common. Four specimens
are known from Tell el-Dab a, where the type Is attested from stratum c (* G/3 - 1) to bI3 ( F), t (reign of Senwoeret Ill -
late 13th dynasty it is also worth noting part of a handle found at Kom Rabi a (Memphis) a middlellate 13th dynasty con-
text.2
322.	 Museum number MM 354
Objed pottery vessel
Potterrnpe: 1.1w.
Pre-flnng mark 3.9.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: complete vessel in form of a jug. The rim is direct and flaring. The handle, almost circular in sec-
tion, is hand-made and attached from the rim to the shoulder. The bottom of the oval base is higher than the
nng (pinched) around it, so that the vase does not stand properly. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of neck; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below pining line The intenor of the vessel is covered with residue of content or dirt
Measurements: H. 25.1; 0. 10.4; T0.6
References Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (P, red).
Bader B., Typclog. der M.rgeltonk.ramik (W.n. System: Mergel C) in der Zeit dir Mittleren Reiches und dir ZweNen
Zw,schenzeit unt.r besonderer Beitjcksicht,gung den Fundgutes aus Tell el-Dab a, p1. 72, 241, Wien 1997. UnpublIshed
MA thesis at Universy ci Vienna.
2 Jamne Boumau, personal communication.
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323.	 MuseQm number EA 74648
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Poftefytype 11w
Pre-firing mark 46 2
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descnpt,on rim-sherd from a jug with direct and flanng rim The handle, almost circular in section, is hand-
made and attached from the nm to the shoulder. Pre-flnng incised mark on shoulder below base of neck. The
section is uniform in colour, surface fired white Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca 2 cm be-
low base of neck; marks of fingers smoothing inside, below joining line- four fragments
Measurements. H. 11.5, D. 8.2; 1. 07
References- Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 16 (P, red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
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Pottery type I.1.c.1.
Marks incised before firing
Large ovoid bottles Wth externally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck Already recorded by Petne KGH, p1. XII, 11 and
Engelbach, Harag.h, p1. XXXV1II, 46M, this type is found at Dahshur, 1 Lisht South, 2 Lisht North, 3 Qasr el-Sagha,4 Tell .1-
Maskhuta, 5 and Tell el-Dab'a. 6 Examples are also found m the Nubian fortresses, at Asktd' and at the Karma cemetery of
Ukma West 8 Used aswaterandwrnejarsforctpurposes thistype isdatedfromthereign of Amenemhat III well intothe
Second Intermediate Period 9 At Tell el-Daba they virtually disappear in stratum 0/3, at the end of the 15th dynasty 10
324.	 Museum number UC 44902
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype. l.1.c 1.
Pre-finng mar/c 1.8
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and cor-
rugated-neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0 8
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, !.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
325.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1.
Pre-firing mark. 3.2.7
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle
with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-
neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The
section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated.
The sherd is eroded inside and outside.
Measurements: H. 8.4, D. 9; T. 0.7
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie,
l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44894
1 Dc Morgan J., Foudles ê Dahchour, Mars-Juin 1894, Vienne 1895, p. 74, fig. 164; Arnold Do., 'Keramlkbearbeitung in
Dahshur 1976-1981', MDAIK 38, 1962, abb. 8 8/1CW12, abb. 11.7.
2 Arnold Dl., The Pyramid of Senwosret!, The South Cemetery of Ijsht, vol. I, New York 1968, fig. 74, nos. 122/123.
3 Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levante, V,
1994, fig. 5, 8.
4 suwa J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies hi the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement hi 1979-1985',
Fontes Archa.ologicl Posnan,enses, vol. 36,1967/1968 pp. 189-216; 'Sliwa J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement af Qw
.1-Segha 1979-1788, Studies ii Ancient Art and CMiazatiOn, 5. Krakow 1992, p. 206, fig. 28 and p.211, fIg. 35,1-2.
5 Redmount CA, On an Egyp(ian/Assatic Fmnber an Archaeological History dl' the Wadl TumOt (Volumes WV), University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, p.847, fig 144 5-6,8.
6 BietakM., 'EgyptandCanaanhitheMiddle BronzeAge',BASOR28I, 1991, p.37.flg 8.
7 Smth S.T., Askut and the Changing Natur. of Egyptran Impenalism In the II Millennium BC, University Microfilm Intema-
tional, Los Angeles 1993, fig. 3.6 a.
8 Vila A.. L. Clmellère K.rrnarque d'Ukma Ouest, Paris 1987 p. 202, fIg. 227.
moId Do., 'Keramikbearbeltung hi Dahshis 1976-196V, MDA!K38,1982, pp. -65.
10 Bik M., 'Egypt and Canaan hi the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281,1991, p. 43.
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Museum number UC 44890
Museum number EA 74626
1.•
Museum number UC 44893
Museum number. EA 74393326.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery typeS I 1.c 1.
Pre-flring mark 328
Post-firing mark. a4 146
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded
short rim, and corrugated-neck Pre-firing and post-finng marks incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated Up-
per-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of
neck; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements. H. 22.6, T. 1.1
ii!.
with
References: post-firing mark Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 8 (red); post-flnng and pre-flnng marks: Petne,
K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 54 and 118
327.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1.
Pre-flnng mark 3.3.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally
folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck. Pre-firing mark incised
on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour, surface Un-
coated. Rim thrown.
Measurements H. 9.1; D. 10; T. 0.7
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
328.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.c.1.
Pre-firing mark 34.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
/
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
nm, and corrugated-neck. Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is uni-
form in coiour surface blackened by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 14.3; T. 0.7
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
329.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottety type: l.1.c.1.
Pre-fltingmarlc 3.4.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large
ovoid bottle with externally folded,
short nm, and corrugated-neck. Pre-
firing mark incised on shoulder. The
section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated. Rim thrown. Diameter
uncertain.
Measuremersfr H. 9.4; D. 10; T. 0.7 to
1.3
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2References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, !.K.G. (1891), pI XV
330.	 Museum number UC 44897
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype lid
Pre-finng mark 34 2
Fabnc Marl Ci
Descnpfion shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and
corrugated-neck. Pre-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour; sur-
face uncoated The sherd is eroded.
Measurements. T 0 9
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, !.KG. (1891), pl. XV.
331.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: l.i.c.1.
Pre-firing mark 3.5 1
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large
ovoid bottle with externally folded,
short rim, and corrugated-neck. Pre-
firing mark incised on shoulder. The
section is uniform in colour, surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body ca 1.5 cm below
base of neck; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Three fragments, restored.
Measurements: H. 10 8; D. 9; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook
39e, p. 11 (P, wt face).
Comments: Mark not published in
Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was
transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was
not registered there but presumably
arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Museum number EA 74.617
332.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.c.l
Pre-firing mark 35.10
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with
externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck. Pre-
finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform
in cobur surface partially blackened by fire Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca 2 cm
below base of neck; marks of finger-smoothing inside
below joining line.
Measuremers& H. 6 3; 0. 104; T. 0.8
References- Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, 1KG (1891), p1. XV.
333.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterj type. l.1.c.1.
Museum number UC 44895
Museum number UC 44899
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Museum number UC 7681
337.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.c.1.
Pro-firing mark 4.3.3
Fabnc Marl Cl
Museum number UC 44892
113
Pre-finng mark 3.7 3
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and
corrugated-neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in cobur sur-
face uncoated; upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca 3 cm below
base of neck marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: T. 0.8 to 1.1
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of Petne I K.G. (1891), p1 XV.
334.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1.
Pro-firing mark 3.9.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large
ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
rim, and corrugated-neck Pre-finng
mark incised on shoulder. The section
is zoned, red with black core; surface
uricoated Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body ca 3 cm below
base of neclç marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: H. 9 5; D 12; T 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
335. Museum number UC 44821
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1.
Pre-firing mark 3.10.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
nm, and corrugated-neck. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned,
red with black core; surface uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside from joming line.
Measurements: T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
336. Museum number UC 7652
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.c.1.
Pro-firing mark 3.11.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim and
corrugated-neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black
core, surface uncoated; upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below
base of neclç marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measuremersts T. 0.7 to 1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number EA 74603
Description nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded short nm and corrugated-neck Pre-
flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated The sherd is eroded Di-
ameter uncertain.
Measurements. H. 7.3, D. 10, T. 0 5
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of Petrie, I K.G (1891), p1. XV.
338.	 Museum number UC 44900
Obje pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype I.1.cl.
Pre-finng mark 4.34
Fabnc Mail Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and
corrugated-neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour; sur- fface uncoated, upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca 4 cm below
base of neck, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci'. Petne, I. K. G (1891), p1. XV.
339.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.1.c.1.
Pre-finng mark 4.6.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a
large ovoid bottle with externally
folded, short rim, and corrugated-
neck. Pre-finng mark incised on
shoulder. The section is uniform
in colour surface fired cream.
Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body ca. 5 cm below
base of necic marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 11.5; D. 11; T. 0.6
Museum number E.A 74616
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 18 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
340.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery typeS 1.1 .c 1.
Pre-flring mark 4.7.8
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with
externally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck. Pre-firing
mark incised on intenor of neck. The section is zoned, red
with black core; surface fired white. The sherd is eroded
inside.
Measurements: l{ 6.8; 0. 11; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red, edge, inside neck)
Comments: mark not published ni Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
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Museum number UC 44891
2
341.
0bjed pottery vessel, fragment
Potterylype 11.cl.
Pre-finng mark 52
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with ex-
ternally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck Pre-flnng
mark incised on shoulder The section is uniform in colour,
surface uncoated Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body below base of neck, marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line
Measurements. H 7, 0. 10, T. 0.7
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne, I.K G.
(1891), p1. XV
Museum number UC 44896342.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/ type: 1.1 c. 1.
Pre-flring mark 5.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with
externally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck. Pre-
firing mark incised inside neck, The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated Rim thrown.
Measurements H 5, D 11; T. 0 4 to I (rim)
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
343.	 Museum number EA 50925
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1.
Pre-finng mark 5.12
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: rim-sherd from a large ovoid
bottle with externally folded, short rim, and
corrugated-neck. Fragmentary, pre-finng
mark incised on shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour; surface fired pink. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body
Ca. 2 cm below base of neck, marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
The sherd is blackened by fire inside and
outside.
Measurements H. 13, 0. 10; 1. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9, (P); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 120.
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Pottery type I.1.c.1.
Marks incised after firing
Large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck Already recorded by Petne KGH, p1 XII 11 and
Engelbach, Hare geh, p1 XXXVIII, 46M, this type is found at Dahshur,' Lisht South, 2 Lisht North, 3 Qasr el-Sagha, 4 Tell el-
Maskhuta, 5 and Tell eI-Dab'a 6 Examples are also found In the Nubian fortresses, at Askut ' and at the Kerma cemetery of
Ukma West 8 Used as water and wine jars for cult purposes, this type is dated from the reign of Amenemhat Ill well into the
Second Intermediate Penod. 9 At Tell eI-Dab'a they virtually disappear In stratum Df3, at the end of the 1h dynasty.
344.	 Museum number. EA 74480
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 1.1 ci.
Post-finng mark a.2 13
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally
folded, short rum, and corrugated-neck. Post-firing mark incised on
shoulder. The section is zoned red with black core, surface fired cream
Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 7 cm
below base of neck, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 18 5; T. 0.6
References: Petrue, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13 (red, yell faced); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )O(Vll, 161. For the
mark type cf. Spencer A.J., Excavation at El-Ashmunein III, the Town, London 1993, p.68, p1. Iii, 9.1.1: 'the
sherds from a large jar with an mark incised on the shoulder, from the fill to the north of Grave 1, (....) Another
sherd with the same mark, found in the German excavation at Ashmunein, is described by Roeder in
Hermopolis 1929-1939, p. 328 (n. 455/i), but is unfortunately not illustrated. This example was discovered at
the 280-290 metrepoint along the trench, Graben II, with a vase of clear Middle Kingdom type, mis-dated to a
later period in the publication. The marked sherd from the British Museum excavation came from the field
above the superstructure of Grave 13, to the North of the vaulted chamber of Grave 1, and was found with a
fragment of a potstand of Type 5.1 30, for which there are Middle Kingdom parallels.'
345.	 Museum number. EA 74352
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. l.1.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.4. 13.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
rim, and corrugated-neck. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is
zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined
on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
1 Dc Morgan J., Foullies ó Dahchour, MarsJuIn 1894, Vienne 1895, p 74, fig. 164; Arnold Do., 'Keramlkbearbeitung in
Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK36, 1982, abb 8, 8/IG'12; abb. 11, 7.
2 A nJd Di., The Pyramsd of SenWOSret 1, The South Cemetery of Lisht, vol I, New York 1968, fig. 74, nos 122/123.
3 AmoId Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypr, Agypten und Levante, V,
1994, fig 5,8.
j ., 'oaer el-Sagha. Studies In the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement In 1979-1965,
Fcntes Arche.ologicl Poananmrsses, vol. 36,1987/1988. pp. 189-216; 'Shwa J., The MidOfe Kingdom Settlement t Qasr
el-Segha 1979-1788, Studies m Ancient Art and Civilization, 5, Krakow 1992, p. 206, fig. 28 and p.211, fig. 35, 1-2.
5 Redmount CA, On an EgyptiartIAsiatic Frontier in Aroheeologkal History of U,. Wa* Tumilat, (Volumes I-N), University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, p. 847, fig. 144 5-6 8.
6 Bietak N., 'Egypt and Canaan lithe Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p. 37, fig. 8.
Smith 8.1., Askut and II,. Changing Nature of Egyptian lmperlafism In the II Mtl.nnlum BC, University Microffim
International, Los Angeles 1993, fig. 3.6.a.
8 Vita A., Le Cimetière K.rmalqu. dUkm. Ou.st, Paris 1987, p. 202, fig. 227.
9 Amold Do., 'Keramikbearbeltung In Dahshiz 1976-1961', MDAIK38,1962, pp. 25-65.
10 BieJc M., 'Egypt and Canaan In the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281,1991, p. 43.
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Measurements W 17.2, T 0 91
References Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7, (red), Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 3
346.	 Museum number EA 74479
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype l.1.cl.
Post-firing mark a 4 16.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and
corrugated-neck. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform
in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside; three fragments; intenor
eroded.
Measurements W. 54; T 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red, yell face); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )O(VII, 160.
347.	 Museum number EA 74474
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Poftei'ytype: l.1.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.19.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with thick black core; surface
fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 3.5 cm below base of neck; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements H. 12.5; D. 13; T. 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 4 (bk); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 155.
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348. Museum number EA 74414 + 74557
Object pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type: l.1.c.1
Post-firing marlca4.203	 ft-,
Fabric MariCi	 7
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and
corrugated-neck Fragmentary post-flnng mark incised on exterior The section is black
surface fired white Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below jorning line 	 I
Measurements H 92,,T 0.7	 I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 1 (white speck, floor); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 80
349. Museum number EA 74413
Object pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type I 1.c.1.
Post-firing mark a 4.20.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short nm, and
corrugated-neck. Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour:
surface fired white; upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks
of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: W. 17; T 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e (red, yell face); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 79.	 F
350. Museum number UC 7668
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery typeS I I C. 1.
Post-firing mark a 4.23 1	 _____
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
rim, and corrugated-neck Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform	 _______
in colour: surface uncoated; upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.7 to I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Pethe, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
351. Museum number UC 44939
Object pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 c.1
Post-firing mark a.4.24 3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded short nm,
and corrugated-neck Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section
is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
The sherd is eroded
Measurements T. 0 8
Referencer Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1 XV.
352. Museum number EA 74416
Object pottery vessel, fragment
I-.
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Potterytype L1.cl.
Post-firing mark a 5 16
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnptiorr shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short
nm, and corrugated-neck Post-fInng mark incised on exterior The section is uniform
in colour surface fired cream, upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body marks of finger-smoothing inside, below pining line
Measurements W 16 T. 0 8
References Petne Mss Notebook 39e p 1 (red, Xll) Petrie, KG H (1890) p1 XXVII 82
Comments: the sherd has been analysed
353.	 Museum number UC 44910
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. I 1.c 1.
Post-firing mark a 5 25 3
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnpbon. shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded short rim, and corrugated-neck.
Post-firing mark incised on exterior The section us uniform in colour surface fired cream, marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Description: body-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and
corrugated-neck Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior The section is zoned,
red with black core; surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurementf T 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 16.
Comments: Mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the
Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably
arnved with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
354. Museum number EA 74619 + EA 74666
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L1.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.6 4.2
Fabx. Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with external y folded short
nm, and corrugated-neck Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body 3 cm ca below base of neck; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measi.rements: T. 1
Referenceir Petne, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
355. Museum number UC 7673 II
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype l.1.cl.
Post-firing mark a.6.19.l
Febnc Marl Cl
356.	 Museum number UC 44906
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottei'y type: l.1.c.1.
Post-firing mark not drawn
Fabx Marl Cl
119
Description shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck
Traces o( a fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on lower shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core,
surface eroded
Measurements T. 0 8
References the surface is too eroded. The mark is barely visible, not drawn
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Museum number UC 44982
(1
Pottery type L1.c.2.
Marks incised before firing
Tall-necked bottles with externally folded short nm
357.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype llc2
Pre-finngmarlc. 6.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: nm-sherd from a tall-necked bottle with externally
folded, short nm Pre-finng mark incised inside neck. The
section is uniform in colour traces of white wash on exterior
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements. H. 6.2; D. 11
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, LKG (1891) p1. XV.
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Pottery type i1.d.1.
Marks incised before firing
Hemispherical cups Cups of this shape are usually manufactured m Nile BI or Nile B2 and were used for drinking The
specimens in Marl Cl are rare imitations of these very common types. Parallels are known from Kom Rabia (Memphis),1
Tell el-Daba2 and Tell el-Masithuta	 date is the I h dynasty and Second Intermediate Penod
358.	 Museum number. UC 44949
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.1.d 1.
Pre-finng mark 3 1.5
Fabric Mail Cl
Description: rim-sherd with most of the profile from a hemisphencal cup. Pre-finng mark incised on extenor.
The section is uniform in coIour surface fired white, wheel-made, excess of clay scraped from base with tool.
Measurements: H. 8 4; 0. 16.4; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
1 Janine Boumau, personal communication.
2 Batjna Bader, personal communication.
3 Recimount CA. On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an A,chaeologalcal History of the Wart TumiJa (Volumes l-IV) University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, pp. 785-791, fig. 128,7-9.
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Pottery type I.1.e.1.
Marks incised before firing
Large bowls with out-timed flm. Possibly later years of Senwosret 1.1
359.	 Museum number tiC 7661
Objec? pottery vessel, fragment
Pottetytype 11.el
Pre-finng mark. 4.3 2
Fabric. Mail Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large bowl with out-turned rim. Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface fired white. Wheel-made.
Measurements: H 5.5; D. 26; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
1 Arnold DL, The Pyramid of Senwosref I, The South Cemefei'yofLJshf, vol.1, New York 1968, p. 112. fig a, 13; p. 13.
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Pottery type L1.f.
Marks incised before firing
Large basins. Similar examples come from Dahshur Lisht North, 2 Tell eI-Maskhuta3 and Tell el-Dab a At Dahshur they
make their first appearance in the so-called 'complex 6 dated to the late 12th dynasty, but their use increases considerably
during the 13th
360.	 Museum number EA 74437
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 .f.
Potter's mark 3.9 1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: rim-sherd from a large basin Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with
black core; surface uncoated Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below cannation, marks of
finger-smoothing inside, below joining line Diameter uncertain.
Measurements H. 8 1; D. 34; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (red, P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 109.
Comments: the sherd has been analysed
Scale 1.3
361.	 Museum number EA 74368
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 .f.
Pre-firing mark 47.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large basin Fragmentary, pre-finng mark incised on exterior. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; nm thrown and joined on to the body just below carination;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line Diameter uncertain.
Measurements. H. 7; D. 30
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 3 (P, red); Petne, KG H (1890), p1 XXVII, 22.
Comments the sherd has been analysed.
Scale 1.3
Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeung m Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK38,1962, fIg. 8. 1; fig. 11. 1.
2 Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levant., V.
1994, fig. 5,3, p. 24; of. MDA1K 36, p1. 8,1 from the so-called dump 52.
3 Radmount CA, On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an Archee o#oglc a! History of the Wad Tuimfat, (Volumes WV), University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, pp. 801-6.
4 Bettina Bader, personal communication.
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Pottery type 1.1g.
Marks incised before firing
bds.
362.	 Museum number UC 44908
Objeci: pottery vessel fragment
Potlerytype 11g.
Pre-finng mark 3 9 1
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description rim-sherd from a lid Pre-finng mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated. Wheel-made
I. H. 7,D. 234;T. O6tol
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petrie, l.K G. (1891), p1 XV
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Pottery type I.1.g.
Marks incised after firing
Lids
Museum number EA 74423363.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype. Ii g
Posl-finng mark all
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description. nm-sherd from a lid. Post-firing
mark incised on exterior The section is uniform
in coIour surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements: H. 52, D. 17; T. 0 5
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e p 5
(red, surface), Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 93.
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LPottery type L1.h.
Marks incised after firing
Pa-stands
Museum number EA 74497364.
Objecl pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I 1 h
Post-firing mark a 526
Fabric: Mad Cl
Description base-sherd of a pot-
stand with out-turned nm. Post-
firing mark incised on intenor,
surface uncoated Wheel-made,
Measurements H. 7, D. 21; T. 1
References: Petne, Mss Notebook
39e, p. 13 Petrie, K.G.H. (1690),
p1. XXVII, 193.
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Pottery type I.1.n.
Marks incised before firing
Body-sherds I Marl Cl that cannot be ascnbed to any specific type.
365. Museum number UC 44927
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.n.
Pre-firing mark: 3.1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below
neck. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; upper shoulder thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body ca. 2 cm below base d nm; marks ci' finger-smoothing inside, below
joining ne.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: cf. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
366. Museum number EA 74433
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
PoUeiytype l.1.n.
Pre-firing mark 3.2.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior.
The section is uniform in colour; surface fired white; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements: W. 9.1; 1. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (P), Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 105.
367. Museum number EA 74445
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.in.
Pre-firing mark 3.2.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated.
Measurements: T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (P); Petrie, K G H (1890), p1. XXVII, 136.
368. Museum number UC 44922
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype. 1.1 n.
Pre-firing mark 359
Fabnc Mart Cl
Descnption body-sherd from a pottery vessel (open form) Pre-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface fired cream. Rilling-
lines visible inside.
Measurements -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petne I. K. G. (1891), p1 XV
369. Museum number UC 44904
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype. 1.1 n.
or
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Museum number: UC 44808
'1'
1!
>1:
PTa-firing mark. 45 3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary pre-finng mark
incised on shoulder The section is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated.
Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 2 cm below base
of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: T 0.7
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 ci Petne, I.KG (1891), p1 XV
370.
Object. pottery vessel fragment
Pottelytype 1.1 n
Pre-firing mark: 56
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder The section is uniform
in colour surface fired cream. Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: -
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, ci. Petrie, !.K G. (1891), p1 XV.
371.	 Museum number EA 74494
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype II n
Pre-firing mark: 6 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-finng mark incised inside. The section is
uniform in colour, surface fired white; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 10.1; T. 1 4
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13; Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. X)(Vll, 190.
Comments: in Petrie, K.GH. (1890), p1. XXVII, 190 the sign is not marked 'P' as is usually the case with pre-
firing marks.
372.	 Museum number EA 74428
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.n.
Pre-flring mark. 7.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The section
is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: H. 9.6; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6 (red), Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 98.
373.	 Museum number EA 74446
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Pre-firing mark. 7.3
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 8 8; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 121.
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375.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.n
Pre-firing mark: 3.5.5
Fabric: Marl
Museum number EA 74367
'I'
374.	 Museum number EA 74447
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.1.n
Pre-firing mark 74
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description. body-sherci from a pottery vessel, possibly a cooking vessel. Pre-firing mark
incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated, mark of finger-
smoothing inside. '122 written in pencil
Measurements I-I. 11 8, T 0 8
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 15 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII
122
Comments: the sherd has been analysed.
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Pre-firing mark incised on exterior The section is
uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: -
Comments in the Greek and Roman register the mark is identified with Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 21,
and they are very similar. However fabric and technology suggest for the sherd a New Kingdom date. From
Petne's published and unpublished matenal we know that the mark p1 )(XVII, 21 was found with other object
in a pit in the floor of a room in Rank A. Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p. 29: 'another exquisite lion's-head handle with
an amethyst scarab was found in a hole in the floor of a room in rank A, and is now in the Boulak Museum';
ibid. p. 43 'in a pit in the floor of a room was found a beautiful spoon handle with a lion's head, and a plain
amethyst scarab, both in the Xllth dynasty style, and a potsherd marked (21)'. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e,
(white speck, floor pit with XII pottery); ibid. p. 46, plan of rank A with location of pit 50. In Petrie Mss. Journal
8-15 April 1889, p. 95, is the report of the find. EA 74367 has 'Low' incised inside. If the sherd were to be
identified with p1. XXVII, 21, I would expect to find pit in floor'.
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Pottery type I.1.n.
Marks incised after firing
Body-sherds In Marl Cl that cannot be ascribed to any specific type.
376. Museum number EA 74664
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I 1.n.
Post-firing mark a. 1.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior
The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated, marks ci finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements T 0.7
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 11 (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H (1890) The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994 it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
377. Museum number EA 74639
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.1.3
Fabric. Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour, surface uricoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements W. 10.5; T. 0.4
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 5 (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
378.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I in.
Post-firing marks: a.1.3 and a4 25.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng marks incised
on shoulder and belly. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated.
Wheel-made.
Measurements T. 0.7
References: on belly: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne !.KG. (1891), p1.
xv.
Museum number UC 44941
o 5IuLL
lI:;I:I.I;iI
379.	 Museum number EA 74481
Objeof pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type Ii n.
Post-firing mark a.2. 1.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated; marks ci finger-smoothing inside. The
sherd is eroded.
Measurements. W. 11.5; T. 0.5
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red); Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 163.
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380. Museum number EA 74483
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.l.n.
Post-firing mark a 2 1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated and blackened by fire Possibly a cooking
pot
Measurements: W. 6.9, T. 06
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 6 (red).
Comments mark not identified in Petrie, KGH (1890), p1 XXVII, but very similarto nos 164-168
381. Museum number EA 74484
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements. W. 7.4; T. 07
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 18; Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 168.
382. Museum number UC 44847
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.1
Fabric: Marl Cl	 -
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 9
References: cf. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
V
Museum number UC 44936383.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary post-firing mark
incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.7
References -
384.	 Museum number EA 74429
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottertype: I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 24.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on extenor. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 9.3; T. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red), Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 99.
777777
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Museum number EA 74415
385.	 Museum number EA 74431
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I I n
Post-firing mark a 25
Fabric Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel Post-finng mark incised on exterior The
section is zoned, red with black core surface uncoated marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements H 13 1; T. 0 4
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p 7 (red, surface); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII,
103
4:
386.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type 1.1 n
Post-firing mark a 2.6.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated
and partially eroded.
Measurements. W. 11.3; T. 11
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6, (red, wt face), Petrie, K.G.H.(1890), p1. XXVII, 81.
387. Museum number EA 74425
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2.6.7
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned red with black core; surface fired cream. '95' written in blue.
Measurements: H. 7.5; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7, (floor pit, red); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 95 with note 'pit in
floor; ibid. p. 43: 'in a pit in the floor of another room was broken pottery, with the marks 42, 95' (EA 74383,
cat. no 294).
388. Museum number EA 74456
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottecy type: 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a.2.7.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired white; marks of finger-smoothing
inside________
Measurementf. W. 12.3; T. 08
Referenco Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1, (red, yell face); Petrie, K.G H. (1890),
137.
389. Museum number EA 74659
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottiv tvr,e: I I n.
Post-filing mark a 2 8	 tt"
Fabric: Mart Cl	 Y
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on 	 /
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated and partially eroded.
LL.
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V393.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2 10.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74605
LJ
Museum number UC 7633 II
T=7
Measurement s -
References -
390.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype: I 1.n
Post-firing mark a 2 10.1
Fabric Marl CI
Descnption body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary post-finng mark incised on
extenor The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing
inside
Measurements. H. 9 3, T. 065
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5, (wt speck, grey face, of XII); Petne, K G H(1890), p1. XXVII, 70
IMuseum number EA 74408
391.	 Museum number EA 74411
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
Pottery type. I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2. 10.1
	
7r
exterior The section is uniform in coIour surface fired cream, marks of finger-smoothing
inside
Measurements H. 9 4; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red, surface); Pefrie, K.G.H. (1890). p1. XXVII, 73.
392.	 Museum number EA 74406
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.2 10.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior
The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements: W. 8.9; 1. 1.1
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6, (red, wt face); Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 68.
Description S body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in co1our
surface uncoated; completely blackened by fire inside and outside
Measurements: H. 15.2; T. 08
References. Petrie, K G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 67.
Comments: the identification with Petrie, K G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 67, is not certain.
394.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a2 11.2
Fabnc Marl Cl
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Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel Post-firing mark incised on exterior The section is zoned, red
with black core, surface fired cream and partially blackened by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T 0.9
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
395. Museum number EA 74401
Obje pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype II n.
Post-firing mark a.2.11.5
Fabr Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired white; marks of
finger-smoothing inside, two fragments.
Measurements: W. 16.5, T. 0 87
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 5 (red), Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 63
396. Museum number. UC 44859
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.1.n.
Post-firing mark. a.3.1.1
Fabnc. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements T. 0.8
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne !.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
397. Museum number EA 74609
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.3.1.1
Fabric: MarICI
Description: base-sherd, flat, from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing
inside
Measurements: H. 14.6; T. 1.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6, (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
lgR	 Museum number UC 44829
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.3 4.2
Fabric Marl Cl	 i/I
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black oore surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements. T. 0.8
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie 1KG (1891), p1. XV.
399.	 Museum number EA 74369
Objed. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: tin.
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Post-firing mark 83.5
Fabric Marl Cl
Descr7ption body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned red with black core, surface eroded, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements H 14.2, T. 0.97
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p 3 (XII); Petrie K G.H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 23
Museum number tiC 44923
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I I n
Post-firing mark a 4.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption. shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel (closed form). Fragmentary, post-
firing incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated;
upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 3 cm below base of
nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements T. 0 7
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf Petne, !.KG. (1891), p1 XV.
401.	 Museum number UC 7638 II
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a 4 2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour white wash on exterior.
Measurements T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
402.	 Museum number EA 74600
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 .n.
Post -firing mark a 4.6.2	 j	 / '..
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised 	 - -
on exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of finger- - -- - -
smoothing inside
Measurements. W. 13.8 T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 ().
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
403.	 Museum number tiC 7653
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a 4.8
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour, surface fired cream.
Measurements T. 0.9
Referencer Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
1
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4fl4	 Museum number UC 44930
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery typeS I 1.n
Post-firing mark a 4 14 1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on
extenor The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements: T 0 5
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, I K.G (1891), p1. XV
K/A
--
405. Museum number UC 7626 VII
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4.141
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on .. - -.
exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated
Measurements: W. 7; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 of. Petne, I K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
406. Museum number UC 7626 II
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.n
Post-firing mark a4 14.1
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements: H. 7.4; W. 10.3, T. 0 7
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50 of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
407. Museum number UC 7626 III
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.n.
Post-flringmarka4l4l	 4\I /I
Fabric: Marl Cl	
'	 f
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
408. Museum number UC 7631
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4.14.5
Fabnc Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated.
Measurements: T. 0.7 to I
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne, l.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
37
409. Museum number EA 74477
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype I 1.n
Post-firing mark a 4 14 8	 --
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel possibly a cooking pot Fragmentary,
post-flnng mark incised on exterior The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated
and partiafly blackened by fire, marks of fingers-smoothing inside.
Measurement H. 11 2, T 06
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 8 (red), Petne KG H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 158
410. Museum number EA 74478
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I 1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4.16.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated marks of finger-smoothing inside; two fragments
Measurementr H. 10; T. 06
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13 (red, wt speck.
XII), Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 159.
411. Museum number UC 7677
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type. I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.16.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a cooking pot Fragmentary,
post-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated and partially blackened by fire; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurementr T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
412. Museum number UC 44851
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,itype 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a.4 16.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark
incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurementf T. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; Cf. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
413.	 Museum number EA 74476
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4.18 1
Fabnc Marl Cl
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Museum number UC 44853
IT<
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned red
with black core surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside, two fragments.
Measurements H. 13, T. I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 14 (red); Petrie, KG H (1890), p1 XXVII 182.
Comments: after their amval at the British Museum the two fragments were separated and identified with two
different marks nos '157' and '182'. The two fragments join and the mark can be identified with p1. XXVII,
182. Petne, KGH (1890),pl XXVII, 157isEA74650(cat no 88)
Museum number EA 74455414.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I.1.n.
Post-finng mark a 4.20 1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a cooking pot.
Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in
colour surface uncoated and partially blackened by fire The sherd was reused
for mixing plaster, which now completely covers the interior of the sherd.
Measurements: H. 11, T. I
References Petrie Mss Notebook 39e, p 19; Petne KG H (1890), 136.
Comments: the sherd has been analysed.
415.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a 4.20.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface
uncoated; upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 3 cm
below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References -
•0 7
416. Museum number EA 74453
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 420.2
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description S body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a cooking pot Post-firing
incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in coiour surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is partially blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: H 12.2; T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (wt speck), Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), 134.
417. Museum number. EA 74419
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
PoUer/type l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 420.2
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with bck core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside; two fragments.
Measurements: W. 11.7; T. 1.1
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References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (red); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 87.
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with thick black core; surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements. T. 0.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
418. Museum number UC 44926
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.22.1
Fabric Marl Cl
419. Museum number EA 74457
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.22.2
Fabric Marl Cl	 /
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing 	 - - -
mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; 	 - - -	 - -
upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 14.6; T. 0.85
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 6 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 138.
420. Museum number EA 74459
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.24.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is zoned, red with black core; fired white; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 19.3; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), 140.
421. Museum number EA 74464
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/ type: I 1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4 24.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery
incised on extenor The section zoned,
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements H. 104; T. 1.2
vessel. Fragmentary, post-fang mark
red with b ack core, surface uncoated;
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (red, surface) Petne, K.G H. (1890), 145
422.	 Museum number EA 74466
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.25.la	 -- -
Febnc Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a cooking pd. Post-flnng mark 	 __________
incised on extenor largely blackened by fire
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Museum number EA 74468
Measurements H 5 5, T. 0 6
References Petne, Mss Notebook 39e p 2 (red), Petne, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 147.
423. Museum number EA 74465
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype Ii n	 _____
Post-firing mark- a 4 25 Ia
Febiic Marl CI Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary, post-finng
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated,
marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements H 10 2; T. 06
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p. 2 (red XII), Petrie, K.G.H (1890), 146.
424. Museum number EA 74402
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4 25.3
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnpfion: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; blackened
by fire inside and outside. 'Floor incised inside.
Measurements: W 13 1; T 0 9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p. 5 (red, floor); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 64.
425. Museum number EA 74471
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.25 4
Fabric: Marl CI
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated and partially eroded.
Measurements: H. 8.4; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 152.
-I
426.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.1.n
Post -finng mark a 4 25.5
Fabric- Marl Cl
Descnpfion. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on
extenor The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; two
fragments.
Measurements: H 6 6; T. 0.8
References. Petrie, KG.H (1890), p1 XXVII, 149
Comments: The sherd has been analysed.
427.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefy type l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 4.25 8
Fabric Marl Cl
Museum number EA 74420
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Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on extenor surface
uncoated. The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: W. 8.9: T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 6 (.1.) Petrie K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 89.
428. Museum number UC 7622
Object pottery vessel fragment
Potta'y type. l.1.n	 -
Post-firing mark a.5.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
extenor. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated, marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements. H. 10; W 6 6: T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
429. Museum number UC 76601
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.n.
Post -tiring mark. a 5.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-shard from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface fired cream, interior eroded. 	 - - -
Measurements: T. 0.8	 - -- -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
430. Museum number EA 74495
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.1.n.
Post-tiring mark a.5.3.4
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
	 0
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface fired white; marks of finger------
smoothing inside.
	 - - - -
Measurements: W. 15.3; T. 0.6
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 191.
431. Museum number EA 74496
Obje*'t pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.5.5
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: shoulder-shard from a pottery vessel possibly a cooking pot Post-
finng incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is partially blackened by fire inside
and outside.
Measurements: H. 15.6; T. 0.8
References Petrie, KG.H (1890), p1. XXVII, 192.
432	 Museum number EA 50912
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a.5.8.1
Fab& Marl Cl
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Descnption body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream, marks of finger- ,
smoothing inside
Measurements T. 0 9
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1, (red), Petrie, KG H. (1890), p1 XXVII, 187
	 -
433. Museum number UC 7655
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottetytype II n.
Post-firing mark a.5 94
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated marks of finger-
smoothing inside
Measurements: T. 1.1	 - -
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50
434. Museum number UC 44854
Objecl: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 5.14
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated, marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
435. Museum number EA 74417
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,'type. l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.5.15
Fabric. Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; mark of finger-smoothing inside. The sherd
is marked '84' in pencil.
Measurements: H 6 6; T. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 1 (red); Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVII 83
436. Museum number EA74593
Qbje* pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.5.25 6
Fabric Marl Cl
Desctiption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised
on extenor. The section is uniform in colour, surface fired white.
Measurements: W. 9.2; 1. 0.8
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p 13 (red, surface, nb constant
s gn on back of XII papyn).
Comments: mark not published in Petile, KG.H. (1890); The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
1:17
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Museum number EA 74665
437.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottecy type 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a 5 25 9
Fabnc Marl Cl
Descnption body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-finng mark
incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour surface
fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements W. 14.7, T 0 9
References Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 198.
Museum number EA 74499
438.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery typeS I 1.n.
Post -firing mark a 6.1
Fabnc: Marl Cl
Descnption. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements T. 0.7
References -
/7
Comments mark not published in Petrie, KG.H. (1890) The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
439. Museum number UC 44951
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type. 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a.6. 3.1
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour, surface fired white. The sherd is eroded inside.
Measurements: T. 0.6
References: -
440. Museum number UC 44940
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a.6.5.l
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks ci finger-
smoothing inside. The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measuremer,ts T. 0.8
Referencer Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
441. Museum number EA 74604
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark a 6.6
Fabric Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on extenor. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream; marks
of finger-smoothing inside.
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Measurements' H 5 95, T 0.5
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e p 5 (red), Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 88.
442.	 Museum number EA 74661
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype 1.1 n
Post-firing mark. a 6 8
Fabric: Marl Cl
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated.
The sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements: W 9.1; T. 0.9
References. -
Comments mark not published in Petrie K G.H. (1890) The sherd was transferred from me Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
443.	 Museum number EA 74448
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.1.n.
Post-firing mark a 6 13
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of
finger-smoothing inside. The sherd is blackened by fire inside.
Measurements' H. 11 8, T. 1.25
References' Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red, wh face); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890),
p1. XXVII, 123.
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated; marks 0f finger-
smoothing inside.
444.	 Museum number EA 74405
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I 1.n.
Post-firing mark. a 6 16
Fabric: Mart Cl
Measurements: H. 6.5; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )O(VlI, 71
445.	 Museum number EA 74662
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: I.1.n.
Post-finng mark.a6.17
Fabric: Marl Cl	 ?
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised 	 :	 -
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface fired white; marks of finger-	 ,
smoothing inside.	 I
Measurements: T. 0.7	 ... ..L --'
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 13 (red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept. of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other shards with
marks in 1912.
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446.	 Museum number EA 74667
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottertype II n.
Post4nng mark not drawn
Fabric Marl Cl
Descnpt,on: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Traces of a fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior.
The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream' marks of finger-smoothing inside
Measurements T I
References -
Comments' mark not published in Petne, K G.H (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
447.	 Museum number UC 44952
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype 1.1 n.
Post-firing mark not drawn
Fabric: Marl Cl
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Unintentional, post-firing mark incised on exterior.
Measurements: 1. 0.8
References: -
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Pottery type I.2.a.
Marks incised before firing
Large storage jars In Marl C2 Body-shards that canno( be ascribed to a more specific sub-type
448. Museum number. EA 74606
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. l.2.a
Pre-firing mark 32 10
Fabric: Marl C2
Description shoulder-sherd from a storage jar. Fragmentary, pre-flnng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements W. 9.7; T 11
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 11 (red, P).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
449. Museum number EA 74450
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a.
Pre-firing mark: 3.3 5
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary pre-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside. The sherd is marked '127' in blue.
Measurements: H. 6.7; T. 0 5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (P, red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 127.
450. Museum number UC 44809
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.2.a
Pre-flong mark: 3.8.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a storage jar. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
451. Museum number UC 7676
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a
Pre-firing mar/c 4.7.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a storage jar. Pre-ftnng mark incised on exterior.
The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements T. 0.5 to 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
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pPottery type L2.a.
Marks incised after finng
Large storage jars Body-sherds that cannot be ascnbed to a more specific sub-type
452.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottei'ytype: l.2a
Post-finng mark a 2.104
Fabnc Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-finng mark
incised on extenor The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated,
marks of finger-smoothing ins de.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number UC 7648
453. Museum number UC 7671
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type I 2.a
Post-firing mark a.4. 19.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on extenor.
The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated and partially blackened by fire,
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
454. Museum number UC 44844
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a
Post-firing mark a.4.22. I
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on
exterior; surface uncoated. Upper shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made
body ca. 5 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside from join ng
line.
Measurements T. 1.1
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
455. Museum number UC 44810
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytype: l.2.a
Post-firing mark a.5 I
Fabric Marl C2
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The
section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated, marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurement s T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Pethe, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
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456.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1.2 a
Post-flnng mark a 5 4.1
Fabnc Marl C2
Descnption body-s herd from a large storage jar Fragmentary, post-finng mark
incised on extenor. The section is uniform in co4our surface uncoated, marks of
finger-smoothing inside
Measurementr 1. 1
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number UC 44842
- F -
457.	 Museum number UC 44928
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: l.2a
Post-firing mark a 5 10.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments: the fabric is very similar to UC 44909 (cat no. 149).
458.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a
Post-firing mark a 5 12
Fabric Marl C2
Descnption: shoulder-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned; surface fired pink-cream. Rifling
lines inside.
Measz.q-ements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Museum number UC 44856
, ,c r\
459.	 Museum number UC 7627
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterjf type: l.Za
Post-flnng mark a 5.19
Fabnc Marl C2
Descnpbon: body-sherd from a large storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside. The sherd is incised 'UP, and marked 'K in pencil
Measurements: W. 14 Z T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petiie, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
460.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a
Post-firing mark a.5.22
Fabric. Mail C2
Museum number UC 7654
149
Description: body-sherd from a large storage jar Post-finng mark incised on exterior The
section is zoned, red with black core surtace uncoated, marks of finger-smoofhing inside
Measurements T 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50. p
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Pottery type I.2.a.1.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jars with short rim. The best parallels for this type were found in the so-called 'South-
Wall Deposit 1' and 'South wall deposit 2' at Lisht. 1 The deposits are securely dated to the middle of the reign of Senwosiet I.
Sirndar specimens are found at Qasr el-Sagha, 2
 Dahshur, 3 Haragah 4 Teu el-Dab a, 5 and Abu Ghalib 6 In the Memphis-Fayum
region this type was in very common use by the m,d-l2th dynasty 7 It Is stIll attested at Dahshur Mi the so-cafled 'complex 6'
dated from the late 12th to early 1 3h dynasty. At Kom Rabla (Memphis) nm-therds of this type are found residually Mi late I 3h
dynasty strata, probably because they were often reused as pot-stands. 8 At Tell el-Daba ll is present in levels d/2-1, and c,
which cover the period from late 12th to middle 13th dynasty. The vessels in Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and
style as those in Marl Cl, but the difference Mi fabric may suggest a different area of production. Janine Boumau has proposed9
that Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
461.	 Museum number EA 74493
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.al.
Pre-flring mark: 3.94
Mark on top of rim: 1.2
Post-firing mark a.4.14.3
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, flat-based storage jar with short rim. Pre-flring and post-firing
marks incised respectively on interior of rim, on top of nm, and on belly. The section is zoned, red with black core;
surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
	 -	 - -
Arnold Dl., The Pyramvd of Senwosiet I, The South Cemetery of LISht, vol. I. New York 1968, p.113
2 Shwa J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle KMigdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement Mi 1979-1965',
Fontes Archaeologlcl Posnan,enses, vol. 36,1967/1968, pp. 207-8 fig. 27:2-3.
3 ArnoId Do., 'Keramikbearbeltung Mi Dahshw 1976-1961', MDAIK 38,1962. pp. 25-65, p1.8.5/7.
4 Engerbach R., Hare geh, London 1923, p1. XXXIX, 67E.
5 K. Kopetzky personal communication.
6 L& H., 'Vorbencht Ober die schwedischen Grabungen ii Abu Ghalib 1932-1934, MDAIK6, 1936 pp. 41 .87, p1. 7Z
7 Arnold Dl. and Do., Die Temp.! Qasr el-Sagha, Mainz am Rhein 1979, p. 32, p1.18,5.
8 Bouniau J. and Quirke S., 'Lahun Papyri and Pots. The Late Middle Kingdom Vocabulary of Potted, in Lahun Studies, ed. S.
Quirke, SIA Publishing, New Maiden, forthcoming.
9 Personal communication.
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Measurements H. 18 8, D. 21; T 11
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 9 (P, wt speck); Petne KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 189
Comments in the notebook Petne drew, as belonging to the same vessel, the pre-finng and the post-finng marks,
but not the one on top of the nm. In K G.H. he published the complete post-finng mark and only part of the pre-
firing (the single stroke at the top is missing) The two strokes on top of the rim are again not illustrated. The sherd
has been analysed.
462.	 Museum number EA 74663
Object: pottery vessel fragment
Potteiytype: l.2.al.
Pre-firing mark: 5.4
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed fiat-based storage jar with short nm. Pre-firing mark incised on
interior of rim. The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated Rim thrown.
Measurements: H. 3.4; D. 24 T 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 11 (P. red)
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek and
Roman Antiquities in 1994, It was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with marks in
1912.
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Pottery type I.2.a.1.
Marks incised after firing
Large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jars with short nm. The best parallels for this type were found in the so-called
'South-Wall Deposit 1' and 'South wall deposit 2' at LishO The deposits are securely dated to the middle of the reign of
Senwosret I Similar specimens are found at Qasr eI-Sagha, 2 Dahshw, 3 Haragah, 4 Tell el-Dab'a, 5 and Abu GhaI,b 6 In the
Memphis-Fayum region this type was in very common use by the mid-I 2th dynasty. 7 It is still attested at Dahshur in the so-
called 'complex 6' dated from the late 12th to early 13th dynasty. At Kom Rabi'a (Memphis) nm-sherds of this type are found
residually in late 13th dynasty strata, probably because they were often reused as pot-stands. 8 At Tell el-Dab'a ll is present
a levels d/2-1, and c, which cover the period from late 12th to middle 13th dynasty. The vessels belong to the same pottery
tradition and style as those In Marl Cl, but the difference in fabric may suggest a different area of production. Janine
Bournau has proposed 9 that Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
463.	 Museum number EA 74397
Pottetytype. l.2.a 1.
O,er's mark a 2.11.2
Fabtc: Mart C2
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed, fiat-based storage jar with short rim. Fragmentary, post-
finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform; surface unccated. Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body just below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. The sherd is
eroded.
Measurements: H. 8; D. 31.8; T. 0.9
Reference. Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 57.
Scale 13
1 Amold DL. The Pyramid of Senwosret I The South Cemetey o(Lishf vol. I, New York 1968, p.113.
2 'SlEw. J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies In the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement in 1979-1965',
Fontes Aivhaeolog,ciPosnanlenses, vol. 36,1967/1968 pp. 207-8 fig. 27.2-3.
3 Amold Do., 'Keramikbearbedung U, Dahshis 1976-1981', MDAIK38, 1962, pp. 25-65, p1.8. 5f7.
4 Engelbach R., Here geh, London 1923, p4. XXXIX. 67E.
5 K Kopetzky personal communication.
6 Larsen H., Vc,rbencht Ober die schwedischen Grabungen m Abu Ghalib 1932-193, MDAIK 6, 1936, pp. 41-87, pl.72.
rnoId Di and Do., Ore Tempel Qas,'eI-Segha, Mainz am Rhein 1979, p. 32, p1. 18,5.
8 Boumau J. and Quirke S.. 'Lahun Papl and Pots. The Late Middle Kingdom Vocabulary of Pottery', in Lahun Studies, ed.
S. Quirke, SLA Publishing, New MaIden, forthcoming.
9 Persorial communication.
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Pottery type I.2.a.2.
Marks incised before firing
Large wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled nm and fiat base Vessels of this type are found it Lisht.1
Wi a rubbish dump of settlement ongin, above the so-called transportation road In the south-east area of the cemetery The
excavators suggest that the pottery from this context provides a lmk between the pottery found at the funerary complex of
Senwosret I and the pottery from Dahstn, (reign of Amenemhat Ill onwards) At Kom Rabi a (Memphis) 2 rim-sherds of the
type are present In middle 13th dynasty strata, and at Tell el-Dab a 3 they are attested in levels c and b13-1 rangmg from the
middle 13th dynasty to the middle of the 15th. At Qasr el-Sagha 4 the type le found both in the western and eastern settle-
ments. Specimens are also found in Upper Egypt, at KamaIc-North, 5 In contexts dated to the Second Intermediate Period.
The vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and style as those In Marl Cl, but the difference in fabric may
suggest a different area of production. Janwie Boumau has proposed 6 that Marl C2 became more common from the late
13th dynasty onwards
464.	 Museum number EA 50933
Objeut: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L2.a2.
Pro-firing mark: 1.5
Fabric. Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and fiat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in coIour surface fired cream. Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of rim, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line.
Measurements: H. 9.4, D. 23.6
References: -
465.	 Museum number: UC 44780
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a.2.
Pro-firing mark: 3.24
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and fiat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
1 Arnold Dl., The Pyramid ct Senwosref I, The South Cemetery of Lisht, vol I, New York 1968, p. 124, fig. 74 60.
2 Jane Bowriau, personal commisilcation.
3 K Kopetzky, personal communication.
J., 'The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr el-Sagha 1979-1788', SWthes h Mcient Art and Cwmzetion, 5, Krakow
1992, fig. 10,1.
5 Jacquet-Gordon H., 'Kamak-Nord 1989', Bulletin do Liaison XIV 1991, pp 14-17, fIg. 2,2.
6 Personal communication.
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467.
Obje pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a2.
Pre-firing marlc 3.8 1
Fabric: Marl C2
I
Museum number: EA 74625
joined on to the coil-made body below base of nm, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line The
sherd is blackened by fire inside and outside. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements H. 7; D. 28; 1. 0.6 to I
References Petrie Mss Notebook 50
466.	 Museum number: UC 44752
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a2.
Pre.-flring mark: 3.5.7
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and flat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 1.5 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 5.2; D. 24; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
1
v'.J
Descnption nrn-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded modelled nm and flat
base Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below nm The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of rim, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line
Measurements H. 12.5; 0. 26, T. I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19 (P)
Comments: mark not published in Petne KG H (1890) The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994, it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
468.	 Museum number. UC 44772
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type l.2.a2.
Pre-firing mark 4 34
Fabric. Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded modelled nm and flat
base. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Di-
ameter uncertain.
Measurements H. 7; D. 22; T. 0 6 to 08
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
469.	 Museum number UC 44788
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.a2.
Pro-firing mark. 5 1
Fabric Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled rim and fiat
base. Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below rim The section is uniform in colour, surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-made body 1.5 cm below base of nm; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements. K. 66; D. 257; T 07
References: Petne Mss Notebook 50.
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470.	 Museum number UC 44767
Object ptery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a2
Pre-firing mark 5 5
Fabric Marl C2
Descnption: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat
base. Pre-finng mark incised on intenor of nm. The section is uniform in colour surface fired white and
partially blackened by fire Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below base of nm
Measurements H. 4 4; D. 24; T. 1
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
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Pottery type I.2.a.2.
Marks incised after finng
L.arge wide-modhed storage Jars with externally folded, modelled nm and flat base Vessels of this type are found at Lisht,1
in a rubbish dump of settlement ongin, above the so-cafled transportation road In the south-east area of the cemetery. The
excavators suggest that the pottery from this context provides a link between the pottery found at the funerary complex of
Senwosret I and the pottery from Dahshur (reign of Amenemhat Ill onwards) At Kom RabI a (Memphis) 2 nm-sherds of the
type are present in middle 1 h dynasty strata, and at Tell el-Dab 53 they are attested In levels c and b/3-1 ranging from the
middle 13th dynasty to the middle of the 15th. At Qaar el-Sagha4 the type is found both In the western and eastern
settlements Specimens are also found in Upper Egypt, at Kamak-North, 5 In contexts dated to the Second Intermediate
Period. The vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and style as those in Marl Cl, but the difference in fabric
may suggest a different area of production. Janine Boumau has proposed 6 that Marl C2 became more common from the
late 13h dynasty onwards.
471.	 Museum number EA 74490
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2a2
Post-firing mark a.5.7.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a wide-mouthed storage jar with externally folded, modelled nm and flat base.
Post-firing mark incised on body. The section is uniform in coiour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements H. 16.2; D. 20.4; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red); Petrie, KG H (1890), p1. )O(VlI, 184
472.	 Museum number EA 74595
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.a2.
Arnold DL, The Pyramid of Senwosref 1, The South Cemetery of L,shf, vol. I New York 1968, p. 124, fig 74.60.
2 Jarne Bourriau, personal communication.
3 K Kopetzky, personal communication.
4 SIiwa J., 'The ddle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr el-Sagha 1979-1768', Stuches in AncsentA,t and Cizabon, 5, Krakow
1992, fig. 10,1.
5 Jacquet-Gordon H., 'Kamak-Nord 1989', BulletIn de Liaison, XIV 1991, pp. 1417, fig. 2.2.
6 Personal communication.
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Post-ffnng mar/c a.5.18
Fab,* Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage j' with externally folded, mod- 	 fl
elled rim and flat base. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform
in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 10.7; T. 07
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The shard was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other shards with
marks in 1912.
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Pottery type I.2.a.4.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Large wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded and elongated rectangular rim, top of rim flattened by tool, flat base.
Similar vessels have been found it Dahshur t amongst the pottery hi the dump over the silos In the valley temple area
(complex 7), dated by Dorothea Arnold to the middlellate 13th dynasty. They are also attested at Qasr el-Sagha, 2 Llsht
North (m.ddleAate 13th dynasty), 3 Kom Rabi'a (Memphis, late 13th dynasty), 4 and TeN el-Dab'a (middle 13th to middle 15th
dynasty) s They have been found In great quantity in the Middle Bronze AgelHyksos settlement at Tell el-Masldiuta (middle
of the 13th to the late 15th dynasty), 6 where they apparently constituted the most common type of storage vessel. Th. ves-
sels ii Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and stle as those In Marl Cl • but the difference in fabric may suggest a
different area of production. Janine Boumau has proposed 7 that Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty
onwards.
473.	 Museum number EA 74375
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.a4.
Pre-flnng mark 1.1
Post-firing mark a.4.1.1
Fabnc Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-firing and post-firing incised marks on exterior. The section is
uniform in colour surface uncoated Interior eroded
Measurements: H. 9; D. 24.4; T. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 31 (owners mark).
Comments: The sherd has been analysed.
474.	 Museum number UC 7684
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.2.a4.
Pre-fiuing mark 32.1
Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK36,1962, pp. 25-65, p111, nos. 3-4.
2 5,wa J., Qaar el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement in 1979-1965,
Fontes A,chaeclog.ci Posnanienses, vol. 36, 1967/1968, pp. 189.216; •Sfr.va J., 'The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr
el-Sagha 1979-1788, Studies in Ancient An' and Civilization, 5, 1 99Z pp 19-39.
3 Amold Do , Arnold F., Allen S , 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egy, Agypt.n und Levant. V.
1994, fig 56 p.26
4 Jan.ne Bournau, personal communication.
5 Bietak N., Tel ei-Oaba V. Wien 1991, Abb. 222 with potniarks.
6 Redmowt Cfi, On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an A,chaeologiical Histo*'y of the Wadi Tuni,lat, (Volumes I-IV), University
Mcroflkn International, Chicago 1969- Paice P., Holladay J S., Brock E.C., 'The Middle Bronze Age / Second Intermediate
Penod Houses at Tell eI-Maskhuta', in House and Palace in Ancient Egyp( International Symposium in Cairo Ap'H 1992,
Bietak N (ad.), 1996 Wien. pp. 1-173.
7personal communication.
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Mark on top of rim: 1.10
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: rim-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-finng and post-finng marks incised on exterior and on top of rim.
The section is zoned, red with black core; surface uncoated. Rim thrown
Measurements:. H. 6.5; D. 24.5; T. I
References: pre-firing: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
475.	 Museum number EA 74615
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a4.
Pre-finng mark 3.2.11
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior of rim. The section is zoned red
with black core; surface fired cream. Rim thrown.
Measurements H. 5.2; 0. 22; T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 11 (P, wt speck).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, KG.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept ot Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arnved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
I, 
/	 I
476.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a4.
Pre-finng mark 3.42
Fabric: Marl C2
p
/
Museum number UC 44795
161
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of nm flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng mark incised on interior of rim. The section is uniform in
colour, surface uncoeted. Rim thrown. Diameter uncertain.
Measurement s: H. 5.5; D. 29
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number EA 74624477.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: I.2a4.
Pre-fiting mark 3.7.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd
from a large wide-
mouthed storage jar,
with externally folded,
elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened
by tool; flat base. Pre-
//
firing mark incised on
exterior of rim. The sec-
tion is uniform in colour
surface uncoated. Rim
thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body be--
low base of rim; marks of
finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line. Blackened by fire all around rim.
Measurements H. 10.4; D. 16.4; T. 0.9
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19 (P).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Museum number EA 74438 + 74649478.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a.4.
Pre.-flnng mark 392
Post-flnng mark a.4 25.1 b
Fabric: Marl C2
-
I
-	
Scale 13
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Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-flnng and post-firing marks incised on exterior of neck and upper
shoulder. The section is uniform in co4our surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body
below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Four fragments.
Measurements H. 7.8; 0. 31.2, T. I ca
References pre-flnng: Petne, Mss Notebook39e, p. 9(P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 110.
Comments: the post-firing mark is not published and there is no reference to It in the notebook It is, however
a fairly well-attested type and in a poor state of conservation. The join between the nm-sherd and the coil-
made body-sherds is too unstable to allow drawing. The sherd has been analysed.
Museum number UC 44766479.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a4.
Pre-firingmar!c 4.3.5
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with ex-
ternally folded, elongated rectangular rim; top of rim flattened by tool;
flat base. Pre-firing mark incised on interior of neck The section is uni-
form in colour surface uncoated. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements D. 21
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance.
480.	 Museum number UC 44777
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.a4.
Pre-tlring mark 4.4.3
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior of neck. The section is uniform in
colour, traces of pink-cream slip on exterior Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body ca. 2 cm below
base of nm, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 8; D. 22; T. 1.3
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of. Petne I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV; Petne, Journal 18-25 October 1889 "in
one room six jars incised, all evidently of the Middle Kingdom time, and a neck of Greek jug with bands of
brown iron-colounng".
Comments. in Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, there is the drawing cA this potrnark, of the others and of the Greek
neck with the note: 'on floor of chamber p. 329' (i.e the plan of this chamber is given in Petne, Mss Notebook
49, p. 29). The other sherds with marks are UC 7621 l-IV (cat. nos. 76-79) and UC 44758 (cat. no 251). In
Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XIV, the room in which the sherds were found is marked with the drawing of the post-
firing mark on UC 7621 l-IV.
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Pottery type L2.a.4.
Marks incised after firing
Large wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded and elongated rectangular rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base.
Similar vessels have been found at Dahshur 1 amongst the pottery In the dump over the silos ki the valley temple area
(complex 7), dated by Dorothea Arnold to the middle/late 13th dynasty. They are also attested at Qasr el-Sagha, 2 Lisht
North (middle/late 13th dynasty), 3 Kom Rabi'a (Memphis, late 13th dynasty), 4 and Tell el-Dab'a (middle 13th to middle 15th
dynasty). 5 They have been found in great quantity in the Middle Bronze Age/Hyksos settlement at Tell el-Maskhuta (middle
of the 13th to the late 15th dynasty), 6 where they apparently constituted the most comon type of storage vessel. The
vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and style as those In Marl Cl, but the difference In fabric may
suggest a different area of production. Janine Bourrlau hes proposed 7 that Mad C2 became more common from the late
13th dynasty onwards.
481.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.a4.
Post-firing mark a.6.7
Fabnc: Marl C2
Museum number. EA 74392
Description: nm-sherd from a large wide-mouthed storage jar, with externally folded, elongated rectangular
rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is
uniform in colour: surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body just below base of rim;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H 12.2; D 24; T 1.2
Referer,ce Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (red, XII).
I/
/	
\/
Scale 1:3
'Amold Do., 'Keramikbearbestung in Dahshur 1976-1981', MDAI( 38,1962, pp.26-65, p1.11, nos. 3.4
2 'Sliwa J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement in 1979-1965,
Fontes Awhaeclogici Posnansenses, vol 36, 1967/1988, pp. 189-216, 'Shwa J., 'The Middle Kngdorn Settlement at Ow
el-Sagha 1979-1788', Studies in Ancient Aft and CwWization, 5, 1992, pp.19-39.
3 Amold Do., Arnold F , AUen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Usht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levante V,
1994, fig 56, p. 26.
4 Janine Boumau, personal communication.
5 Bietak M., Tel el-Dab a V. Wien 1991, Abb. 222, with marks.
6 Redmount CA, On an Egyptian/Asiatic Fmntlec an ArchaeokçicalHistoiy of the Wa Tumvlat, (Volumes I-IV), University
Microfilm International, Chicago i gea Paice P., Holladay J S., Brock E C., 'The Middle Bronze Age I Second Intermediate
Period Houses at Tell e4-Maskhuta', m House and Palace u, Ancient Egypt h,temational Symposium in Cairn April 1992,
Bietak M. (ad.), 1996 Wien, pp.199-173.
7 Personal communication.
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Museum number: EA 74630
Pottery type L2..b.1.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Medium-sized ovoid Jars with externally folded rim. The vessels In Mail C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and style as
those in Marl Cl • but the difference in fabric may suggest a different area of production. Janine Boumau has p4'oposed 1 that
Mail C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
482.
Objed pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottery type: l.2.b. 1.
Pre-firing mark: 1.6
Fabric Mail C2
Description: rim-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with ex-
ternally folded rim. Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on
shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated and partially eroded.
Measurements: H. 4.5; D. 9.4; T. 0.8
References: -
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
483.	 Museum number: UC 44898
Object pottery vessel, fragmentary
Potter/type: l.2.b.1.
Pre-finng mark: 1.7
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim.
Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour;
surface fired cream. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body below
base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
484.
Object pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottery type: l.2.b. 1.
Pre-flnngmaric 3.5.4
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: rim-sherd from a medium-
stzed ovoid jar, with externally folded nm.
Pre-finng incised mark on shoulder, below
base of nm The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body ca. 2 cm
below base of nm, marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements H. 7.1. D. 9.8; T. 06
Museum number EA 74370
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e p 18(P); Petne, KG.H. (1890), pI. X)(Vll, 24.
485.	 Museum number UC 44880
Objed pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottery type l.2.b.1.
Personal communication.
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Pre-firingmarlc 3.5.8
Fabnc: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with
externally folded nm. Fragmentary, pre-flnng mark incised on
shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour;
pinkish wash on exterior. Rim thrown and joined on to the
coil-made body ca. 1 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line
Measurements: H. 5.7; 0. 7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
486.	 Museum number UC 44888
Objed pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottery type: 1.2. b. 1.
Pre-firing mark 3.9.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform
in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, !.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
487.
Objes pottery vessel, fragmentary
Poftetytype. I.2.b.1.
Pre-ifring mark 3.9.3
Fabric: Marl C2
Museum number EA 74439
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim. Pre-
firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Upper-
shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line.
Measurements: H. 6.5; T. 0.7
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 9 (P. red); Petne, KG.H. (1890), p4. )(XVII, 111.
488.	 Museum number UC 44869
/
Object pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottery type 12. b. 1.
Pre-ifring mark 4.5.1
Markontopofnm: 15
Post -flnng mark a4 20 1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-s herd with most of the profile, from
a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded nm.
Pre-flnng and post-firing marks incised on top of
nm, on shoulder, and on belly. The section is
uniform in colour; surface uncoated Rim thrown
and joined on to the coil-made body ca 3 cm below
base of nm, marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line.
Measurements: H. 15.6, D. 9, T. 06
References potter's mark and owner's mark
Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, l.K.G. (1891).
p1 XV.
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489.
Object pottery vessel, fragmentary
Potte,ytyper l.2.b.1.
Pre-firing mark 4.5.1
Post-firing mark a2.11.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Museum number: EA 74400
Description: nm-shard with most of profile from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim. Pre-finng
and post-firing marks incised below base of rim and belly. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated.
Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 2 cm below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside,
below joining line. The interior is partially eroded.
Measuremen& H. 16.3; D. 9; 1. 0.8
References: Petile, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 12 (P, red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 53 (potter's mark) and
62 (owner's mark).
490.
Object pottery vessel, fragmentary
Potter/type: 12.b.1.
Pre4lring mark 5.8
Fabric: Marl C2
DescriptionS nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar,
with externally folded rim. Pre-finng incised mark on
shoulder, below base of nm. The section is uniform in
colour surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on
to the coil-made body ca 3 cm below base of rim; /
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements H. 62; D. 9 1. 06
Museum number UC 44872
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
491.
Objed pottery vessel, fragmentary
Pottety type L2.b.1.
Pre-firing mark 5.10
Fabric: Marl C2
Description nm-sherd from a medium-sized
ovoid jar, with externally folded rim. Fragmen-
tary, pre-flnng mark incised on shoulder, below
base of nm. Rim thrown and joined on to the
Museum number UC 44865
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coil-made body just bel base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 5.9; D. 10; T. 0.7
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type 12.b.1.
Marks incised after firing
Medium-sized ovoid jars with externally folded rim. The vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and style as
those in Marl Cl, but the difference in fabric may suggest a different area of production. Janune Boumau has proposed 1 that
Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
492.	 Museum number. EA 74364
Objeol pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: L2.b.1.
Post-firing mark a.3.4. I
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded nm. Pre-flnng inased mark on
shoulder, below base of rim. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body just below base of rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 11.3; 0. 18.8; 1. 0.65
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 4 (red); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII, 18.
493.	 Museum number EA 74461
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Po(te,y type. l.2.b.1.
Post-firing mark: a.4.23.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded
rim. Fragmentary, post-firing incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in col-
our surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside. Marked '142' in blue.
Measurements: W. 12; T. 0 8
References: Petrue, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (red); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII,
142
494.	 Museum number UC 44948
Otect pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type. 1.2 b 1.
Post-flnng mark a.5 32.
Fabric: Mart C2
Descnption: shoulder-shard from a medium-sized ovoid jar, with externally folded rim.
Fragmentary, post-finng nosed mark on exterior. The section is uniform in co4our surface
uncoated; upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body marks of finger-
	 Li -
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Personal communication.
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Measurements: T. 0.6
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
495.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I.2.b.1.
Post-firing mark: a.5 8.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: rim-sherd from a medium-sized ovoid jar,
with externally folded rim. Pre-firing incised mark on
shoulder, below base of nm. The section is uniform in
colour; surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to
the coil-made body below base of nm; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining.
Measurements: H. 7.4; 0 9
Museum number: UC 44881
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petrie, l.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
496.	 Museum number: UC 44917
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.2.b.1.
Post-flnng mark: a.6.20
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-shard from a medium-sized ovoid jar, wfth externally folded rim. Frag-
mentary, post-flnng incised mark on extenor. The section is uniform in colour; surface un-
coated; upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body Ca. 3 cm below base of
rim; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.7
References: -
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Pottery type L2.b.2.
Marks incised before firing
Smal-sized ovoid Jars with edemally folded rim. The vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery fradition and style as
those in Marl Cl, but the difference In fabric may suggest a different area of production. Jenine Bournau has proposed 1 UJ
Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
497.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter, type: 12b2
Pre-firing mark 4.5.2
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: nrn-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar
with externally folded nm. Pre-finng mark incised
inside the rim. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoed. Wheel-made.
Museum number UC 44875
,/5IIII'c
Measuremeri&. H. 4.9; D. 10; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I. KG. (1891), p1. XV.
1 Personal communication.
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Museum number EA 74430
Museum number EA 74380
Pottery type I.2.b.2.
Marks incised after firing
Small-sized ovoid jars with externally folded rIm. The vessels In Marl C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and st)Ie as
those in Marl Cl, but the difference In fabric may suggest a differeil area of production. Janine Bourrlau has proposed 1 that
Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty onwards.
498.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: 12.b.2.
Post-finng mark. a.2.4.2
Fabric Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a
small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Post-firing
mark incised on shoulder. The section is zoned, brown
with red core. Wheel-made; exterior scraped with tool.
Measurements H. 11.7; D. 8; T. 0.7
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red), Petne,
K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 100.
499.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.b.2.
Post-firing mark: a.4.10
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim.
Post-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; cream wa5h on
exterior. Wheel-made.
Measurements: I-I. 11 8; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 4 (red); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )O(VIl, 38.
500.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.b.2.
Post-firing mar/c a 5.21
Fabric. Marl C2
Description: nm-sherd with most of the profile from a small-
sized ovoid jar with externally folded nm. Post-firing mark
incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in cobur surface
uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements H. 2; D. 5.6; T. 04 to 06
Referencef Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 14 (red); Petrie
K.G H (1890), p1. XXVII, 55.
Museum number EA 74394
Personal communication.
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Pottery type I.2.c.1.
Marks incised before finng
Large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck. Already recorded by Pethe KGH, p1. XII, 11 and
Engelbach, Hera geh, p1. XXXVIII, 46M, this type ii found it Dahshur, 1 Llsht South, 2 Lisht North, 3 Qasr el-Sagha, 4 Tell .1-
Maskhuta, 5 and Tell eI-Dab'a.6 Examples are also found in the Nubian fortresaes, at Askut 7 and at the Kerma cemetery of
Ukma West.8 Used as water and nine Jars for cult purposes, this type is dated from the rsign of Amenemhat Ill wel into the
Second Intermediate Period.9
 At TeN el-Dab'. they virtually disappear In stratum D/3, at the end of the 1h dynasty. 10 The
vessels In Mad C2 belong to the same pottery tradition and stle as those In Marl Cl, but the difference in fabric may
suggest a different area of production. Janine Bounlau has proposed 11 that Marl C2 became more common from the late
13h dynasty onwards.
501.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: I.2.c. 1.
Pre-finng mark 1.11
FabricS Marl C2
Description: shoulder-sherd with part of the rim, from a large ovoid bottle
with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck. Pre-firing mark
incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated.
Rim and upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the cod-made body ca 7
cm below base of neck; marks ci finger-smoothing inside, below joining
line. The hand-made part of the sherd is much thicker (1.2 cm) than the rest
(0.6 cm).
Measurements: H. 19.5; T. 0.6 to 1.2
Museum number: EA 74452
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 11 (P, red).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912. The rim is badly broken and too eroded to obtain reliable measurements and stance; only the
mark was dawn. The sherd has been analysed.
502.	 Museum number EA 74442
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Fabric: Marl C2
Potter,' type: l.2.c.1.
Pre-ffnng mark 3 4.2
	 U
/Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, andcorrugated-neck. Pre-finng mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour
1 Dc Morgan J., Fou,lles a Dahchour, Mars-Juin 1894, Vienne 1895, p. 74, fIg. 164; Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbedung in
Dahehur 1976-1961', MDAIK38, 1962, abb. 8, 8/112; abb. 11,7.
2 old DL, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, The South Cemetery of Usht, vol. I, New York 1968 fig. 74, floe. 122/123.
3 Arnold Do , Arnold F , Allen S., Canaan,te Imports at Light, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt' Agypten und Levente, V.
1994, fig. 5.8.
4 'shwa J., Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement m 1979-1965.
Fcntes Archaeolog,ci Posnan,enses, vol. 36, 1967/1968 pp 189-216; 'Sllwa J, The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qasr
el-Sagha 1979-1788, Studies mAncieritA,t and CivilizatIon 5, Krais,w 1992, p. 206, fig. 28andp 211, fig. 35, 1-2.
5 Re&nount CA, On an EgypoanfAsiat,c Fmntier an Archaeo'ogical History of the Wadl Tum.4at (Volumes I-N), University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969 p 847 fig. 144,5-6,8.
6 B,etakM., 'EgyptandCanaanmtheltddleBronzeAge,BASOR281, 1991, p 37,flg.8.
Smith S T., Askut and the Changing Nature of Egyptian lmp.nalism in the II Millennium BC. University Microflim
International LosAngeles 1993, flg.36a.
8 a A , Le C,metière Kermaique d'Ukma Ouest, Pans 1967, p.202,11g. 227.
9 Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbedung m Dahshur 1976-1981', MDAIK38,1982, pp. -65
10 Bistak M., 'Egypt and Canaan In the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p. '.
Personal communication.
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surface uncoated. Rim thrown and joined on to the coil-made body, marks of finger-smoothing inside, below
joining line. Marked '114' in blue.
Measurements: H. 7.9; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 18; Petne, K.G.H. (1891), p1. XXVII, 114.
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2Pottery type I.2.h.
Marks incised before firing
Flsh dishes'. At Dahshur they have been found only in the rubbish fill over the valley temple area, which the excavators date to
the later part of the 13h dynasty. Other examples are from Lisht North, 1 Qasr el-Sagha, 2 Kom Ra&a (Memphis), 3 and Tell el-
Dab'a, 4 all In midllate 13th dynasty settlement contexts. Generally we can safely say that these dishes started to be used after
the end of the 12th dynasty and their use continued In the Second Intermediate Period.5
503.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potte,y type: L2.h.
Pro-firing mark 5.17
Fabric: Mail C2
Description: nm-sherd
with most the profile
from a 'fish dish'. Pre-
firing marks incised on
interior nm. The sec-
tion is uniform; surface
uncoated. Hand-made.
Interior of base incised
with net-pattern
design.
Measurements: H.
12.6 cm to 8.6 cn; W.
30; T. 2.5 ca.
References:	 Petrie,
K.G.H. p1. XIII, 103.
Museum number MM 478
Scale 1 3
Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levante, V
1994, fig 5,1-2.
2 Anjd Di. and Do., Di. Temp.! Qw&-Sagha Mamz am Rhein 1979 p 34, fig 199
3 janine Botxnau, personal communoation.
4 Bett,na Bader, personal communication.
5 Arnold Do, 'Zur Kerarnik aus dem Taltempelerelch der Pyramide Amenemhets III. in DastaE, MDA!K 33, 1977, p.21, fig. I
II59, Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbedag In Dahehur 1976-1981', MOA K38 1962, fig. 1111, fig. 1433 and fig. 15. Arnold Di. and
Do., Die Temp..! Qasr.J-Sagha Mainz am Rhein, 1979, p.34 fig. 199; Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at
Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypren und L.vante, V, 1994, fIg 5,1-2, pp. 22-23, note 46.
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Pottery type L2.n.
Mark incised after firing
Body-shards In Marl C2 that cannot be ascribed to any specific type.
504.	 Museum number EA 74602
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottey type: l.2.n.
Post-firing mark a.2. 10.1
Fabric Marl C2
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside. Two fragments.
Measurements: W. 12.9; T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss notebook 39e, p. 5 (wt speck, grey face, of XII).
Comments: mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred
from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there
but presumably arnved with the other sherds with marks in 1912.
505.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.2.n.
Post-firing mark a.2.13
Fabric Marl C2
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-flnng mark incised
on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks
of finger-smoothing inside; blackened by fire outside.
Measurements: 1. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV
Museum number UC 44916
Comments: For the mark type of. Spencer A.J., Excavation at El-
Ashmunein Ii!, the Town, London 1993, p.68, p1. 111, 9 1.1: 'the 	 - - - - -
sherds from a large jar with an mark incised on the shoulder, from the
fill to the north of Grave 1, (....) Another sherd with the same mark, found in the German excavation at
Ashmunein, is described by Roeder in 1-lermopolis 1929-1939, p. 328 (n. 455/1), but is unfortunately not
illustrated. This example was discovered at the 280-290 metrepoirit along the trench, Graben II, with a vase of
clear Middle Kingdom type, mis-dated to a later penod in the publication. The marked sherd from the Bntish
Museum excavation came from the field above the superstructure of Grave 13, to the North of the vaulted
chamber of Grave 1, and was found with a fragment of a potstand of Type 5.1 30, for which there are Middle
Kingdom parallels.'
506. Museum number EA 74379
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.n.
Post-firing mark a.3.3.1
Fabric: Marl C2
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: W. 6.1; T. 0.76
References: -
Comments: in the Greek and Roman Register the mark is incorrectly identified as Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
X)(VlI, 37, which is, in fact, EA 74381 (cat. no. 60).
507. Museum number tiC 44934
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potte*'ytype l.2.n.
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Post-firing mark a.4.6.l
-
Fabric Mail C2
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks of finger-smoothing
inside
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
508.	 Museum number UC 44819
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype I.2n.
Post-firing mark a.4.18 I
Fabric: Marl C2
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. The section is uniform in coIour surface uncoated; marks ci
finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number EA 74472509.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.2.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.25.6
Fabric Marl C2
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing
mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated;
marks of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: H. 7.2; 1. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 2 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 153.
510.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: L2.n.
Post-firing mark a.5.17
Fabric: Marl C2
Museum number UC 7674
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
extenor. The section is uniform in coIour surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing
inside.
Measurements. 1. 0.5 to 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
TI
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Pottery type I.3a.
Marks incised after firing
Large storage jars. Body-sherds ki Marl C compad that cannot be ascribed to a more specific sub-type.
511.	 Museum number UC 44944
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I.3.a
Post-firing mark. a.2.11.2
Fabric Marl C compact
Description: body-sherd from a storage jar. Fragmentary, post-firing incised mark on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface uncoated; marks of finger-
smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Pethe, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type L3.c.,1.
Mark incised before firing
Large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck. Already recorded by P.m. KG H. (1890), p1. XII,
11 and Engelbach, Hare geh, p1. XXXVIII, 46M, this typ. is found at Dahshur, 1 Lisht South, 2 Llsht North, 3 Qaer .I-Sagha,4
Tell el-Maskhuta, 5 and Tell el-Dab's. 6 Examples are also found In the Nubian fortresses, at Askd7 and at the Kerma
cemetery of Ukma West 8 Used as water and wine Jars for cul purposes, this type ls dated from the reign of Amenemhat Ill
well Into the Second Intermediate Period. 9 At Tell el-Daba they virtually disappear In atratum D13, at the end of the 15th
dynasty.10
512.	 Museum number EA 74363
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottevytype 13.c.1.
Pre-firing mar/c 4.7.2
Fabric: Mart C compact
Description: nm-sherd from a large
ovoid bottle with externally folded,
short nm, and corrugated-neck.
Pre-firing mark incised on shoulder,
below base of neck The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface
fired cream inside and outside. Rim
thrown and joined on to the coil-
made body ca. 4 cm below base of
neck; marks of finger-smoothing
inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 10; 0. 11; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook
39e, p. 18 (P); Petne, K.G.H.(1890), p1. XXVII, 17.
Dc Morgan J., Fouffles a Dahchour, Mars-,Jusn 1894, Vienne 1895, p. 74, fig. 164; Arnold Do., 'Keramilthearbertung In
Dahshur 1976-1961', MDA!K38, 1962, abb. 8 8/1 QI1 2; abb 11, 7.
2 ftjnold DI., The Pyramid of Senwosret I, The South Cemetery ol'LJSht, vol. I, New York 1968, fig 74, nos 122/123
3p,mold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypr Agypten und Levant• V.
1994, flg.5 8.
J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middie Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement ii 1979-1965',
Fcntes Amhaeclogsa Posnanienses, vol. 36,1987/1968, pp. 189-216, 'Sliwa J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement at Qa&
I-Sagha 1979-1788, Studies wi Ancient Alt and Civilization, 5 Krakow 1992, p. 208, fig. 28 and p.211, fig 35, 1-a
5 Redmount CA, On an Egy an/Asiatic Fm,rner an A,cIie.o#ogval Histo of the Wad TumNaf Volumes l-4V) University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, p 847, fig. 144,5-6,8.
6 Bletak H., Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age, BASOR 281, 1991, p. 37, fig 8.
Smith SI, Askut and the Changing Nature of Egyptian lmp.naIssm In the II Milennium BC, Universily Microfilm
International, Los Angeles 1993, fIg 36 a.
6 Vlla A., Le C,metlOre Kermaiqu. d'Ukma Ouest, ParIs 1967 p 202, fig 227.
,e,rnoId Do, 'Keramilthearbedung in Dahshur 1976-1961', MONK 38,1982, pp 25-65.
10 Bietak H., Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age, BASOR 281, 1991, p. 43.
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Pottery type I.3.c.1.
Mark incised after firing
Lerge ovoid bottles with externally folded, short nm, and corrugated-neck. Already recorded by Petile K.G.H. (1890), p1. XII,
11 and Engelbach, Harageh, p1. XXXVIII, 46M, this type Is foind at Dahshur, 1 Llsht South, 2 Lisht North,3 Qasr el-Sagha,4
Tell eI-Maskhuta, 5 and Tell el-Dab'a. 6 Examples are also found lri the Nubian fortresses, at Askut 7 and at the Kerma
cemetery of Ukma West 8 Used as water and wine jars for cult purposes, this type Is dated from the reign of Amenemhat III
wefl into the Second Intermediate Period. 9 At Ted el-Dab'a they vktually disappear in stratum D13, at the end of the 15th
dynasty.10
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle wth externally folded, short rim,
and corrugated-neck. Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on shoulder. The section
is zoned, red with thin black core; surface fired cream. Upper-shoulder thrown and
joined on to the coil-made body ca. 3 cm below base of neck; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining kne. Marked '97' in blue
Measurements: H. 9.2; T. 0.5
513. Museum number EA 74427
Objects: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: I.3.c.1.
Post-finn g mark a.2.6.5
Fabric: Marl C compact
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red, wt face; floor of granary); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. )(XVII,
97.
514. Museum number EA 74360
Objects: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: l.3.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.3.3.2
Fabric: Marl C compact
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and
corrugated-neck Fragmentary post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform
in colour surface uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined on to the coil-made body 1
cm below base of neclç marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 16.8; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red); Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 14.
1 De Morgan J., Fowlfes Dahchour, M.,s-Juin 1894, Vienne 1895. p. 74, fig. 164; Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in
Dahshis 1976-1961', MDAIK 38, 1962, abb. 8, 8/112; abb. 11, 7.
2 ,g old Dl., The Pyramid of Seiwiosret I, The South Cemetcry of L,sht, vol. I, New York 1968, fig. 74, nos. 122/123.
3 Amold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaan,te Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Levante, V.
1994, 11g. 5,8.
J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement in 1979-1985',
FontesAivhaeo#ogici Posnan,.ns.s. vol. 36, 1967/1968, pp 189-216; Shwa J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement t Q.sr
el-Sag/i. 1979-1788, Studies in Ancient Art and Civdation, 5, Krakow 1992, p. 208, fig. 28 and p 211, fig 38 1-2.
5 Recimourit CA., On an Egyptian/AsIatic Frontier an AivhaeoogicaIHistor of the Wad Turretat, (Volumes I-N) University
MICrOfIIITI International, Chicago 1969 p 847, fig. 144,5-6, 8
6 Bietak M., 'Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p.37, fig 8.
Smith S.T., Askut and the Changing Nature of Egyptian Impen.Hsm in the II MlfJenn,um BC, Universy Mlcrofdm
International, Los Angeles 1993, flg 16 a.
A., Le Cimefiére Kermatque d'L*ma Ouest, Pans 1967, p. 202, fig. 227.
9 ArnoId Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung ii Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK38,1962, pp.28-65.
10 Biolak M., 'Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p. 43.
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515. Museum number. EA74385
Objects: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottesy type: l.3.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.3	 - - -
Fabric: Marl C compact
Description: body-sherd from a large ovosd bottle with externally folded, short rim, and 	 /
corrugated-neck Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is zoned,
red with black core; surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing inside. Marked '46' in
blue.
Measurements: H. 11.3; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 15 (red, surface); Petile, K.G.H. (1890), p1.
XXVII, 46.
516. Museum number EA 74353
Objects: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: I.3.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.4. 13.3
Fabric: Marl C compact
Description: shoulder-sherd from a large ovoid bottle with externally folded, short rim, and
corrugated-neck. Post-firing incised mark on exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface
uncoated. Upper-shoulder thrown and joined onto the body ca. 4-5 cm below base of neck;
marks of finger-smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 11.1; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (red); Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 4. A
517.
Objects: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type. I.3.c.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.14.1
Fabric: Marl C compact
Description: rim-sherd from a large ovoid
bottle with externally folded, short rim,
and corrugated-neck Fragmentary, post-
finng mark incised on shoulder. The
section is zoned, red with black core;
surface fired cream. Rim thrown and
joined on to the body; marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: H. 11.3; D. 10.6; T. 07
References. Petne, Mss Notebook 50 of
Petne LKG (1891), p1. XV
Museum number UC 7626 I
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Pottery type I.3.n.
Marks incised after firing
Body-sherds ri Marl C compact that cannot be ascribed to any specific type
518. Museum number: UC 7637
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.3.n
Post-filing mark a.4 20.1
Fabric Marl C compact
Description: body-sherd from a vessel. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is
zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream inside and outside. Marks of finger-
smoothing inside, below joining line.
Measurements: T 08
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
519. Museum number. UC 7667
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.3.n
Post-firing mark a.4.22.3
Fabric Marl C compact
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on
extenor. The section s zoned, red with black core; surface fired cream; marks
of finger-smoothing inside.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci'. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p4. XV.
520.	 Museum number: EA 74470
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.3.n
Post-firing mark a.4 25.3
Fabric'. Marl C compact
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is zoned, red with black core, surface fired cream inside and
outside; marks of finger-smoothing inside. Marked '151' in blue.
Measurements: W. 10 5; T. 0.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p 1 (red, surface); Petrie, K.G H. (1890), p1. XXVI 151
521.	 Museum number: EA 74469
Object pottery vessel fragment
Pottery type. 13.n
Post-flung mark a 4253
Fabnc Marl C compact
Descnpiion body-sherd from a pottery vessel Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour surface fired cream; marks of finger-smoothing
	 WI
inside
Measurements: W. 4 Z T. 04
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1 (red, surface); Petrie K.G.H. (1890), p1. X)(V) 150.
Comments: in the Notebook the mark is drawn upside-down.
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Pottery type I.4.b.
Mark incised before firing
Small-sized ovoid jars k Mart A3, an Upper Egyptian fabric present the Memphite-Fayum region as an import from the
south.1
522.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.4.b.
Pre-firing mark 4.6.4
Fabric: Marl A3
Descnption: nm-sherd from a small-sized jar. Fragmentary, pre-flnng
mark incised on shoulder. The section is uniform in colour surface
uncoated and partially blackened by fire. Wheel-made; 2 fragments.
Measurements: H. 8.8; 0. 7.4; T. 0.7
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44860
NordstrOm H A., Boixnau J., Ceramic Technology: Clays and Fabrics, i Arnold Do, Boijnau J., An Introduction To
Anc,ent Egyplian Pottery, Mainz am Rhein 1993, fascicte 2, p 177.
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Museum number UC 44887
Pottery type L4.b.
Mark incised after firing
Small-sized ovoid jars H Marl A3 an Upper Egyptian fabric, present In the Memphite-Fayum region as an Import from the
south.1
523.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: l.4.b.
Post-firing mar/c a.4.2
Fabnc: Marl A3
Description: shoulder-sherd possibly from a small-sized ovoid jar.
Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on belly. The section is uniform
in colour surface uncoated. Wheel-made. The sherd is blackened by
fire inside and outside.
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, LK.G. (1891), p1. XV.
NordstrOm H A, Boumau J., Ceramic Technology: Clays and Fabncs', m Arnold Do • Boumau J., An Introduction To
Ancient Egyptian Pottery Mainz am Rhem 1993, fascicle 2, p 177.
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Pottery type L4.n.
Mark incised before firing
Body-sherds In Marl A3 that cannot be ascribed to any specific type. Marl A3 Is an Upper Egyptian fabric present In the
Memphlte-Fayum region as an wnport from the south.1
524. Museum number UC 44932
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: l.4.n.
Pre-flringmarlc 3.1.1
Fabn Marl A3
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-flnng mark incised on exterior. The section
is uniform in colour: surface uncoated. Wheel-made; re-used as a tool.
Measurements: T. I
References: cf. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
525. Museum number EA 74432
Objeit pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: l.4.n.
Pre-finngmarlc 3.9.2
Fabric: Marl A3	 *
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior. The section
is uniform in colour: surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements: W. 12.5; T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 7 (drab, P); Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 104
526. Museum number EA 74366
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteytype:l.4n.	 - -
Pre-flnngmark7l2
Fabnc: Marl A3
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is
uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements. W. 4.5; T. 0.75
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 3; Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 20.
1 NordstrOm H A.. Bourflau J., Ceramic Technology Clays and Fabncs', m Arnold Do • Boumau J., An Introduction To
Ancient EgypAlan Pottery Mainz am Rhein 1993, fascicle 2, p 177.
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Museum number EA 74418
ii
Pottery type I.4.n.
Mark incised after firing
Body-sherds in Marl A3 that cannot be ascribed to any specific type Marl A3 Is an Upper Egyptian fabric present in the
Mempinte-Fayum reon as an unpoft from the south.1
527. Museum number EA 74356
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: 1.4 n.
Post-finng mark a.4 14.2
Fabric Marl A3
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on extenor. The
section is uniform in colour; surface eroded. Wheel-made.
Measurements: W. 8.06; T. 0.8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19; Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 10.
528. Museum number UC 7698
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter, type: l.4.n.
Post-flung mark: a.4 21
Fabric: Mail A3
Description: body-sherd from a large vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark incised on
exterior. The section is uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
>
529.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type. I.4.n.
Post-flnng mark: a.5.24. I
Fabric: Mail A3
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Post-firing mark incised on
extenor. The section $ uniform in colour; surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements: W. 27; T. 0.97
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 1(white drab); Petne, K.G.H. (1890),
p1. XXVII, 84.
1 NordstrOm H.A.. Bournau J, Ceramic Technology: Clays and Fabrics', in Arnold Do., Bounau J., An Introduction To
Ancient Egyptian Potter, Mainz am Rheu'i 1993, fascicie 2. p.177.
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Pottery type 11.1.1.
Marks incised before firing
Smal Jar with pointed base. Type already published by Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. Xiii. 73, and Lahun //(1923), p1. LVII.
13P/13S; Is also present In the Haragah corpus 1 (p1. XXXV. 13M, p 17).
530.
Object pottery vessel
Potteiy type: 11.1.1.
Pre-flring mar/c 1.5
Febric Nile C
Descnption: complete vessel in the form oi a small jar with short
folded nm; very steep cannation the shouider the body has a
conical shape and the base is pointed. Pre-firing mark incised on
shoulder. Traces of red slip survive, turned to black in the upper
part cf the vessel, possibly due to exposure to fire. Wheel-made.
Measurements H. 19.5; D. 4.2; T. 1
References Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1 XIII, 73.
Museum number MM 421
I Enge1bach R., Hare g.h. London 1923
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Refi
Pottery type II.i.j.
Marks incised before firing
Large jar with short, folded rim and fiat base.
531.	 Museum number MM 338
Objed pottery vessel
Pottery type: Il.1.j.
Pre-flringmarlc 1.1
Post-firing mark: a.3. 1.1
Fabnc Nile C
Description: complete vessel in the form of a big jar with short, folded rim and flat base. Pre-finng and post
firing marls incised on shoulder and on exterior of base. Surface uncoated. Wheel made; exterior of body
vertically scraped with a tool starting at the shoulder. Bottom of vessel modelled with fingers.
Measurements: H. 38; 0. 11
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/Pottery type II.1.k.
Marks incised before firing
Bases of closed torms
532.	 Museum number UC 44966
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type II 1k.
Pre-finng mark 7 11
Fabnc Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a pottery vessel (dosed-form) Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior
red slip outside Wheel-made.
Measurements H. 8.5, D. base 74
References: -
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Pottery type liii
Marks incised before firing
Body-sherds from dosed forms. Thee ware and shape
suggests an identification with the common Nile C bottles,1
wheel-made, covered with a thick red slip, and sometimes
decorated with black bends around the neck (etaiting from
late in the reign of Amenemhat III). This kind of bottle (called
also water or beer-Jars in the terature) is charactenstic of the
Memphite-Fayum region, but is also found in Upper Egypt
and Nubia, possibly as the result of trade.
533. Museum number UC 44958
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter,' type: 1l.1l.	
(Pre-firing mark. 1.2
Fabric: Nile C
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-firing mark incised on exterior; red slip
outside Wheel-made. Blackened by fire inside and outside.
Measurements T. 1 3
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
534. Museum number UC 44965
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype: 11.1.1.
Pre-firingmarlc 1.2
Fabnc Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-firing mark incised on
exterior; red slip outside; traces of red sip inside Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 1.2
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50.
535. Museum number UC 44961
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type 1111.
Pre-firing mark 1.4
Fabnc Nile C
Descnption body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary, pre-finng
mark incised on exterior; red slip outside Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 1.1
References -
1 Engeibach R , Hera g.!i, London 1923, p1 XXXII, 41
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536. Museum number UC 44963
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiytype liii	 ()
Pre-finngmarlc 1.5
Fabric. Nile C
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior, red slip
outside Wheel-made
Measurements T 1 6
References -
537. Museum number UC 7691
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype 1111.
Pre-finng mar/c 3 8 1
Fabric Nile C
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-firing mark
incised on the exterior, red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: H. 11.5, T 1.3
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV
538. Museum number UC 44957
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 11.1.1.
Pre-flring mark 3.11.4
Fabric: Nile C
Description. body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary,
pre-finng mark incised on exterior; red slip outside Wheel-made; blackened by fire
inside/outside.
Measurements: T. 1.3
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
539. Museum number. UC 44969
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 11.1.1.
Pre-firing mark. 4.3.1
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-firing mark incised
on exterior red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.9
References. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
540. Museum number UC 44970
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 11.1.1
Pre-flring mark 4.3.1
Fabric NileC
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-ja. Pre-finng mark
incised on extenor red sip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
A
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Pre-firing mark
541.	 Museum number UC 44973
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: 11.1.1.
Pre-firing mark 4.7.4
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Pre-firirig mark
incised on exterior; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. I
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petiie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
4,
Museum number UC 44956542.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 11.1.1.
Pre-firing mark 4.74
Fabric Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar
incised on extenor; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.1
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44979543.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: 11.1.1.
Pre-flringmarfc 4.7.5
Fabric: Nile C
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar
firing mark incised on exterior; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: 1. 0 9
References: ci. Petrie I.K G (1891), p1 XV.
Fragmenta pre- -
544.	 Museum number UC 7626 VI
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottertype 11.1.1.
Pre-firing mark 4.76
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary pre-
finng mark incised on extenor, red s ip outside; section zoned, from red to black
toward the intenor. Wheel-made
Measurements: W. 8 2, 1. 11
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; ci. Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7640545.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefy typeS II 1
Pre-flr7ng mark 5 14
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary
pre-flnng mark incised on extenor red slip outside. Wheel-made. Marked XII
Lahun in pencil.
,
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Measurements T 1.2
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50, cf Petne I KG (1891), p1 XV
546.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 111.1
Pre-firing mark 7 5
Fabnc Nile C
Description body-sherd from a pottery vessel possibly a beer-jar
Fragmentary post-finng mark incised on exterior red slip outside. Wheel-
made
Measurements- T I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 44959
I
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Post-flnng mark
Museum number UC 44974
Post-firing mark
Pottery type 11.1.1.
Marks incised after firing
Body-sherds from closed forms. Their ware and shape suggests an Identification with the common Nile C bottles, 1 wheel-
made, covered with a thick red slip, and sometimes decorated w*h black bands around the neck (starting from late in the
reign of Amenemhat Ill). This land of bottle (called also water or beer-jaTs In the literature) is charactenstic of the Memptilte-
Fayum region, but is also found m Upper Egypt and Nubia, possibly as the result of trade
Museum number EA 74485547.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 11.1.1.
Post-firing mark a2.1.1
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar
incised on exterior, traces of red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: -
References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 168
548.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottesy type: 11.1.1.
Post-finng mark a.2.1.1
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar
incised on exterior; uncoated Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 3 8 to 1.7
References: Cf. Petne, I.K.G (1891), p1. XV.
Postring mark
Museum number UC 44972
549.
Objed: pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: 11.1.1.
Post-firing mark a.2.3.2
Fabric: Nile C
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar.
incised on exterior; traces of red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.4
References Petne, Mss Notebook 50; Cf Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
550.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteytype 11.1.1.
Post-firing mark a 3 1 2
Fabric- Nile C
Deiption body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar
Fragmentary, post-flnng mark incised on exterior red slip outside Wheel-
made
Measurements T. 1 2
References. Cf. Petrie, I.K G (1891), p1. )(V.
Museum number UC 44968
1 Engelbach R., Harageh, London 1923 p1. XXXII, 41.
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Museum number UC 44978551.
Object. pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type 11.1.1.
Post -finng mark a.4 18.1
Fabric. Nile C
Descnption: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a
beer-jar Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior
red slip outside; traces of red slip inside around neck
Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 0.9
References: of. Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
552. Museum number. UC 7666
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potfeiytype: 11.1.1.
Post-firing mark a.4.22 5
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary, post-
firing mark incised on exterior; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.5
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, of Petne, I. KG (1891), p1. XV.
553. Museum number. UC 44962
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Potferytype: 111.1.
Post-firing mark a.5.10.2
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary,
post-finrig mark incised on exterior; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.2
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
554. Museum number UC 44975
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 111.1.
Post-firing mark a.5.20
Fabric: Nile C
Descnption: body-sherd from a pottery vessel (closed form). Post-flnng mark
incised on extenor; surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measuremen& T. 1.4
References -
555. Museum number UC 44964
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Poll ery type ll.1.L
Post-firing mark a.6.5.3
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel possibly a beer-jar. Fragmentary,
post-firing mark incised on exterior; red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements T. 1.6	 S
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; of. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. )(V.
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556.	 Museum number EA 74611
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: liii.
Post-flnng marlc not drawn
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel, with traces ot what could have been a mark. The sherd is too
small and too eroded. Not drawn.
Measurements -
References: -
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Pottery type ILI.m.
Marks incised after finng
Plates.
557. Museum number EA 74482
Objed pottery vessel fragment
Potterytype Ill m
Post -finng mar/c a.2. 1.1
Fabric- Nile C
Description: nm-sherd from a large plate. Post-firing mark incised on intenor. Surface uncoated Wheel-made
Diameter uncertain
Measurements H 5; D. 30
References -
Comments: mark not published in Petite, KG H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept c Greek
and Roman Antiquities m 1994; it was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912
//
/
558. Museum number EA 74670
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: ll.1.m.
Post-firing mar/c a 2 6.1
Fabric: Nile C
Description. body-sherd from a large plate. Post-firing mark incised inside. Surface
uncoated; mark left by a rope outside, hand-made.
Measurements: T. 1.8 to 2.6
References. -
Comments mark not published in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept ot Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably; arrived with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
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Pottery type ILI.p.
Marks incised before firing
Offenng stand. This is a very speciabsed type, incorporateg a dish or a cannated bowl and a pot-stand, the base of the
stand can be open or closed This type seems to have been quite common at Kahun: Petne, K.GJ1. (1890), p1. XII, 17;
Petne, 1.K G. (1891), p1. IV, 18; Petris, Bnmton, Mun'ay, Lahun 11(1923), p1 LVHI. type 90. Two examples were found,
broken, In the layer above the jars m the South-wall Deposit I at L,sht dated by the excavators to the later years of
Senwosrat I. Similer types have been found w settlements at Dahshis, Lisht North, 3 and Kom Rabi a (Memphis). 4 always
in 13th dynasty or later contexts. Examples are known also in Marl Ct
559.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: lL1.p.
Pre-firing mark 5.15
Fabric: Nile C
Description: body-sherd from an offenng stand. Pre-
firing mark incised on extenor cream slip outside.
Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 1.7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie,
I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7693
Arnold Dl., The PyramdofSenwosret I, The South CemetesyofL1ait, vol. I. New Yodc 1968, p. 115. fig 61
2 ftd Do., MDAIK 38, p1.10. 15
3 Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Usht, the Mld1e Kingdom Capal of Egypt'. Agypten und Levente, V.
1994, fig. 4, 14
4 janine Boumau personal communicatIon
5 Found at Koni Rabla (Mempbls). Jansie Bourrlau, personal communication.
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Pottery type ILI.q.
Marks incised after firing
Large tray or Pd.
560.	 Museum number UC 44971
Object pottery vessel fragment
Pottefytype Ill q
Post-firing mark a.2.7. I
Fabric Nile C
Description. body-sherd from a large tray or lid, with a hole in the centre Post-firing
mark incised on exterior, red slip inside and outside, hand-made.
Measurements: -
References cf. Petrie, I. K. G. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type IL1.r.
Marks incised after firing
Bread-moulds, hand-made, possibly pressed over a core, in a sandy Nile C fabric. The shape is typical of the Middle
Kingdom: a long slender tube, flanng at the top the bottom I flat and usually pinched with the fingers all around The base
often shows a hole, made on purpose before firing The exterior surface Is rough, while the Intenor is smoothed by the
application of purified clay. This type of bread-mould was in use from the end of the First Intermediate Penod, through the
Muddle Kingdom until the 18th dynasty1
561.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: ll.1.r.
Post-firing mark a2. 11
Fabric: Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical
bread-mould, with base intentionally
pierced before firing. Post-firing mark
incised on exterior. Surface uncoated,
hand-made.
Measurements. H. 9.4; D. (base) 7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50;
cf. Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number UC 7623 Ill
562.
Object: pottery vessel, fragment
Pottety type: ll.1.r.
Post-firing mark a.2. 1.1
Fabric: Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical bread-mould, with base
intentionally pierced before firing. Post-firing mark incised on exterior.
Surface uncoated; hand-made.
Measurements: H. 6; D. (base) 6.4; T. 1.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number: UC 44954
563.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potter/type: ll.1.r.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.1
Fabnc Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical bread-mould, with base intentionally
pierced before firing. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. Surface uncoated;
hand-made.
Measurements: H. 8.2 D. (base) 6 ca.; T. 1 8
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petne, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number. UC 44953
1 Jacquet-Gordon H., 'A Tentative ci Typology of Egyptian Bread Moulds', in Arnold Do., Stuen zur elta gypVischen
K.,mik, Mainz am Rhein 1961, pp. 11-24, flg 4.
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Museum number UC 7623 IV
Museum number UC 44955
564.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potterytype: lI.1.r.
Post-firing mark: a.2. 1.1
Fabric Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical bread-mould, with base
intentionally pierced before firing Post-firing mark incised on exterior
Surface uncoated and blackened by fire; hand-made.
Measurements: H. 10.3; D. (base) 7
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petne, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Museum number. UC 7623 I
565.	 Museum number UC 762311
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: ll.1.r.
Post-firing mark: a.2. 1.1
Fabric Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical bread-mould, with base intentionally
pierced before firing. Post-firing mark incised on exterior. Surface uncoated; hand-
made.
Measurements: H. 14.6; D. (base) 6
References: Petne, Mss Notebook 50; ci'. Petrie, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
566.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: ll.1.r.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.1
Fabric Nile C
Description: base-sherd from a conical bread-mould. Post-firing
mark incised on exterior. Surface uncoated; hand-made.
Measurements: H. 10.1; D. 5.4 base
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; d. Petne, LKG. (1891),
p1. XV.
567.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: lI.1.r.
Post-firing mark a.2.1.1
201
Fabric: Nile C
Description base-sherd from a conical bread-mould. Post-firing marks
incised on exterior and on base. Surface uncoated, hand-made.
Measurements H. 74, D. 6 base T. 1 7
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50, cf. Petne, I.K.G. (1891), p1 XV
-
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Pottery type 1L2.s.
Marks incised before firing
Carinated cups. Used as a dnnking cup; along with the hemispherical form (see type 11.3.5.) is one of the most common
finds in any Late Middle Kingdom site.
568.	 Museum number UC 44960
Object ptery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: Il.2.s.
Potter's mar/c 31.1
Fabnc Nile BI
Description: base-sherd from a carinated cup. Fragmentary, pre-finng incised
mark on extenor. The section is zoned, light brown with thin black core; red slip
inside. Wheel-made. Blackened by fire outside.
Measurements: D. 4; T. 06
References. cf. Petrie, l.K G. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type 1L2.b.
Marks incised before firing
Base of a close form, possibly a juglet. wheel-made, Intentionally blackened inside and outside with traces of burnishing;
Is presumably an Egyptian version of the Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware.1
569.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefy type: ll.2.b.
Pottersm&k 3.1.1
Fabric Nile Bi
Descnption: base-sherd from dose form, possibly
a juglet Pre-finng mark incised on exterior
base The section is zoned, light brn with thin
black core; surface intentionally blacked inside
and outside; burnished outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: H. 4.1; D. (base) 3.4; T. 0.9 to 0.4
References: -
Museum number. EA 55288
1 Kaplan M.F, The Origin and D,stilbutjon of Tel e1-Yahudlyeh Ware Studies in Mediterranean Archaeology, vol LXII,
GOteborg 1980. The author published some sherds ci Tel el-Yahudlyeh ware from Kahun, but EA 55286 was not among
them.
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Pottery type II.3.t.
Marks incised after firing
Salad mixe? bottle. It is attested both in settlement and cemetery sites, in the 12th dynasty and Second Intermediate
Period.
570.
Object pctery vessel, fragment
Potterytype ll.3t.
Post-firing mark a.4.20.2
Fabric Nile B2
Description: base-sherd with most c the pro(ile from a salad mixer bottle.
Post-finng mark incised on extenor. Red slip outside. Wheel-made.
Measurements: T. 0.7 to 1 5
References Petne, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 19 (XII); Petne, K.G.H. (1890),
p1. XXVII, 135.
Museum number EA 74454
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Pottery type II.3.s.
Marks incised before firing
HemispherIcal cups. UbiquItous drinking cups of the Middle Kingdom, type 7J-O ui the Haragah corpus, 1 they are usually
made in Nile Bi, but examples In variant B2 are also known.
571.	 Museum number UC 7625 II
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 1L3.s.
Potter's mark 4.1
Fabric Nile 82
Description: base of a hemispherical cup Pre-firing mark incised on exterior. The section is uniform in colour
surface uncoated. Thrown on the wheel and then finished off around the base by hand with the help of
scraping tools. The sherd is eroded.
Measurement -
References: Petrie, Mu Notebook 50; of. Petrie, 1KG. (1891), p1. XV.
Comments: the sherd is too eroded and too small to obtain reliable measurements and stance.
1 Engelbach R. and Gunn B . Harageh, London 1923 p1. XXXIV, 7J-O
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Museum number UC 44967
Pottery type II.3.u.
Marks indsed after firing
Dishes.
574.
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: lI.3.u.
Post-firing mark a 4.14.1
Fabric Nile B2	 \\ /
Description: rim-sherd from a dish. Fragmentary,
post-fmnng mark incised on exterior. Red slip
inside and outside. Wheel-made.	 - - - -
Measurements: H. 4.7; D. 20
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf. Petrie, LKG. (1891), p1. XV.
575.	 Museum number UC 44977
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: 113u
Post-firing mark a.4.20. I
Fabric: Nile B2
Description: rim-sherd from a dish. Fragmentary, post-finng mark incised on exterior. Red slip inside and
outside. Wheel-made. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: H. 4.3; D. 26; T. 0.6
References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50; cf Petrie, I.KG. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type 113.n.
Marks incised before firing
Body-sherds In Nile B2 that cannot be ascnbed to any specific type.
576.	 Museum number UC 44976
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: ll.3.n.	 'S
Potters mark 4.7.7
	
'S
Fabric Nile B2
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel (close form). Fragmentary, pre-
firing mark incised on exterior. Red slip outside. Wheel-made
Measurement 1. 0.9
References: cf. Petrie, 1.K.G. (1891), p1. XV.
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Pottery type !L3.n.
Marks incised after finng
Body-sherds in Nile B2 that cannot be ascribed to any specific type.
Museum number UC 44981577.
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: lI.3.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.15.1
Fabric: Nile B2
Description: shoulder-sherd from a pottery vessel (close form). Fragmentary,
post-firing mark incised on exterior. Red wash outside. Wheel-made
Measurements: T. 0.6
References Petrie, I.K.G. (1891), p1. XV
578.	 Museum number EA 74656
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Potteiy type: ll.3.n.
Post-firing mark a.4.25. la
Fabric: Nile 82
Description: body-sherd from a pottery vessel. Fragmentary, post-firing mark
incised on exterior. Surface uncoated. Wheel-made.
Measurements: -
References: -
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Pottery type II.4.v.
Marks incised before firing and on top of rim
Cooking bowls. They are quite common at Qasr eI-Sagha, 1 at Dahshur, where examples in a Nile clay with an unusually
large addition of sand (possibly Nile E), are found only in the so-called complex 7, dated to the late 13th dynasty, and at
Lisht North, 3 same date. At Tell el-Maskhuta4 they appear to be characteristic at the Middle Bronze IIB and C period, I.e.
from the late 13th dynasty throughout the Hyksos Period in Egypt 5 At Kom el-Rabi's (Memphis) they are present Wi various
fabrics sandy version of Nile B2, Nile C, and Nile E. Janine Bourriau 6 has suggested that, In opposition to the locally made
Nile 82 and Nile C examples, the specimens In Nile E were possibly Imported from the eastern Delta. This is based on the
assumption that the rounded sand grams used in its fabric as a temper originate in the Delta Gezlras. This possibility needs
further investigation.
579.	 Museum number EA 74592
Object pottery vessel, fragment
Pottefytyp& 11.4 v.
Markontopnm: 4.3.1.1
Fabric Nile E
Description: nm-sherd from a cooking bowl with in-turned whole mouth rim. Pre-firing mark incised on top rim.
The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated and blackened by fire Wheel-made. Diameter uncertain.
Measurements: I-I. 13.6; D. 31; T. 1.1
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 39e, p. 4 (on edge, rough pot).
Comments: mark not published in Petne, K.G.H. (1890). The sherd was transferred from the Dept of Greek
and Roman Antiquities in 1994; it was not registered there but presumably amved with the other sherds with
marks in 1912.
Scale 1 3
1 'srrwa J, 'Qast el-Sagha. Studies In the Muddle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Penod Settlement in 1979-1965',
Fontes Archaeclogccs Posnanienses, vol 36, 1987/1988, pp. 189-216; S,wa J The M,dde Kingdom Settlement at Qasr
.!-Sagha 1979-1788, Studies in Ancient Alt and Civilization, 5, Krakow 1992. p )7, fig 27
2 M Do., 'Keramukbearbeutung in Dahshur 1976-1961', MOAIK 38, 1982 p1. 10 6.
3 ArnoId Do , Arnold F., Allen S , 'Canaande Imports at Lisht the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt Agypten und Levante, V,
1994 fig. 4, 18.
4 Redmount C A., On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an Nchaeclogical Mist avy of the Waof Tumdaf (Volumes I-N), University
Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, pp 828-831 fig. 138.
5 Bietal M.. Avans, The CaptaI of the Hykscs Recent Excavations at Tel el-Dab a, Bntish Museum Press, London 1996
fig. 3 p 6
6 PeraI communication.
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580.	 Museum number UC 7649
Objed pottery vessel, fragment
Pottery type: ll.4.v.
Potter's mark 5.18
Fabric' Nile E
Description: nm-sherd from a cooking bowl with in-turned whole mouth nm. Pre-finng mark incised on exterior.
The section is uniform in colour surface uncoated and blackened by fire. Wheel-made. Diameter uncertan.
Measurements H. 7.5; D. 23; T. 0.8 to I
References Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.
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Marked sherds listed by Museum number
Museum number
EA 50907
EA 50908
EA 50909
EA 50910
EA50911
EA 50912
EA 50918
EA 50925
EA 50931
EA 50932
EA 50933
EA 55288
EA 74350
EA 74351
EA 74352
EA 74353
EA 74354
EA 74355
EA 74356
EA 74357
EA 74358
EA 74359
EA 74360
EA 74361
EA 74362
EA 74363
EA 74364
EA 74365
EA 74366
EA 74367
EA 74368
EA 74369
EA 74370
EA 74372
EA 74373
EA 74374
EA 74375
EA 74376
EA 74377
EA 74378
EA 74379
EA 74380
EA 74381
EA 74382
EA 74383
EA 74384 + EA 74695 (4)
EA 74385
EA 74386
Catalogue number
54
49
118
120
121
432
114
343
211
203
464
569
291
63
345
516
70
298
527
74
72
73
514
62
142
512
492
51
526
375
361
399
484
9
53
296
473
52
295
206
506
499
60
249
294
217
515
297
Pottery typo
ha
ha
II a
ha
ha
hin
ha
hi ci
hi a2
11a2
12a2
I h2b
hlbI
hi a
hi ci
h3ci
ha
hi bi
14n
hi a
ha
Ii a
13c1
hi a
la
h3cl
12b1
hi a
h4n
un
hf
hi n
h2bl
ha
la
hi bi
h2a4
ha
II bi
hla2
h2n
12b2
hi a
hla4
hi bi
hla2
3d
hi bi
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Museum number
EA 74387
EA 74388
EA 74389
EA 74390
EA 74391+74668+74695 (5)
EA 74392
EA 74393
EA 74394
EA 74395
EA74396
EA 74397
EA 74398
EA 74399+ EA 74475
EA 74400
EA74401
EA 74402
EA 74403
EA 74404
EA 74405
EA74406
EA 74407
EA 74408
EA 74409
EA74410
EA 74411
EA 74412
EA 74413
EA 74414 + EA 74657
EA 74415
EA 74416
EA74417
EA74418
EA 74419
EA 74420
EA 74421
EA 74422
EA 74423
EA 74424
EA 74425
EA 74426
EA 74427
EA 74428
EA 74429
EA 74430
EA74431
EA 74432
EA 74433
EA 74434
EA 74435
EA 74436
EA74437
Catalogue number
148
56
57
55
123
481
326
500
181
263
463
289
256
489
395
424
301
34
444
392
254
390
176
31
391
32
349
348
386
352
435
529
417
427
156
224
363
223
387
285
513
372
384
498
385
525
366
247
174
215
360
Pottery type
Ii a
II a
Ii a
ha
ha
h2a4
Ii ci
12b2
hal
hi bi
h2al
hi bi
hi a4
h2bl
hi n
hi n
Ii bi
hi a
Ii n
hi n
II a4
hi n
hal
hi a
Ii n
Ii a
hi ci
lid
hin
II ci
II n
h4n
II n
hi n
Ii al
II a2
hg
hi a2
hi n
Ii bi
I3ci
Ii n
Ii n
12b2
Ii n
h4n
hin
11a4
hal
Ii a2
'if
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Museum number
EA 74438 + EA 74649
EA 74439
EA 74440
EA 74441
EA 74442
EA 74443
EA 74444
EA 74445
EA 74446
EA 74447
EA 74448
EA 74449
EA 74450
EA 74451
EA 74452
EA 74453
EA 74454
EA 74455
EA 74456
EA 74457
EA 74458
EA 74459
EA 74460
EA74461
EA 74462
EA 74463
EA 74464
EA 74465
EA 74466
EA 74467
EA 74468
EA 74469
EA 74470
EA 74471
EA 74472
EA 74473
EA 74474
EA 74476
EA 74477
EA 74478
EA 74479
EA 74480
EA74481
EA 74482
EA 74483
EA 74484
EA 74485
EA 74486
EA 74487
EA 74489
EA 74490
Catalogue number
478
487
165
172
502
166
278
367
373
374
443
30
449
218
501
416
570
414
388
419
95
420
197
493
255
104
421
423
422
302
426
521
520
425
509
196
347
413
409
410
346
344
379
557
380
381
547
318
299
194
471
Pottery type
12a4
12b1
hal
hal
12c1
hi al
hi bi
hin
tin
tin
hln
ha
h2a
hi a2
12c1
hi n
lh3t
hin
hin
hin
II a
hi n
II al
h2bl
hi a4
ha
II n
hin
II n
II bi
hi n
h3n
h3n
Ii n
h2n
Ii al
hi ci
hin
hi n
tin
lid
Ii ci
tin
him
hin
hi n
1111
hi b2
Ii bi
hi al
h2a2
216
Museum number
EA74491
EA74492+EA50914
EA 74493
EA 74494
EA 74495
EA 74496
EA 74497
EA 74498
EA 74499
EA 74589
EA 74590
EA 74591
EA 74592
EA 74593
EA 74594
EA 74595
EA 74596
EA 74597
EA 74598
EA 74599
EA 74600
EA 74601
EA 74602
EA 74603
EA 74604
EA 74605
EA 74606
EA 74609
EA74611
EA 74612
EA 74613
EA 74614
EA 74615
EA 74616
EA 74617
EA 74618
EA 74619 + EA 74666
EA 74620
EA 74621
EA 74623
EA 74624
EA 74625
EA 74626
EA 74628
EA 74629
EA 74630
EA 74631
EA 74632
EA 74633
EA 74634
EA 74635
Catalogue number
304
119
461
371
430
431
364
127
437
177
90
229
579
436
132
472
572
307
65
26
402
192
504
340
441
393
448
397
556
239
210
240
475
339
331
139
354
235
185
231
477
467
328
244
260
482
234
232
202
230
157
Pottery type
libi
ha
12a1
hin
II n
hi n
hlh
ha
hin
hal
ha
II a2
hl4v
un
hi a
12a2
I I 3d I
Ilbi
ha
hi a
hin
hi al
12n
hi ci
hin
hin
12a
hin
1111
hla4
hla2
hi a4
h2a4
lid
hi ci
ha
hi ci
hia4
Ii al
hi a3
12a4
12a2
hi ci
hla4
IlbI
12b1
hia4
11a4
11a2
hi a3
hal
217
Museum number
EA 74636
EA 74637
EA 74638
EA 74639
EA 74640
EA 74641
EA 74642
EA 74643
EA 74644
EA 74645
EA 74646
EA 74647
EA 74648
EA 74650
EA 74651
EA 74652
EA 74653
EA 74654
EA 74655
EA74656
EA 74658
EA 74659
EA 74660
EA 74661
EA 74662
EA 74663
EA 74664
EA 74665
EA 74667
EA 74669
EA 74670
EA 74672
EA 74673
EA 74695(1)
MM 216
MM 301
MM 302
MM 338
MM 344
MM 354
MM 373
MM 421
MM 478
UC 18589
UC 18590
UC 18593
UC 18594
UC 18636
UC 44750
UC44751
UC44752
Catalogue number
233
159
158
377
163
237
161
236
222
1
180
135
323
88
136
138
15
48
144
578
145
389
20
442
445
462
376
438
446
256
558
152
150
212
264
258
257
531
265
322
573
530
503
313
309
269
321
308
227
238
466
Pottery type
II a4
hal
hal
II n
hal
hla4
II al
hla4
II a2
ha
hal
ha
11w
II a
Ii a
ha
hi a
Ii a
hi a
113n
ha
II n
II a
Ii t•)
'in
12a1
11 n
II n
11 n
II bi
him
II a
ha
11a2
II bi
hi a5
hi a5
lhlj
II bi
11w
h13d2
liii
12h
Ii b2
hi b2
hi bi
11b2
hi b2
hla2
hla4
12a2
218
Museum number
UC 44753
UC 44754
UC 44755
UC 44756
UC44757
UC44758
UC 44759
UC 44760
UC 44761
UC44762
UC44763
UC 44764
UC 44765 + UC 44805
UC 44766
UC 44767
UC44768
UC 44769
UC44770
UC44771
UC 44772
UC 44773
UC 44774 + UC 7660 II
UC44775
UC 44776 + UC 7630
UC44777
UC 44778
UC 44779
UC 44780
UC44781 + UC44813
UC 44782
UC 44783
UC 44784
UC 44785
UC 44786
UC 44787
UC 44788
UC44789
UC 44790
UC44791
UC 44792
UC44793
UC44794
UC 44795
UC 44796
UC 44797
UC44798
UC44799
UC 44800
UC 44801
UC 44802
UC 44803
Catalogue number
188
170
245
160
242
251
208
187
193
171
195
186
12
479
470
175
191
253
221
468
252
198
248
219
480
207
205
465
189
169
216
178
182
162
250
469
209
204
179
214
167
241
476
86
8
101
108
38
107
85
98
Pottery type
Ii al
hal
11a4
hal
Ii a4
II a4
Ii a2
Ii al
II al
hal
hal
II al
ha
h2a4
12a2
hi al
hal
Ii a4
hla2
h2a2
hi a4
hi al
Ii a4
hi a2
h2a4
hi a2
hi a2
12a2
hal
hi al
hi a2
hi al
Ii al
II al
11a4
12a2
hi a2
II a2
hal
11a2
hal
hla4
12a4
ha
hi a
hi a
ha
ha
hi a
ha
ha
219
Museum number
UC 44804
UC 44807
UC 44808
UC44809
UC44810
UC 44811 + UC 44823
UC 44812
UC44814
UC44815
UC44816
UC44817
UC44818
UC44819
UC 44820
UC44821
UC 44822
UC 44824
UC 44825
UC 44826
UC44827
UC44828
UC44829
UC 44830
UC 44831
UC44832
UC44833
UC44834
UC 44835
UC 44836
UC44837+UC44924
UC44838
UC44839
UC 44840
UC 44841
UC44842
UC 44843
UC 44844
UC 44845
UC44846
UC 44847
UC44848
UC44849
UC44850
UC44851
UC 44852
UC 44853
UC44854
UC 44855+ UC 44877
UC 44856
UC 44857
UC44858
Catalogue number
11
111
370
450
455
112
43
82
96
33
13
10
508
97
335
91
67
105
110
134
16
398
23
59
141
154
143
68
113
40
25
92
50
37
456
146
454
100
116
382
137
140
277
412
228
415
434
284
458
292
17
Pottery type
ha
Ii a
lin
12a
12a
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
h2n
Ii a
II ci
hi a
ha
ha
ha
hi a
ha
II n
ha
hi a
ha
ha
hi a
hi a
hi a
ha
ia
ha
hi a
ha
h2a
Ii a
12a
la
la
II n
ha
ha
Ii bi
un
Ii a2
hi n
hin
Ii bi
12a
hi bi
ha
220
Museum number
UC 44859
UC44860
UC44861
UC44862
UC44863
UC44864
UC44865
UC 44866
UC 44867
UC 44868
UC 44869
UC44870
UC 44871
UC44872
UC44873
UC44874
UC 44875
UC44876
UC44878
UC 44879
UC44880
UC44881
UC 44882
UC 44883
UC 44884
UC44885
UC44886
UC44887
UC44888
UC 44889
UC 44890
UC44891
UC44892
UC 44893
UC 44894
UC44895
UC44896
UC44897
UC 44898
UC 44899
UC44900
UC 44901
UC44902
UC 44903
UC 44904
UC44905
UC44906
UC 44907
UC44908
UC44909
UC44910
Catalogue number
396
522
305
310
275
261
491
312
316
267
488
306
276
490
273
272
497
271
279
280
485
495
266
282
270
268
317
523
486
311
327
341
337
329
325
332
342
330
483
333
338
320
324
19
369
4
356
124
362
149
353
Pottery type
un
14b
Ilbi
11b2
II bi
II bi
12b1
II b2
II b2
II bi
12b1
II bi
Ii bi
12b1
Ilbi
Ilbi
12b2
Ii bi
II bi
Ilbi
12b1
12b1
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii b2
14b
12b1
II b2
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
12b1
II ci
Ii ci
II b2
Ii ci
II a
un
ha
hi ci
ha
119
ha
II ci
221
Museum number
UC44911
UC 44912
UC 44913
UC 44914
UC44915
UC 44916
UC 44917
UC 44918
UC 44919
UC 44920
UC 44921
UC 44922
UC 44923
UC 44925
UC 44926
UC 44927
UC 44928
UC 44929
UC 44930
UC 44931
UC 44932
UC44933
UC44934
UC 44935
UC 44936
UC 44937
UC 44938
UC44939
UC 44940
UC 44941
UC 44942
(JC44943
UC 44944
UC 44945
UC 44946
UC 44947
UC44948
UC 44949
UC 44950
UC 44951
UC 44952
UC 44953
UC 44954
UC 44955
UC44956
UC 44957
UC 44958
UC44959
UC 44960
UC44961
UC 44962
Catalogue number
153
75
128
61
47
505
496
24
27
6
314
368
400
3
418
365
457
14
404
274
524
283
507
94
383
22
21
351
440
378
83
69
511
109
93
319
494
358
151
439
447
563
562
567
542
538
533
546
568
535
553
Pottery type
Ii a
II a
ha
ha
ha
12n
12b1
la
ha
ha
hi b2
un
un
la
Ii n
hi n
h2a
ha
un
hi bi
h4n
hi bI
h2n
Ii a
un
ha
ha
hi ci
un
un
Ii a
ha
h3a
II a
ia
hi b2
12b1
hldi
ha
un
hi n
Ill r
Ill r
Ill r
hull
hull
liii
lull
hh2s
hIll
hull
222
Museum number
UC 44963
UC44964
UC 44965
UC 44966
UC 44967
UC 44968
UC 44969
UC44970
UC44971
UC 44972
UC44973
UC44974
UC44975
UC44976
UC 44977
UC 44978
UC 44979
UC 44980
UC 44981
UC 44982
UC 44983
UC 44984
UC 7620 I
UC 7620 II
UC7621 I
UC 7621 II
UC 7621 III
UC7621 IV
UC 7622
UC 7623 I
UC 7623 II
UC 7623 III
UC 7623 IV
UC76241
UC 7624 II
UC 7624 III
UC 7624 IV
UC7624V
UC 7624 VI
UC 7625 I
UC 7625 II
UC 7625 III
UC 7625 IV
UC 7626 I
UC 7626 II
UC 7626 III
UC 7626 IV
UC 7626 V
UC 7626 VI
UC 7626 VII
UC 7627
Catalogue number
536
555
534
532
574
550
539
540
560
548
541
549
554
576
575
551
543
7
577
357
286
281
42
41
79
76
77
78
428
564
565
561
566
262
46
45
44
226
225
2
571
201
290
517
406
407
66
71
544
405
459
Pottery type
1111
1111
1111
111k
113u
1111
1111
1111
IIlq
1111
1111
1111
1111
I13n
113u
I'll
1111
ha
I 13n
II c2
Ii bi
II bi
II a
II a
ha
Ii a
ha
ha
tin
hlir
Ilir
Ilir
Ihir
hi bi
II a
Ii a
ha
II a2
11a2
ha
113s
II al
Ilbi
I3c1
hin
hin
ha
ha
hIll
tin
12a
223
Museum number
UC 7628 I
UC 7628 II
UC 7628 III
UC 7628 IV
UC7628V
UC 7628 VI
UC 7629
UC7631
UC 7632
UC 7633 I
UC 7633 II
UC 7633 III
UC 7633 IV
UC7634
UC7635
UC76361
UC 7636 II
UC7637
UC76381
UC 7638 II
UC7638 III+UC7683
UC 7639
UC 7640
UC 7641
UC 7642
UC 7643
UC 7644
UC7646+UC7663
UC 7647
UC 7648
UC 7649
UC7651
UC7652
UC7653
UC 7654
UC 7655
UC 7656
UC7657
UC 7658
UC7659
UC76601
UC7661
UC 7664
UC 7666
UC7667
UC 7668
UC 7669
UC7670
UC7671
UC 7673 I
UC 7673 II
Catalogue number
87
80
89
84
81
300
129
408
287
35
394
288
36
117
106
103
99
518
213
401
173
58
545
200
133
125
102
243
147
452
580
155
336
403
460
433
115
28
5
131
429
359
199
552
519
350
39
122
453
130
355
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
hi bi
ha
un
hibi
ha
hin
hi bi
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
13n
Ii a2
Ii n
hi al
ha
1111
hal
ha
hi a
hi a
Ii a4
ha
I2a
hh4v
hal
Ii ci
un
12a
Ii n
II a
Ii a
hi a
ha
II n
Ilel
hal
liii
13n
Ii ci
ha
hia
12a
II a
Ii ci
224
Museum number
UC 7674
UC 7675
UC 7676
UC 7677
UC 7678
UC 7679
UC 7680
UC 7681
UC 7682
UC 7684
UC 7685
UC 7686
UC 7687
UC 7688
UC 7689
UC 7691
UC 7693
UC 7694
UC 7695
UC 7696
UC 7697
UC 7698
Catalogue number
510
303
451
411
64
18
315
334
183
474
190
164
168
220
184
537
559
246
293
29
126
528
Pottery type
12n
Ilbi
12a
Ii n
II a
ha
Ii b2
hi ci
hal
12a4
hal
hi al
hal
hi a2
hal
1111
hip
hi a4
hlbi
hi a
ha
14n
225
Marked sherds listed by catalogue number
Catalogue number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Museum number
EA 74645
UC76251
UC44925
UC 44905
UC7658
UC44920
UC 44980
UC44797
EA 74372
UC44818
UC44804
UC 44765 + UC 44805
UC44817
UC44929
EA 74653
UC44828
UC44858
UC7679
UC44903
EA 74660
UC44938
UC44937
UC44830
UC 44918
UC44838
EA 74599
UC44919
UC 7657
UC7696
EA 74449
EA 74410
EA 74412
UC44816
EA 74404
UC 7633 I
UC 7633 IV
UC44841
UC44800
UC7669
UC 44837+ UC 44924
UC 7620 II
UC 7620 I
UC44812
UC 7624 IV
UC 7624 III
UC 7624 II
UC44915
EA74654
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
ha
II a
ha -
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
hi a
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha -
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
Ma
ha
ha
la
hi a
II a
hi a
ha
la
Ii a
ha -
hla
ha
226
Catalogue number
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
Museum number
EA 50908
UC 44840
EA 74365
EA 74376
EA 74373
EA 50907
EA 74390
EA 74388
EA 74389
UC7639
UC 44831
EA 74381
UC44914
EA 74361
EA 74351
UC7678
EA 74598
UC 7626 IV
UC 44824
UC 44835
UC 44943
EA 74354
UC 7626 V
EA 74358
EA 74359
EA 74357
UC44912
UC7621 II
UC 7621 III
UC7621 IV
UC7621 I
UC 7628 II
UC 7628 V
UC 44814
UC44942
UC 7628 IV
UC 44802
UC44796
UC 7628 I
EA74650
UC 7628 III
EA 74590
UC44822
UC44839
UC 44946
UC 44935
EA 74458
UC44815
UC44820
UC 44803
UC 7636 II
Pottery type
ha -
hi a
Ii a
hi a
hi a
Ii a
II a
ha
ha
Ii a
ha
ha
ha
II a
hi a
ha
II a
ha
ha
II a
ha
ha
la
ha
II a
ha
ha
ha
II a
Ii a
ha
ha
II a
Ii a
Ii a
II a
ha
hi a
ha
hi a
Ii a
Ii a
ha
hi a
hi a
la
Ii a
ha
II a
hi a
Ii a
227
Catalogue number
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
Museum number
UC 44845
UC 44798
UC7644
UC 7636 I
EA 74463
UC 44825
UC 7635
UC44801
UC 44799
UC 44945
UC 44826
UC44807
UC44811 +1JC44823
UC44836
EA 50918
UC 7656
UC44846
UC 7634
EA 50909
EA74492+EA50914
EA 50910
EA 50911
UC 7670
EA 74391+74668+74695 (5)
UC44907
UC 7643
UC 7697
EA 74498
UC44913
UC 7629
UC76731
UC7659
EA 74594
UC7642
UC 44827
EA 74647
EA 74651
UC44848
EA 74652
EA 74618
UC44849
UC44832
EA 74362
UC44834
EA 74655
EA 74658
UC44843
UC 7647
EA 74387
UC 44909
EA 74673
Pottery type
ha
ia
II a
Ti a
Ia
Ii a
ia
la
ia
Ii a
II a
II a
lila
ha
Ia
ha
11 a
ha
ha
Ii a
II a
II a
ha
Ii a
II a
ha
II a
ha
ha
II a
ha
II a
II a
II a
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
II a
II a
ha
ha
ha
hi a
228
Catalogue number
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
Museum number
UC44950
EA 74672
UC44911
UC44833
UC7651
EA74421
EA 74635
EA 74638
EA 74637
UC 44756
EA 74642
UC 44786
EA 74640
UC 7686
EA 74440
EA 74443
UC44793
UC 7687
UC 44782
UC 44754
UC 44762
EA74441
UC 7638 III + UC 7683
EA 74435
UC 44768
EA 74409
EA 74589
UC44784
UC44791
EA 74646
EA 74395
UC 44785
UC 7682
UC 7689
EA 74621
UC 44764
UC44760
UC44753
UC 44781 + UC 44813
UC 7685
UC 44769
EA 74601
UC44761
EA 74489
UC 44763
EA 74473
EA 74460
UC 44774 + UC 7660 II
UC 7664
UC 7641
UC 7625 III
Pottery type
II a
la
II a
ha
hal
hal
hal
hal
II al
hal
hal
hal
hi al
hi al
hi al
Ii al
hal
hi al
hal
hal
Ii al
hal
hal
hal
hal
Ii al
hal -
II al
hal
hal
Ii al
hal
hal
hal
hal
hi al
hi al
hi al
hi al
hi al
hi al
hi al
Ii al
Ii al
hi al
hi al
hal -
hi al
hal
II al
hi al
229
Catalogue number
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
Museum number
EA 74633
EA 50932
UC44790
UC 44779
EA 74378
UC 44778
UC44759
UC 44789
EA 74613
EA 50931
EA 74695 (1)
UC 7638 I
UC44792
EA 74436
UC44783
EA74384 + EA 74695 (4)
EA 74451
UC44776+UC7630
UC7688
UC44771
EA 74644
EA 74424
EA 74422
UC 7624 VI
UC 7624 V
UC44750
UC44852
EA 74591
EA 74634
EA 74623
EA 74632
EA 74636
EA 74631
EA74620
EA74643
EA74641
UC 44751
EA 74612
EA 74614
UC 44794
UC44757
UC 7646 + UC 7663
EA 74628
UC 44755
UC7694
EA 74434
UC44775
EA 74382
UC 44787
UC44758
UC 44773
Pottery type
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
11a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a3
II a3
I1a4
11a4
I1a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
I IM
11a4
I1a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
I1a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
230
Catalogue number
253
254
255
256
256
257
258
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
Museum number
UC 44770
EA 74407
EA 74462
EA 74669
EA 74399+ EA 74475
MM 302
MM 301
EA 74629
UC44864
UC76241
EA 74396
MM 216
MM 344
UC 44882
UC 44868
UC44885
UC 18593
UC44884
UC44876
UC44874
UC44873
UC 44931
UC44863
UC 44871
UC 44850
EA 74444
UC44878
UC 44879
UC44984
UC44883
UC44933
UC 44855+ UC 44877
EA 74426
UC44983
UC 7632
UC7633 Ill
EA 74398
UC 7625 IV
EA 74350
UC 44857
UC 7695
EA 74383
EA 74377
EA 74374
EA 74386
EA 74355
EA 74487
UC 7628 VI
EA 74403
EA 74467
UC7675
Pottery type
II a4
II a4
II a4
Ilbi
II a4
II a5
Ii a5
Ii bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ilbi -
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
libi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
Ii bi
II bi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ii bl
Ilbi
libi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ilbi -
II bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
231
Catalogue number
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
Museum number
EA 74491
UC 44861
UC 44870
EA 74597
UC 18636
UC 18590
UC44862
UC44889
UC 44866
UC 18589
UC44921
UC7680
UC 44867
UC 44886
EA 74486
UC44947
UC44901
UC 18594
MM 354
EA 74648
UC 44902
UC 44894
EA 74393
UC44890
EA 74626
UC44893
UC 44897
EA 74617
UC 44895
UC 44899
UC7681
UC 44821
UC 7652
UC 44892
UC 44900
EA 74616
EA 74603
UC 44891
UC 44896
EA 50925
EA 74480
EA 74352
EA74479
EA 74474
EA 74414 + EA 74657
EA 74413
UC7668
UC 44939
EA 74416
UC 44910
EA 74619 + EA 74666
Pottery type
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bl
Ii b2
Ii b2
II b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
II b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
II b2
II b2
Ii b2
II b2
11w
11w
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
lid -
II ci
II ci
lid
Ii ci
lid
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
McI -
Ii ci
Ii ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
232
Catalogue number
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
Museum number
UC7673 II
UC 44906
UC 44982
UC44949
UC7661
EA 74437
EA 74368
UC44908
EA 74423
EA 74497
UC44927
EA 74433
EA 74445
UC 44922
UC 44904
UC 44808
EA 74494
EA 74428
EA 74446
EA 74447
EA 74367
EA 74664
EA 74639
UC44941
EA74481
EA 74483
EA 74484
UC 44847
UC44936
EA 74429
EA 74431
EA 74415
EA 74425
EA 74456
EA 74659
EA 74408
EA74411
EA 74406
EA 74605
UC 7633 II
EA74401
UC 44859
EA 74609
UC44829
EA 74369
UC44923
UC 7638 II
EA 74600
UC 7653
UC 44930
UC 7626 VII
Pottery type
II ci
Ii ci
Ii c2
Ii dl
II el
hf
hf
hg
hg
hlh
Ii n
II n
hin
un
hin
Ii n
hin
II n
hi n
II n
hin
un
hin
un
hin
un
hin
un
hin
In
hin
un
hin
hin
hin
un
hin
II n
II n
hin
II n
hin
un
II n
hin
II n
un
hin
Ii n
un
II n
233
Catalogue number
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
44.7
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
Museum number
UC7626 II
UC 7626 III
UC7631
EA 74477
EA 74478
UC 7677
UC44851
EA 74476
EA 74455
UC 44853
EA 74453
EA74419
UC44926
EA 74457
EA 74459
EA 74464
EA 74466
EA 74465
EA 74402
EA 74471
EA 74468
EA 74420
UC 7622
UC 7660 P
EA 74495
EA 74496
EA 50912
UC7655
UC 44854
EA74417
EA74593
EA 74499
EA 74665
UC 44951
UC 44940
EA 74604
EA 74661
EA 74448
EA 74405
EA 74662
EA 74667
UC 44952
EA 74606
EA 74450
UC44809
UC 7676
UC7648
UC 7671
UC 44844
UC44810
UC44842
Pottery type
Pin
Ii n
un
un
un
Ii n
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin -
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin -
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
P2a
P2a
12a
P2a
P2a
P2a
12a
P2a
P2a
234
Catalogue number
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
Museum number
UC 44928
UC 44856
UC 7627
UC 7654
EA 74493
EA 74663
EA 74397
EA 50933
UC 44780
UC 44752
EA 74625
UC 44772
UC44788
UC 44767
EA 74490
EA 74595
EA 74375
UC7684
EA 74615
UC 44795
EA 74624
EA 74438 + EA 74649
UC44766
UC44777
EA 74392
EA 74630
UC44898
EA 74370
UC44880
UC 44888
EA 74439
UC 44869
EA 74400
UC44872
UC44865
EA 74364
EA74461
UC44948
UC44881
UC44917
UC44875
EA 74430
EA 74380
EA 74394
EA 74452
EA 74442
MM 478
EA 74602
UC44916
EA 74379
UC44934
Pottery type
12a
12a
l2a
l2a
12a1
12a1
12a1
l2a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
l2a2
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4 -
12a4
12a4
l2bl
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b2
12b2
12b2 -
12b2
12c1
12c1
12h
12n
12n
12n
12n
235
Catalogue number
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
Museum number
UC 44819
EA 74472
UC 7674
UC 44944
EA 74363
EA 74427
EA 74360
EA 74385
EA 74353
UC 7626 I
UC7637
UC 7667
EA 74470
EA 74469
UC44860
UC 44887
UC 44932
EA 74432
EA 74366
EA 74356
UC 7698
EA 74418
MM 421
MM 338
UC44966
UC44958
UC44965
UC 44961
UC 44963
UC 7691
UC 44957
UC 44969
UC 44970
UC 44973
UC 44956
UC 44979
UC 7626 VI
UC7640
UC44959
EA 74485
UC44972
UC 44974
UC 44968
UC 44978
UC 7666
UC44962
UC 44975
UC 44964
EA 74611
EA 74482
EA 74670
Pottery type
12n
12n
12n
13a
13c1
13c1
13c1
13c1
13c1
13c1
13n
13n
13n
13n
14b
14b
14n
14n
14n
l4n
14n
14n
Illi
Illj
111k
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
liii
Ill'
1111
1111
Ill'
lilt
Ill'
liii
1111
I'll
I'll
I'll
Ill'
liii
liii
'Ill
liii
1111
'Ill
him
Ilim
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Catalogue number
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
Museum number
UC 7693
UC 44971
UC 7623 III
UC 44954
UC 44953
UC 7623 I
UC 7623 II
UC 7623 IV
UC 44955
UC 44960
EA 55288
EA74454
UC 7625 II
EA 74596
MM 373
UC 44967
UC 44977
UC 44976
UC44981
EA74656
EA 74592
UC 7649
Pottery type
'lip
lllq
Ilir
Ilir
Ilir
Ilir
Ill r
Ill r
Ilir
112s
I 12b
I 13t
I 13s
113d1
113d2
113u
113u
113n
113n
113n
114v
I 14v
237
Marked sherds listed by Pottery type
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
hi a
ha
hi a
hi a
Ii a
Ii a
II a
Ii a
ha
hi a
II a
Ii a
Ii a
la
la
la
II a
ia
Ii a
ia
hi a
ha
la
la
ha
Ii a
Ii a
ha
Ii a
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
hi a
ha
II a
Museum number
EA 50907
EA 50908
EA 50909
EA 50910
EA 50911
EA 50918
EA 74351
EA 74354
EA 74357
EA 74358
EA 74359
EA 74361
EA 74362
EA 74365
EA 74372
EA 74373
EA 74376
EA 74381
EA 74387
EA 74388
EA 74389
EA 74390
EA 74391 +74668+74695 (5)
EA 74404
EA 74410
EA 74412
EA 74449
EA 74458
EA 74463
EA 74492 + EA 50914
EA 74498
EA 74590
EA 74594
EA 74598
EA 74599
EA 74618
EA 74645
EA 74647
EA 74650
EA 74651
EA 74652
EA 74653
EA 74654
EA 74655
EA 74658
EA 74660
EA 74672
EA 74673
Catalogue number
54
49
118
120
121
114
63
70
74
72
73
62
142
51
9
53
52
60
148
56
57
55
123
34
31
32
30
95
104
119
127
90
132
65
26
139
I
135
88
136
138
15
48
144
145
20
152
150
238
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
II a
II a
Ii a
II a
Ii a
ha
II a
hi a
hi a
Ii a
hi a
ha
hi a
ha
ha
Ii a
hi a
hi a
ha
Ii a
Ii a
Ii a
ha
hi a
ha
ha
ha
Ma
ha
ha
ha
hi a
Ii a
ha
ha
hi a
ha
Ii a
ha
hi a
Ma
ha
hi a
Ii a
hi a
ha
ha
II a
Museum number
UC 44765 + UC 44805
UC 44796
UC 44797
UC 44798
UC 44799
UC 44800
UC44801
UC 44802
UC44803
UC 44804
UC 44807
UC44811 +UC 44823
UC44812
UC44814
UC44815
UC44816
UC 44817
UC 44818
UC 44820
UC44822
UC 44824
UC44825
UC44826
UC 44827
UC44828
UC 44830
UC 44831
UC44832
UC44833
UC 44834
UC 44835
UC44836
UC 44837+ UC 44924
UC 44838
UC44839
UC44840
UC44841
UC 44843
UC44845
UC 44846
UC44848
UC 44849
UC44858
UC44903
UC 44905
UC44907
UC 44909
UC44911
UC44912
UC44913
UC44914
Catalogue number
12
86
8
101
108
38
107
85
98
11
111
112
43
82
96
33
13
10
97
91
67
105
110
134
16
23
59
141
154
143
68
113
40
25
92
50
37
146
100
116
137
140
17
19
4
124
149
153
75
128
61
239
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
la
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
Ma
Ii a
ha
ha
ha
ha
Ii a
Ii a
Ii a
ha
ha
hi a
ha
ha
ha
Ma
hia
ha
la
hi a
II a
Ii a
ha
hia
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
Ii a
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
hi a
hi a
hi a
Ii a
Ii a
Museum number
UC 44915
UC 44918
UC 44919
UC 44920
UC 44925
UC 44929
UC 44935
UC 44937
UC 44938
UC 44942
UC 44943
UC44945
UC 44946
UC 44950
UC 44980
UC76201
UC7620 II
UC7621 I
UC7621 II
UC 7621 III
UC 7621 IV
UC 7624 II
UC 7624 III
UC 7624 IV
UC 7625 I
UC 7626 IV
UC 7626 V
UC 7628 I
UC 7628 II
UC7628 III
UC 7628 IV
UC7628V
UC 7629
UC 7633 I
UC 7633 IV
UC 7634
UC 7635
UC 7636 I
UC 7636 II
UC 7639
UC 7642
UC 7643
UC 7644
UC 7647
UC 7656
UC7657
UC7658
UC 7659
UC 7669
UC 7670
UC 7673 I
Catalogue number
47
24
27
6
3
14
94
22
21
83
69
109
93
151
7
42
41
79
76
77
78
46
45
44
2
66
71
87
80
89
84
81
129
35
36
117
106
103
99
58
133
125
102
147
115
28
5
131
39
122
130
240
Pottery type
ha
ha
ha
ha
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
II al
hi al
hal
Ii al
hi al
hi al
hal
hi al
hi al
hal
hal
II al
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
Ii al
Ii al
hi al
hal
hal
hal
hal
hal
II al
II al
hi al
Ii al
II al
hi al
hal
Ii al
hi al
Ii al
hal
hi al
hi al
hal
Museum number
UC 7678
UC 7679
UC7696
UC 7697
EA 74395
EA 74409
EA74421
EA 74435
EA 74440
EA74441
EA 74443
EA 74460
EA 74473
EA 74489
EA 74589
EA 74601
EA 74621
EA 74635
EA 74637
EA 74638
EA 74640
EA 74642
EA 74646
UC 44753
UC44754
UC44756
UC44760
UC44761
UC 44762
UC 44763
UC 44764
UC 44768
UC 44769
UC 44774+ UC 7660 II
UC 44781 + UC 44813
UC 44782
UC44784
UC44785
UC44786
UC44791
UC 44793
UC 7625 III
UC 7638 III + UC 7683
UC7641
UC7651
UC7664
UC 7682
UC7685
UC 7686
UC7687
UC 7689
Catalogue number
64
18
29
126
181
176
156
174
165
172
166
197
196
194
177
192
185
157
159
158
163
161
180
188
170
160
187
193
171
195
186
175
191
198
189
169
178
182
162
179
167
201
173
200
155
199
183
190
164
168
184
241
Pottery type
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
Ii a2
Ii a2
II a2
II a2
II a3
Ii a3
II a4
Ii a4
Ii a4
Ii a4
II a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
11a4
Museum number
EA 50931
EA 50932
EA 74378
EA 74384 + EA 74695 (4)
EA 74422
EA 74424
EA 74436
EA 74451
EA 74591
EA 74613
EA 74633
EA 74644
EA74695 (1)
UC 44750
UC 44759
UC 44771
UC 44776 + UC 7630
UC 44778
UC 44779
UC 44783
UC44789
UC 44790
UC 44792
UC44852
UC7624V
UC 7624 VI
UC76381
UC 7688
EA 74623
EA 74634
EA 74382
EA 74399+ EA 74475
EA 74407
EA 74434
EA 74462
EA 74612
EA74614
EA 74620
EA 74628
EA 74631
EA 74632
EA 74636
EA 74641
EA 74643
UC44751
UC 44755
UC44757
UC44758
UC 44770
UC44773
UC44775
Catalogue number
211
203
206
217
224
223
215
218
229
210
202
222
212
227
208
221
219
207
205
216
209
204
214
228
226
225
213
220
231
230
249
256
254
247
255
239
240
235
244
234
232
233
237
236
238
245
242
251
253
252
248
242
Pottery type
II a4
II a4
II a4
II a4
II a5
Ii a5
Ii bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
II bi
II bi
Ii bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ii bi
II bi
Ii bi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ii bi
Ilbi
Ilbi
Ii bi
Museum number
UC44787
UC 44794
UC 7646 + UC 7663
UC 7694
MM 301
MM 302
EA 74350
EA 74355
EA 74374
EA 74377
EA 74383
EA 74386
EA 74396
EA 74398
EA 74403
EA 74426
EA 74444
EA 74467
EA 74487
EA74491
EA 74597
EA 74629
EA 74669
MM 216
MM 344
UC 18593
UC44850
UC44855+UC44877
UC44857
UC44861
UC44863
UC44864
UC 44868
UC44870
UC 44871
UC 44873
UC44874
UC44876
UC 44878
UC44879
UC 44882
UC 44883
UC44884
UC 44885
UC44931
UC44933
UC 44983
UC44984
UC 7624 I
UC 7625 IV
UC 7628 VI
Catalogue number
250
241
243
246
258
257
291
298
296
295
294
297
263
289
301
285
278
302
299
304
307
260
256
264
265
269
277
284
292
305
275
261
267
306
276
273
272
271
279
280
266
282
270
268
274
283
286
281
262
290
300
243
Pottery type
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii bi
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
II b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
Ii b2
II b2
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
II ci
II ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
II ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
Ii ci
lici
II ci
lici
Ii ci
Ii ci
Museum number
UC 7632
UC 7633 III
UC7675
UC 7695
EA 74486
UC 18589
UC 18590
UC 18594
UC 18636
UC 44862
UC 44866
UC 44867
UC 44886
UC 44889
UC 44901
UC 44921
UC 44947
UC7680
EA 50925
EA 74352
EA 74393
EA74413
EA74414+EA74657
EA74416
EA 74474
EA 74479
EA 74480
EA 74603
EA 74616
EA 74617
EA74619+EA74666
EA 74626
UC44821
UC 44890
UC44891
UC44892
UC 44893
UC44894
UC44895
UC 44896
UC 44897
UC44899
UC 44900
UC 44902
UC44906
UC44910
UC44939
UC 7652
UC 7668
UC 7673 II
UC7681
Catalogue number
287
288
303
293
318
313
309
321
308
310
312
316
317
311
320
314
319
315
343
345
326
349
348
352
347
346
344
340
339
331
354
328
335
327
341
337
329
325
332
342
330
333
338
324
356
353
35i
336
350
355
334
244
Pottery type
Ii c2
Ildi
Ii el
hf
hf
hg
hg
Ii h
un
un
II n
hi n
un
un
un
un
un
un
1n
Ii n
un
un
un
un
un
un
Ii n
un
un
un
un
un
un
un
un
un
un
un
Ii n
Ii n
II n
Ii n
un
Ii n
un
un
un
un
un
un
Ii n
Museum number
UC 44982
UC 44949
UC 7661
EA 74368
EA 74437
EA 74423
UC 44908
EA 74497
EA 50912
EA 74367
EA 74369
EA74401
EA 74402
EA 74405
EA 74406
EA 74408
EA74411
EA74415
EA74417
EA74419
EA 74420
EA 74425
EA 74428
EA 74429
EA74431
EA 74433
EA 74445
EA 74446
EA 74447
EA 74448
EA 74453
EA 74455
EA 74456
EA 74457
EA 74459
EA 74464
EA 74465
EA 74466
EA 74468
EA 74471
EA 74476
EA 74477
EA 74478
EA74481
EA 74483
EA 74484
EA 74494
EA 74495
EA 74496
EA74499
EA 74593
Catalogue number
357
358
359
361
360
363
362
364
432
375
399
395
424
444
392
390
391
386
435
417
427
387
372
384
385
366
367
373
374
443
416
414
388
419
420
421
423
422
426
425
413
409
410
379
380
381
371
430
431
437
436
245
Pottery type
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
un
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Ii n
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
II n
un
tin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
P1w
P1w
P2a
P2a
12a
P2a
12a
P2a
P2a
P2a
12a
Museum number
EA 74600
EA 74604
EA 74605
EA 74609
EA 74639
EA 74659
EA 74661
EA 74662
EA 74664
EA 74665
EA 74667
UC 44808
UC 44829
UC44847
UC44851
UC44853
UC44854
UC44859
UC44904
UC 44922
UC 44923
UC 44926
UC 44927
UC 44930
UC44936
UC 44940
UC44941
UC 4495i
UC 44952
UC 7622
UC7626PP
UC 7626 PPP
UC 7626 VPP
UC 7631
UC7633PP
UC 7638 II
UC 7653
UC 7655
UC 7660 P
UC 7677
EA 74648
MM 354
EA 74450
EA 74606
UC44809
UC448i0
UC44842
UC 44844
UC 44856
UC44928
UC 7627
CataPogue number
402
441
393
397
377
389
442
445
376
438
446
370
398
382
412
4i 5
434
396
369
368
400
4i 8
365
404
383
440
378
439
447
428
406
407
405
408
394
401
403
433
429
411
323
322
449
448
450
455
456
454
458
457
459
246
Pottery type
12a
12a
12a
12a
12a1
12a1
12a1
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a2
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12a4
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b1
12b2
12b2
12b2
12b2
12c1
12c1
12h
12n
12n
12n
12n
Museum number
UC 7648
UC7654
UC7671
UC7676
EA 74397
EA 74493
EA 74663
EA 50933
EA 74490
EA 74595
EA 74625
UC 44752
UC 44767
UC 44772
UC 44780
UC 44788
EA 74375
EA 74392
EA 74438 + EA 74649
EA 74615
EA 74624
UC 44766
UC44777
UC 44795
UC 7684
EA 74364
EA 74370
EA 74400
EA 74439
EA74461
EA 74630
UC44865
UC 44869
UC44872
UC44880
UC44881
UC 44888
UC 44898
UC44917
UC44948
EA 74380
EA74394
EA 74430
UC 44875
EA 74442
EA 74452
MM 478
EA 74379
EA 74472
EA 74602
UC44819
Catalogue number
452
460
453
451
463
461
462
464
471
472
467
466
470
468
465
469
473
481
478
475
477
479
480
476
474
492
484
489
487
493
482
491
488
490
485
495
486
483
496
494
499
500
498
497
502
501
503
506
509
504
508
247
Pottery type
I2n
12n
12n
13a
13c1
l3c1
13c1
13c1
13c1
l3c1
13n
I3n
13n
13n
I4b
l4b
14n
I4n
14n
I4n
14n
I4n
liii
IIlj
111k
Ill'
I'll
'Ill
1111
liii
liii
I'll
liii
I'll
I'll
Ill'
III'
lii'
liii
III'
I'll
liii
Ill'
Ill'
I'll
I'll
'Ill
I'll
Ill I
him
him
Museum number
UC44916
UC44934
UC 7674
UC 44944
EA 74353
EA 74360
EA 74363
EA 74385
EA 74427
UC 7626 I
EA 74469
EA 74470
UC 7637
UC7667
UC 44860
UC 44887
EA 74356
EA 74366
EA 74418
EA 74432
UC44932
UC 7698
MM 421
MM 338
UC44966
EA 74485
EA74611
UC 44956
UC 44957
UC 44958
UC44959
UC44961
UC 44962
UC 44963
UC44964
UC 44965
UC44968
UC44969
UC44970
UC 44972
UC44973
UC 44974
UC44975
UC 44978
UC 44979
UC 7626 VI
UC 7640
UC 7666
UC 7691
EA 74482
EA 74670
Catalogue number
505
507
510
511
516
514
512
515
513
517
521
520
518
519
522
523
527
526
529
525
524
528
530
531
532
547
556
542
538
533
546
535
553-
536
555
534
550
539
540
548
541
549
554
551
543
544
545
552
537
557
558
248
Pottery type
hip
111q
hlir
111r
lllr
hllr
Ilir
Ilir
Ill r
112b
I 12s
I 13d 1
113d2
113n
113n
113n
I 13s
I 13t
I 13u
I 13u
114v
114v
Museum number
UC 7693
UC 44971
UC44953
UC44954
UC 44955
UC 7623 I
UC 7623 II
UC 7623 III
UC 7623 IV
EA 55288
UC44960
EA 74596
MM 373
EA 74656
UC 44976
UC 44981
UC 7625 II
EA 74454
UC 44967
UC44977
EA 74592
UC 7649
Catalogue number
559
560
563
562
567
564
565
561
566
569
568
572
573
578
576
577
571
570
574
575
579
580
© 
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